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ABSTRACT

iThis report presents the results of an Initial,evaluetion.study'
of Individually Guided Edubation (IGE): A. matched sample of IGEand
nOnTIGE schools was compared on a ,variety of direct and indirect
outfoMe Measures. Findings indicated general support for the achiev

Me t of direct outcomes, with few differensps between IGE and co
schools shown on indirect outcome meatures.* nclusions And rec
daions-are directed both toward urther eve uation.efforts as w
to identifying issues in furtheri g research and deve14ment on
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INTRODUCTION
N4

a ,..Indivi lly uided Educati (IGE) is a major educat onal in .OVA'
tion, possibly he most widely recognized achievement obf,th edu9atiOnal

I A
laboratories an cente rs funded by the-federal gove nment. Th e are

between 1,500 and 3,00,0 wbools that ap least claim the label '
many of these schoolSZJIave invested years of effort to adopt.and 'fine

the IGE,program. There is a network. of IGE coordinat rs in 23 eta s

with schools banded. together in,leagues, hubsi and regi al /GE coor

ating councils7-a.111 of which has otcurred with a'minimum xternal'

funding support. Many universities nowoffer teacher education courses
IGE; theSpars Foundation has supported the clevelopment'of a substan-

.ial number 6f textbooks; filmstrips, and supporting materials foi'. use .

in tlip teacher education effort., The National Association lor IdE, forped'
'aily faut years ago, has already drawn mord then 1,000 participanteat
'one of its 'national'. conferences. IGE may not ultimately become the alter-
native to the traditional age-graded, self-contained elementary school .

classroom, but it has already-come-Closer than any other elementary school
o

innoVationil this era.
Intere tingly,-IGE-has-had this impact withut sstantial evaluation

infortation available on itS,effectiveness: The havk been a number of
studies conducted by the R & D Center, by /I/D/E/A/, an by local-sChoOls.
Tholse that codld be'readily identified are feviewed.in Chapter III; _-

undoubtedly others exist thatwe,<W4t not able to identify or locate. .

But there is little question that these studies_of IGE are-fragmentary,

lack coMprehensivenessi and in many'instances have seriouS meth6d6logical

limitations. In addition,'the findings are by no means overwhelMingly

supportive of IGE. Results of these studies'are in general.not compel-
ling enough to. change anyone's prior.opinion about IGE.

A discussion Of why IGE. has.grown as it, has without evaluative in-

formation'wOuld gd beyond the purpose of thle report and the expertise

of the:driters. It would requ e an analysis of the sociology of educa-
tional innovations and the li s of current educational evaluation pro-.

cedul-es as a sourte of decisio king. However, the lack of-evaluative
°information for IGE is understan4able
circumstances.

1:- The outcomes of the IGE Frog
e

am bave never been totally defined.
The most comprehensive (bUt#by noa

given the following set oft.
.

s universally accepted) set of
outcomes is' that deve1Oped by /111-A A/. These.35 outcomes have proven
very useful to the II/D/E/A/-criginated IGE schools for self-evaluatiOn
of their.programs.. However, as objettives for evaluationistudies, the

'
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. /- . .

/I/D/E/A/ outcomes have serious limitations. They combine both'implemen-

tatiohand,outcome objectives, and instrumentation for these.outcomes is

Piimarily'designed for self-evalUation. TirAillyr 35 objectiveS are far

toopmany to try td dealyith io any singlitudy: "r
,o.

On the othei,hand,,the R & D Center has published a--set'of 88

4perfoimance objectives, almost all-of which are implementation objectives.

Like the 7I/D/B/A/ outcomes,-ho criterion levels are establighed,.afthough
, _

the R & D Center has.attempted to Sequence its objective. s (earlier
.

objectives to be achieved come.before later objectives) to a greater -

degree than.has /I/D/E/A/: .Like the /I/D/E/A/ set, the R& D Center .'.

performance objectives,are intended primarily for self-evaluation. Only

recently has'the R & D Center begun to define outcomes of.IdE. Given"

p statua of availablematerials defining 1GE, it is not suiprising,

that field evaluations Of IGE have tended to be.fragmentdry.

2. Much of IGE4 at least'in regard to all seven of it6 components,

has only recently been Completed; several comppnenta have been started

just within the past few years. Original evaluations of IGE were in fact

evaluations of only one component--the multiunit schOol. Yet much pf

the interest in evaluation has focused onAinstructional change, which is

dependent on curriculum materials not widely available until very recently.

3. IGE is a comprehensive multi-faceted program for changing elem-

entary schools. As such, each school defines it somewhat differently,

and the simple experimental-control evaluation design that is 9Ltfn desired

is inappropriate. Adding to this difficulty is the fact thatAany of the

componxnts of IGE are not uniqUe to IGE schools; what is unique is the

total comprdiensive'package. Thus, in comparing IGE.and non-IGEpchooka
.the particular,tteatment being assessed may occuk.40.1most as frequently 14--

the control schools as the IGE schools.
4. IGE is a very complex program, demanding several years to ,-..4-

implement.approprti.itely, given consiimble resoufdekand effort. There

is a tendency in evaluating educatORWI'programs to want to measUre

effects immediately after theethgktm has been Apitiated. Such an approach

in IGE is bound.to fail; studies of this haturiOdegenerate to- implementation

studies, regardless of their intent.
5. Until very recently, the R & riCenter found it impossible to

? obtain funding for IGE evaluation after the initial multiunit school

evaluations and formative evaluations of curriculum materials. There is

a case to be made for this aPproach, as the remaining components of IGE'

were not available to th5degree that would have made large scale evalua-

tionefforts justifiable. But the absence of funding has also meant that

the planning and pre aration for evaluation that should have been going

on for the past thr to four years was not done; available staff had to

be assigned to othe evelopmental efforts that were,being fUnded.

6. What resources the R & D Center had for IGE. were channeled into

implementation
this decision;
to adopt. The
collecting far
implementation
evidence of an

rather than evaluation. Our point is not to criticize
in fact, we are convinced that this was the correct strategy

point is that other centersdid not adopt this strategy, thus

greater evaluative information, but with less emphasis on

of their programs.. Therefore,,today their programs have

evaluative nature, but fewerschools are using them. The

1 3



'R &,13Center is in the conyerse situation, with many schools and,little
evaluative information. +Both approaches are open to criticism: the

R & D.Center for'impledenting'a prOiram Without extensive data: and
othe s for hot getting the program to the field.

I

conditions for evaluation of..IGE'haVe now changed. 0.?The National

Institute o ducation has agreed to support a three year effort, begin-
ning in Jandary 76. mg has now been available to schools for
a sufficient nUmber ears,.so-that the program (or at least the .

first version of the prog should Ilive,stabilized, The cUrriculum .

.. ,
. -..

.
'Materia'ls developed for IGE--WgiiDesign jOrReading $kill Develop-
ment, DeVeloping Mathematical Prodesses, flalVidnAIlyGgided Mdtivation,
and Preruading--are noW coromercially available cie-iii.- Win the near

litfuture, Perhaps of greatestimportance, IGE schonls re.hOW-faced with.

deMands for acdountability from parents, comddnity, andrschoO1 boards,
and are ferventlyrequesting evaluation information and assistance.

The balance of this report presents preliminaryplanand procedures
for IOE evaluation. Chapter II is a discussion of specIfic concerns, that
.arise in the attempt to evaluate IGE, and identifi4some:of the unique
problems associatedlwith this type qf evaluation. Chapter III is a

suMmary of the available IGE evalnation studies, employing the distinc,-
tions 4eveloped in Chapter II. Chapter IV presents a summary of an :

exploratori, pilot study that was carried out'in January and February'
1976 involving 15 1GE schools and 15 matched non-IGE Schoolth, ,

Although the structure.of this report follows the typical research

report format with literature review preceding ,irical data collection,
the activities reported in Chapters II lnd IIIJ were actually carried out
at the same time. It should not be assumed t t these activities were
carried out under optimal conditions. In fact, they were'conducted with
minimal resources, and under time constraints that did not permit exten-

'sive advance planning. However, we do/feel thNi what haS been done.will
lorovide a base for further, more systematic efforts to evaluate IGE. It,

is in this context that the following chapars are presented..

14



I I

IgLENALUATION,R RT

. CONSIDERATIONS IN'EVALUATING IGEo
,

.
,

One of the intentions of this report is to draw together the previous

IGE evaluations; there has been no summary document published for a number

of..years. Yet.the.studies presentji wide range of approaches and findings
that aie boUnd to.defY any simple:Aunimarization. This is not surprising,

as IGE itself is complex, thus not yielding to a simple evaluation design.

In order o Organiie the previmis studies, as Well,as provide a structure

for the evaluation Study dii c.4sed in Chaliter IV, some issues relevant to
evaluating IGE are presentedhere.

One we4 to view the evalivation of an educational program is.to treat
it as a research stUdY,'spPaying the same expectations and'procedures.
From the research perepeclAve, a treatment (in this case.an educational

1

program) is introduced a .its hypothesized or'expected effects are mea7

su 4/red. A design (e.g. experimental-control or pre-post) is utilized

that is appkbpriate toithe inferences desired. Any effects the program

has mdll be observed.lf rea sonable diligence has been shown.
'. There 4; no.que6tion that educational evaluation must follow the '

research model, as.dt represents the scientific approach'to the collec-
tion of empirical/evidence. But researchers-trained in laboratory or .

1
guasi-laboratóry/Settings have often failed to take into consideration-
some issues of Considerable,importance in the evaluation-of educational
programs, regarding both independent and"dependent variakles.

IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES,_ DIRECT OUTCOMES, AND INDIRECT OUTCOMES

An educational'innovation is introduced for a purpose and it is

reasonable to expect that, if effective, the innovation will-produce

certain predicted effects. often the effeCts (4 educational programs
have.not,been carefully stated; due to the.complexitY of 'real life
educational settings, seldom is there an opportunity to map out the com-
plete.causal network that exists between.program input and odiput. But

failure to identify the -major causal outcomes of an educatiOnal innovation
leads to a totally untes table intervention'which must necessarily die out
once the initial rush of enthusiasm has passed, to be replaced.by the:

next innovation.
A simple'model of-causal inference in evaluation is presented in

Figure 1. According to the model, when an edUcational program has been
Properly implemented, this implementation should lead to specified direct
outcomes, the achievement of which in turn may lead to indirect outcomei

5
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>Implementation
,

0.ganizationa1 Structures

.\

Program activities

,
Troce es

_

Direct
,Outcomes

1. Criterion-referenced
achievement-changes

2. Specific behavi ,

changes

3. Direct reactions or
opinions regarding .

the program

,

Indirect
Outcomes .

1. Norm-referenced
achievement changes

2..-General attitudinal
and behavioral changes

3. Other
.

-

16
Figure 1. Model of causal inference in evaluation.
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/

of the innovation. /Impl mentali9A objectives are the specified orgaltza-
tional changes, programactivifies, or:processes that are to be carried
out tn order for the program to be operationalized. In,research terma,

/

iVplementation objectives eke independ/ ent'variables under the control of

w sthe prograstaff, and criteriaftshoul be.the dichotomou,'yes-or-no
type of decision. Direct outcomes ar: the high probability effects of

the innoVation. 'In other. words, direct outcomed.are,the effects that -3

thshould follow'if the rogram is proPerly iMplemented; if ey are. absent, ,',x

developers and propon ts of the Program,shOuld seek changes or abandon4t.
Indirect outcomes are either toped/for or unexpected effects resuleing .

from prOper iniplementation orthe/program and achievement of the direct
outcomes,:but on which the program does/not directly operate. These may
be highlTdesirable outcomes, bUt they are not outcomes Or which the .

prograM" hould-have a vested interest (failure to ardhieve,these should
not inv lidate tfle program)% /For example, decreasing vandalism might
be an indirect dutcome of greater school involvement by Students% Failure
to achieve decreased vandaliSm might be a. disappointment,: but in no'viay
invalidates the program if- i.t *indeed has Created greater school involve- .
ment. '%,'

,......

s .
_

As intuitively obvios as the model is, d4ect outcomes have not
been distinguished'from indirect outdomes in much,of the evaluation
literature. In social s ience research the degree of-probability of a
hypothesis is left stri tly to Statistical test; if results are signifi-
cant, the lack of a lo ical rationale for the relationship is not ques-
tioned. While,the abs idities that can result from this approach have
been documented (Lykk n, 1968.), many educational programs do not.include
statements of direct'Cutcomes, and most dissertatiOn writers continue to.

)

.search only for stet4s tical significance,-no matter how meaningless their
hypotheses might be. This approach has been termed the "IJpkbox Model";

'< implementation'of the program.is hypothesized to lead to s cified in- _.

1/

direct outcomes, b t the causal network through which-this should occur
'. is never exp1icate1 . Failure to achieve the indirect outcames-leads to

a rejectiOn of the program without the.antecedent knowledge necessary to
make this decision, such as whether the program was ever implemented,
whether direct. o tcomes followed.from implementation, or whether achieve-

.:

merit of direct tcomes was positive: Without verification that the :.

program has ore ted the expected direct outcomes, there is little reason
to'declare4theiprogram, per se, responsible for the indirect outcomes.

/I/D/E/A/:has approached the problem in a manner.that takes this
somewhat into/account. Its 35 outcomes are in fact combinations of.im-
.plementation objectives and direct outcomes. According to itsrationale,

' the IGEprogram includes the implementation element and the direct out-
Comes eleme t,A;ut not the indirect outcomes. Individual schools are
free to det rmine whatever indireCt outComes of the IGE program they
mightdesiri, but /I/D/E/A/ does"not consider Attainment of any of these

- indirect olitcomes ag an indidator of the effectiveness of the IGE program.
Thus. /I/D/E/A/ utilizes the first twO boxes of'the model.

DiStnguishing implementation'from direct and indirect outcomes
-provides/several insights into the problems. of evaluatill.IGE. 'First,
.as mentiOned earlier; the 11 & D Center's performance objectives are

7
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primarily implementation ObjectiveS, and until very recently, the.R & D
Center had not attempted to specify-direct outcomes for ICE. Alt was
for this reason that the Evaluation Section. was farced"to define direct-
outcomes:for'the studyto be discussed in Chapter IV of this rwort0
'Lack of specification of the diAct Outcomes has also tiermitted Schools
.to adopt the IGE program for opposing reasons. Some Schools may have t

adopted,IGE.to decreae competition among students while °others have'
hoppdi:ti* program Would increase competition. If the prOgram were truly

thit le, then it would ived to be declared totally tmtestable and:-

-eV would be unnecessar. ; -

,However, there are seriond problems with the Causal inf ence model

itself (Figure,1); when aplqied to any innovative educational program.
Most programs have impacts that are too broad Snd diverse to be.encap-
sulated in a simple causal network. Effects are often muitiply.caused,
and there ire probably a nUmber of leVels Of direbt outcomes. Further,
it is-a gross oversimplification to suggest that the Causal arrow, always.
moves from left tb right. In fact, achievement of direct outcomes will'
often influence implementationc-and.achievement of indirect outcCmes,
*hich will probably influence botb implementation and direct o4cdmes,,
and so on.

,

The ioint is not to minimiZe the problems-associated with,trying to
,explicate,a causal network; in fact, a description.of the total logical;
set of relatiOnships for any'program would undoubtedly be too coMplex to
be.of any practical value. NonetheIesa, some logical Sequence of e*pec-.
tations is reasonable for any educational program and itshould_be pos-
*sible to define, at least'in probability terms, the relationships through
which the programexpects to fulfillits CutcoMes. yithout this, evalua-

tion is a "fishing expedition." -.: r/ :i..' : ,

'.-. 'If a program is indeedintroduced for a specific purpo , then the
=4,

' simplest approach is to adopt the Skihnerian, operant lear. .ng model. From

the Skinnerian perspective, it is clear that an educationalt program should

begin with its expeCted.outcomes and thelorogram should.be devised to.meet
those outcomes.. Thus,.a program should be tailored_to achieve certain. ,

: effects, and the evaluation question should indeed be relatively simple;
as the outcomes to be'acliieved would already be specified. However, ie
practice, this is not the case. Some-outcomesare undoubtedly recognized.
from the beginning of te program; but thede are Seldom clearly,specified;
Rather, the program is defined and implemented and then the outcomes are
determined, often,by the evaluator rather:than the program staff. There

are two major reasons why'programs are designed in this sequence. Firgty

program or Project developers tend to be "true believers"; they need-no ,4
evaluation information to be convinced-of the *orth Of their programs'. 1.

g#
As long as the processes have.beenproperly implemented, the developer
arewilling to assume that theoutcOmes will automatically. follow. S 4

for a,substantial.number of innovatiVe edUcationarprograma, outcom
specified irrespectiVe of the nature of the program. Thisselection is'
done not by the program,developers but by administrators, school boards,
or other significant groups and.usually.consists'of-standardized achieve-
ment test scores. Despite.arguments questioning the/meaningfulness of"
standardized achievement measureg for most, educational programs, the groups,\ L ,

18



with decisionmaking power have refused to understand and/or accept
broader set of outcomes.

Each of the elements Of.the causal model also creates problems from
A research perspective. Implementation objectives may not be clearly

specified. While this is often siMply a 2eflection of inadequate program
aevelopment effort, it muet be recognized that a program operating cqer

' a one or two Srear period cannot includes,all the detail specified 'in the

typical experimental.treatment. Further, the school is not a controlled

.setting. All applied-researchers haveheir own experiences of un ched-
uled breaks in the.academic program due to weather, strikes, a win ing
basketball team-, etc. Procedures are violated because people resp nsible
aren't available.for questions at a critical moment, or they aren't con-
sulted when procedural changes are made, or they arsconsulted but don!t`
think it would make any difference anyway. These are the constraints

-within which an educational program must operate in tlie teal world.
In addition, no 14.tter how well sPecified the program, and how

motivated the school:, ibere are times when the program ipTot implemented,
leading to the comparison of experimental-control or prepost scores which
'really reflect non-treatmentvs: nion7treatment, cr-as Charters ahd.Jonee
(1973). have termed it, "the appraisal-6f non-events.", The particular
Problemr-with-educational programs is that implementation can seldom be
reahced-tO a."single yes7;no decision because it is cdmposed of a whole .

set of Procedures-to be carried mite. The R.& p Center's 88 perfprmange
objectives for IGE are More elaborate than many programs, but,the problem
is similar. Schools adopting IGE almost always implement some part of.

, the program, tut alMost never implement all'of-it,at least,in the first
few yew. How much is enough to declalimplementation appropriate?
And whffgh aspects of implementation are r9 or less critical? Answers
to,these questions are very seldom available:

Regarding outcomes, it is neceseary.to distinguieh between two char-
.

acteristics of outcode teasures--objectivity and relevance. Objectisity
refers to the. degree to which attainment of the outcome aan be publiNty
verified. A set of paper and pencil stand4rdized test scoresare highly
objective, while:the opinions of an educational specialist after an
ronsite visit are highly subjective. But objectivity is not synonomous
with Credibility. Standardized achievement test scores can be-meaningless
because of lack of relevance to the particular innOvation, language
problems, or lack of motivation.. On the other hand, subjective insights
provided throughObservations are often the most penetrating evidence to°
be found; yet they are,.as we have said, not objective or'easily verified.
'While there is no question that, in generc, the more.objective the
measure the more credible it is, the subjective measure can be made more
credible by increasing'the number of obeervers and carefully specifyirl
the.conditions of observations; Subjectivity is oftq.less an issue of
credibility than of costs as it is alMost always more costly to secur,
credible subjective evidence than credible objective.evidence.

Relevance is the degree to Which a measure reflects the content of
the program. fWth psychometric iterature, the term validity is used-
rather than relevan e. However, v idity can be implied to be a charac-
teristic Of the in7truinent, irrespective Of the sfi'tting, while here the
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emphasis'is bn the functioning of the instrUment in a specified setting;

thus the use of the_term relevance.
Returning to the distinction oedirection:and in rect outcomes,

.rriesures of directicutcomes are (or should be/ levant to the

program. If measureSofAirect outtothea are irrelevant it is an 4ndica-

tion that thelogic of.therelationships hypothesizisehas not been ade7

quately conceptualized.-These outcomes would not .fiaVe to be measured by

subjective-means, but by_the.nature O'f- many educational programs, they
often.are. Measures of indirect outcomed are often less relevant or even
irrelevant because the indirectoutcomes themselves are irrelevant to

the proiram. .tiowever, they have tended to be highly objective (e.g.
standardized achievement scores, cost data, attendance rates, etc.)
except where inherently subjective, as with attituded.

One other consideration in discussion of the evaluation 'studies is

that evaluation.can'becondUcted as A micro study ores a macro study.'.4

The distinction,of macro versua micro refers t0"-theepecificity with

Which behaVioral outputs Are investigated.
investigate specific behavioral changes relat

6 tigations of whether students spend more tinp_if
tasks.or show greater verbal-output
woui.d'be micro studies,vas the speciT7.

,
pro'gram are in fact asseWed. Macro
attemPt .to assess whether,individuaI4b4OL
to the program actually ocCurred. JRat

udies are those that
Invea-

uarrinstructional
ucational program..
changed by the
her hand, do not

chancies attlibutable
comes assessed are, at

best, only reflections oP thp actual.beha 'oral changes resu ting froM

the program. Most of the natronal polickvaluations that âzebeen
ionducted, such as keadstart,. have been "this,nature. Evaluations.of

,the indirect. Outcohes are,a1Most alwa'iacro studies; implementation
evaluations will by naturebe microstUdies (even if summarized.across
a large number of schools);:'and e4aluations of direct outcomes might-be \

either macro or micro. 'Milt? studies of direct outcomes would require

actual Oberyation in the Schools of behavioral changes occurring after

prograi imOknentation, while macro studies might infer the.behavior
changes through -interviews Or' onsite obiervations after the fact.

CONTENT ORGANIZATION FOR IGE

The IGE model has.seven coMponents--the multiunit'school organization,
the Instructional Programing Model .(IFM), measurement and evaluation .pro-

cedured,:curriculum materialsome/school/communityrelations facili-.
tativp environments, and,cOntinuing research and development. Most Of
these components have been ogeratiOnalized, at least in regard to the

eleMentary school.' HoWever, the seven components havesbeen.useful_
primarily from an inpUt or implementatiOn.perspective. It woupd.-. ,

difficult to argue.that eadhof,the seven compOnents neCessarilY%developS,.
sOarate outcomes, except,under Contrived conditiond.' .For example, :1041W,-

would be poSsible to design a study that looked'at the effects of the
curriculum materials,without having the measurement and evaluation pro-
cedures that areinherent to the.Curriculum programs. ,HoWever,'the
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results of such a study would hade'liWe to.eay about how IGE functions in
a real life setting. A mre realistic approach is.to group the IGE.progrur(
comPonents into broader dimensiont or constructs, and to employ'these as.
'elements in evaluation studies.

_
There are no accepted or agreed. upon bro'ader constructs for the IGE.

program, but the Evaluatioh Section has fotind it useful to-group the IGE
program into thfee dimenpions--organization, instruction and facilitation

Organization. This refers o the multiunit school organization Within
' the specific elementarY, school building. Teachers, aides, and interns

.\\ are organized into Instrdctional and ReSearch Units & R),. with a unit

\ leader. The unit leaders and the principal (and perhaps xithers) form an
,Instructonal Improvement Committee (IIC) for the building as a whole.

Instruction, ,The Instructional.,PrograMing Model.is applied to the
identification of objectives fOr,..the building and units,:preassessment to
determine needs of-the Students, instructional program Planning,by objectives
for 'each ptudent,and reassessmentafter instruction to determine effects.
This\limension includes the curriculum material's and:many of.the astessment

. end evaluation procedures.
Facilitation. Thie refers to the inclusion of the individual sch0o1:.

building in a System-wide Program COmmittee and.elso interdistrict relations*,
such as'Regional IGE 'Coordinating Councils (HUBs, the_Amend Network, etc...)
Home/school/community relaticne woul. lso be placed in this Category, ae
It focuses on activities expandingp yon&the particular school.building.

Croseing these three IGE content dimations withthe three eleMents'
of the causal inference model discu ed abo e'yields athree4y-thl-ee matrix
of cells (see Figure 2). This latrixpill be sed to organize anddiscuss
the IGE evaluations presented In the' following chapter ofthis report.
By employing this matrix, it beqomgs easier to identify the typeS of studies
that have been done, and the areaS'in which little or no evaluation, has

. been conducted to-date. However, it cannot be,assumed that the'dimensions
4; that mak up this milpix.are.independent. At times it is difficult:to

distingui h implementatiohjectives from outcomes, and the line between
direct and ihdirect outcomes.is often somewhat arbitrary. Likewise* dis-
tinátions between the three content dimensions are not,always-Completely
clear, partiCularly in regard tci a component like continuing research

'and development, and it 4s someWhat arbitrary to distinguish separate
indirept outcomes for the three content dimensions. Nonetheless', the.
.matrix.does.lead tO many independent'questions, some of which have been
written into the matrix, as exampllf.

There are some general implications for evaluation of IGE tolDe
derived from the matrix:.

1. In any stUdy of effectiveness of IGE,.some7criteria for degree
of implementation will need to be established. As there are no published
'standards, thete will need to.be set somewhatarbitrarily.. Nonetheless,
if the assessment of non-events is to be.avoided, there must be some
benchmark set for appropriate inclusion in the study. The exception
to this rule is when the-study itself concerns degree ofimplementation,
thus making implementation the dependent rather than independent variable.

1
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' Implementation
Objectives

°a)

E.

pirect
Out came s

"Staff

Indirect
Outcomes

Students

Or'ganization

Content Dimensions

Instruction Facilitation
cta

1. Is the school
unitized?

2. Has a unit lead-
er been identi-
fied for.each.
unit?

a

3. Has an
formed

IIC been
and does

it meet?

1. Hav objectives
be identified
foE building
and units?

2. Is instruction'
organized by
objectives?

3. Has pre- and
post-asses'sment
occurred?,

1

2.-

Has an SPC been
formed?

Has the .district

joined with
ther districts

sin. a network
aciivity?

3. Has a home-
school-commun-
ityprogram
been installed?

1. rs.More instruc-
'tional coopera-
tion occurring?

2. Is decision mak-
°ing decentral-
ized?

3. Has role differ-
entiation actu-
ally occurred?

4.. What are the
reactions to
the organization?

1. Are .students
achieving the,
objeCtives. of

the,instruc-
tional program?

2. Are students
more self-
directed for
their education?

3. What are reac-
tio4p to the
instructional
progr*m?

1. Dd 1GE schools
share ideas with-
in the district?

2. Are teachers
and administra-
tors more pro-
fessionally
active?

3. Have home-school
community.rela- P
tions improved?

1. Does staff work
more closely/
effectively?

2..Is 'staff turn-
over lower? :

3. Is school climate
more open? intel-
'lectuil? etc.? P

1:

2.

Is'the staff
positive about
the.effects of(
individualizazo
tion?

Does dtaff.feel
more profession
al responsibil-
ity?

1. Is the attitude
toward school/
learning more
positive?

2. Is the student's
self-concept
improved?

1. Do students
show iMproved
achie/ement?

Figure 2. MatriX Of causal and content
evaluations.
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r.
i .

2. Since direct outcomes of IGE are as yet not provided bY ale

R & D Center, it will be necessary to adopt the.,/I/D/E/A/ 35 outcomes
qr to develop a set of direct, outcomes unique to-eaCh study.. If the

%/I/D/ A/ outcomes are utilized, it Will be .necessary.to.distinguish
imPlem tcation objectives from'outcomes to avoid equating input with

output for the outcomes.
.

3. Indirect outcomes of the IGE program Illaybe selected for each
study, at thejnstigation-of th-e Investigators. However, if it iS to
be an evaluation study, there should at least be some logical rationale
provided so that the IG9 program-might create the particular indirect
outcome chosen. Ffrther, there will need to be evidence collected'that
the IGE program dill meet.implementation and direct outcome criteiia;
otherwise, the study is lilsely to be,little, more than a,collection of
instances where the IGE program was never established, and inferences
regarding outcomes of the program arethen bound to be, meaningless.

23
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REVIEW OE IpE EVALUATIONS

Evaluation is currently a very popularterm in,the education Iitera-
ture,because of this it_has been applie&to a wide range.of different
activities ranging from simple descriptive "snapshote Of phenomena to
highli-controlled, hyPotheSis-generated research studies. Evaluations
of IGE have'been particular34 varied becaUseof the manypaspects of the
.IGE model aniithe fact that-IGE has'*moved.from research to development
to bperationaf implementatiOn in the schools within a relatively brief

period of tiMe. ,As seasions at the.ASSociation for Individually.Guided
Education have.demonStrated, a call for examples of IcE evaluation is
likely to collect almost-any kind oi study that somehow relateS to IGE.

H For the purposes of this paper, we are adopting the definition of

evaluation:gIven by. Worthen and-Sanders (1973) which holds,that evaluating
means to determine the worth of.something. By nature, judging the worth

of something requires a comparison; siMply describing a phenomenon is
not enough. There are three basic ways in which the comparison might be
intlpded in an evaluation:

1. bontrol group comparison. This category includes the standard
controi.grougPstudies, e.g.:IGE schools vetsus'non-,IGE schools,-and
studies that.eompare schools at differing points afOng the continuum
(IGE schools that have implemented much of the program versiis schools that

have implemented only a small.amount, or Schools that have been IGE for
number of.yeara as opposed to just beginning). The value of the control

group will of Course depend upon'the extent tp.which appropriate control-

ling variables haye been identified and actua4av'employed in the design.

2.. Pre-post comparisons. -Possibly the mOst potent of the evaluation
studies are those which compare a school at one point in time to that

school at.a later point. Unfortunately,.very7few of the IGE eValuation
studieS have been longitudinal in charaCierdoubtedly'reflecting the:
fact that most of the evaluation studies have been'doctoral dissertations
where data collection generally occurs over a relatively short time span.

3.- comperisons'to objectives. This refers.to studies which assess
the degree,to which:the program has matched its own objectives, and could
be termed criterion-referenced eveluatiOn. Neither control groups nor
pre-post measures are required in this category.' For IGE, this type of ,

evaluation is appropriate only for implementation, as neither direct-nor'
indirect outcomes and their expected criterion levels have been officially

15
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" I
established for.IGE, making a comparison to expected optcoMes,impoSsible:
The exception is opihion studies, where sclidol staff,- students, and .

p4xents are asked their reactions tci IGE. While there-is generally no
ect comparison in'these studies, Ihereris at least-the notion of an°

dard. For example, if.90 percent of. theparents Support
h other programs might be equally popular, -a study.Of
provide the information that.the large majority of tte

parents are expressing satksfaction with the existing IGE programs.
Following is A.Shortsuromary.of each of the'IGE evaluation studies:that

we,befieve in some manner meet the minimal criteria to be considered an evalua-
tion Of IGE. NOt included-in thia'list are a great,number of,researchstudieS
of IGE,o.wany of'which have'beenvery informative. However, these.studies have
lacked a comparison which "we consiaer essentido evaluation.. The:evaluation
tudies are presented alphabetically, by author, in AppendiX A. Notethat in
each of the summaries, Wehave attemPted to'give,some-indication of the manner
in which implementation of IGE was determined, the control vakiablesAmed, and
the' type of outcome measure's employed..

absolute St
IGE, even tho
this nature

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION STUDIES.

The studies summarized below haVe been categokized by type in Figure 3.
Aoiditionally, each haabeen Classified according to whether it is a macro'
or micro study!Whether the measures used are subjective or objective, and
whether the findings were generally positive,, neutral:or negatiVe.tattgor-
ization of.the studies was somewhat arbitrary in a few instances,ns they
contained sOme elements that might have.been included in other cells.of
the matriX. The attempt has been to place the study in the'cell Where
the preponderance of findings would be most relevant.,

There are some general.conclusions to be reached!simplYJDY reviewing
thenlatrix. 'First, there have keen no studies regarding facilitation. in
Any of the categories. There have been some initial, exploratory studies
done by the R & D Center but the fact that moat* facilitation issues have
only recently been addressed,is,reflected in the paucity ofthe studies
available. Additionally, there have been no studies dealing primarily
with the implementation of instruction and the IPM. 'This has been touched
upon in a number of the-studies, but it is fair. to say thatvery little
is known about the status of implementation of instruction in IGE 'schools.

Implementation of brganization,(MUS)

The major study by IrOnside (1973) and smaller studies by RlausMeier
et Al. (1971), La Hay'(1970), Watkins,et al. .(1974), and IoWa State University.
(1976) haVe all beenTositive. While there has been a good deal of varia-
tion in implementation in these studies, each has reported that the Organi-'
zational aspect'of IGE has been established in a major Proportion of the
schools studied. The studies by Gresso (1974) and Paden (1975) represent
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jpiplementation

irect Outcomes

Indirect Outcomes

M = Macro
m = micro study

Organization Instruction.., 4 Facilitation
. .

Ironside(2)
*
m,o/s,+

Klausmeier m;,s, +
La Bay . m, s, +

Watkins (2) m, el, +

Gresso nm, s, +
Paden- m, s, +_
Ames,. Iowa m,o/s1+

.

.t

.,

.

.

.

Essig m, s, +. Bradford - m, s,. +
%;tly .0

Pellegrin
0

m,o/s,+ Hackett M, s, + r .

Olzsewski

Watkins (2)

m,. o, +

m,.o, +

'

Joyal , mi o, +

KlauspeierZ m, o, +

.

La Bay. 4 m, s, '-i-

Paden M, s, +
.

Ames, Iowa .m.,.O

Bernel
.

M, si.+ Bradford. M;o/s,+
. , ,

Bolin M, s, 0
.

.

Burtleii. M, o,N-

$owers M, s, + Claytor m,O/P,"1-

Burtley

CEPM

'M, s, +

M, s, +

Flournoy M, o, +

Gervase M.,,o +

,

Edwaeas M, s, + Hackett M, o, + -

Gresso M, s, + Harmon. M, s, 0

Herrick: M, s, + HohI M, o, 6

Kelley M, s, 0 Kennedy M,o/s,+
4

Mantzke . M, s, + La Bay M,o/s,0

Parsons' M,o/s,+ Nelson M, s, 0
_

Richardson M, s, 0 Quilling M, o, 0

,

Walter M, s, + Schneiderman M, o, 0

Ames,' Iowa M, s, + Watkins (2) M,o/s,0
\,

Ames, Iowa M, s, 0
- -

o = objective study
s = subjective study

o/s = objective and subjective

+ = posiil,ve findings
0 = neutral findings
- = negative findings

* (2) indicates the author was listed in two separate stUdies.

Figure 3. ClasSification of IGE evaluatioi:studies.
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a somewhat different approach; in these two studies degree of implementation
was used as the independent rather than the dependent variable. In each,

,
differences -were discovered between the,schools that had implemented more

91 the pr ram and those that had implemented less, with the results favoring

greater. p ementation.

Direct Outcomes of Organization

In regard to the direct.'outcomes of organization, Essig (1971) found
a greater amount of teaming in IGE schools andgreater involvement by.the

teachers in decisionmaking. Pellegrin (1469) found few 'vidual decisions

and more group decisions in tGE, that unit leaders as well as Pri ls

were persons of influence in IGE4,:schools, and that interdependency, relation-
ship8 were within the unit-rather than within the grade'level as they were-
in non-IGE schools. Olzsewski .(1973)- found greater sharing in teacher
behaViors in IGE schools than in nOn-IGE schools. Finally, Watkins et.al..

(1974) reported that the students in IGE'Schools experienced very different
activities throughout the school day than did students in a non-IGE school.
It should be pointed out that only in the Pellegrin study was degree of

implementation actually controlled, and only in the Pellegrin and Watkins
studies were the matching characteristics of the IGE and non-IGE schools

carefully controlled.

Direct Outcomes .of Instruction

Regarding the direct outcomes of instruction, only the studies by
Joyal (1973) and Klausmeier (1971) looked at student and teacher outcomes
'otherthan attitudes or reactions to the IGE program. Using observation
techniques in a longitudinal design, Joyal reported an increape in the
nmmber of students using a wider Variety of.instructional materials,.greater
variety in size of learning'groups,-and increases in the frequency of-teacher-

. pupil interactions'and teacher-directed.learning activities. Klausmeier

found an indication of greater reading achievement', as meaSured by,the
"Wisconsin Tests kor Reading Skill Development. Bradford (1972), Hackett

- (1972), La Bay (1970), and Paden. (1975) all reported positive reaction to

the program by teachers, students, and parents. While none Of these studies:
could actually-demonstrate more favorable reactions given the cross-sectional
designs employed,In a number of these studies the qUestions were worded
to ask whether reactions were more favorable this year than in the previous
year. -Degree of implementation of the IGE program was indicated in all but
the Bradford study, and Matching characteristics of IGE and non-IGE. schools
were given, where relevant, in all of these studies.

Indirect Outcomes of Organization

As might be expected, there is a substantially larger number of evalua-
tion studies dealing with indirect outcomes of the IGE program. Bernal (1973)
found the IGE schools in his study to be more open in organizational output,
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while Bowers (1973) reported. the IGE.schools to ha.*e significantly less

control press and inhibition, and more team and,motivation orientation

toward change. The intellectual climate was' also stronger in the IGE

schools, although there was greater impulsiveness and disorder. Burtley

(1974) found greater, teacher cooperation and coMpatibility. The Center

for Educational Policli and Management.(CEPM) study (1973) at the Vnifersity
of Oregon found greater task orientation interaction in IGE Schools, more .

involvement in school-wide decisions and greater job satisfaction with.
teachers. Edwards,(1972) reported Student attitudes toward school and
peers,more positive, and IGE teachers more progressiVe and lesatraditiohaI.
Gresso's study (1974) dealt with degree of implementation as measured by
the /I/D/F/A/ outcomes, and found that the.high implementation.schoolS
were perceived as more open, showed greater autonomy, and haciwrincipalS,

who were less aloof and showed more consideration. Herrick (074) reported
multiunit schools to be less centralizea, less stratified, and with more
highly motivated teachers. *There were.no differences in the organizational

chhracteristics of size, complexity, arid formalization. Kelley (1973) found

IGE schools in the second year of implementation to have a more.open climate,
although these 'findings were not borne out with the schools in the sample,
that were three years into IGE implementation. Mantzke .(1973) reported
increased satisfaction of principals in IGE schools.With regard to the
supervision of instruction, curricular development, Student guidance, staff

relationships', and securing and managing.ascal resources. Parsons (1971)

followed students from an IGE school into jumlor high school and found that

former IGE students were rated higher by teachers in decisionmaking, self7
responsibility, self-concept and interpersonal relations. Walter (1973)
reported that IGE schools were not different from non-IGE. schools in organ-
izational structures, but.were significantly more adaptive. The Ames, Iowa

study (1976) found that teachers viewed IGE as more positive in terms of
interaction patterns, decisionmaking, continuous progress, and learning.

Only two studies reported neutral rather.than positive results. Bolin.

(1975).reported no differences in overall scores on the Orgh'nizational.

Climate,Description Questionnaire, although the IGE schools did exceed the
non-IGE on the subtest of esprit, and were below the,non-IGE schools in
the subtest of productionemphasis. Richardson. 41972) found no differences

in role perceptions and role 'behaviors of elementary school principals
between the perceptions of the principals and the perceptions of the pro--
.fessional staffs as to role behaviors in IGE schools.

It must be noted that all of these studies were macro Studies, and
All employed subjective, self-report measures, other than a portion of
the Parsons study.

Indirect.OUtcomes of Instruction

Concerning 'the indirect,outcomes of instruction, there are three group-
ings.of studies to.be considered. A substantial number of the studies deal
with standardized achievement scores, a somewhat'lesser,group deal.with
affective student outcomes,.and,a small group deal with other types of
attitudes and practices in the schOol. For the student aChievement ttudies,
Bradford (1972) found significant differences favoring the IGE schools in
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math and reading, using the Metropolitan Achievement Test in first and third
grades. Burtley (1974) also used the Metropolitan Achfevement Test at graees
two and three and found significant increases 12171poth reading,and mathe-
matics over.a three year peTiod. FlOurnoy (1975) Utilized the Cooperative-
Primary Test"(grades one td three) and the'California Test of Basic Skills
(grades four to six) and found all but the sixth grade Students meeting
or exceeding expectations. Gervase (1974) used a culture fair intelligence
test as predictor and the Gates MacGinitie'Reading Scale as the Criterion,
finding that students in,grades eight to eleven had higher reading achieve-
ment than predicted. Using the Metropolitan AchieveMent Test, Hackett..
reported differences favoring the IGE schools in all areas but spelling
at the second and sixth'grade. With the Iowa Test of Basic ycillt, Kennedy
(1972) found increases in grades.three and five across a six year period.
'1,`a Bay (1979) employed the Gates MacGinitie at grades one and two and.the
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills in grades four.through-six, finding significant
differences in reading comprehension favoring the IGE school. Quilling
(1972) employed a,whole set of standardized tests, including the Stanford
Achievement Test, the.Dorow:Reading Diagnostic Test, and, the ITBS. Results
were mixed and contradictory, depending on the testland the particular grade
level tested. ,Schneidermann (1973) used the ITBS at grades four to six and .
ound no differences between the 1GE schools and the other programs. Finally,
Watkins et ilt (1974) employed the California Achievement Test and found no
differences in reading and a difference in math.favoring the non-IGE schools.

Summarizing, more than half of'these studies found significant stan-
dardized achievement differences favoring IGE. However, there has been a
large array of tests employed at a,variety of different age-grade levels.
Further, there'ib qUestion as to the comparability of the IGE and non-IGE
schools in many of the studies, calling into question whatlia positive or
negative finding might mean.

Regarding affective student outcomes, Bradford found positive results
with the Piers-Harris self-concept Measure, while Harmon.(1975) found no
differences with the California Test of Personality Or the attitude measure
"About Myself in School this Year." Nelson (1975) found no significant
differences on a learning climate. measure,. although the direction of the
findings favored the IGE schools. La Bay reported positive findings on a

.short school attitude measure. The Ames, Iowa, study (1976) employed the
Self-Esteem Inventory for.eight and ten year olds, finding similar .student
self-Concepts in IGE and non-IGE schools. Finally, Watkins reported no
differences on the Piers-Harris. °Summarizing, there have,been severiq
Positive findings regarding affective student outcomes,.cbut it is difficult
to make any general statement about this class of indirect outcomes. Again, ,

there has been a wide range of instruments used and a ,variety of age levels.
Finally, there have been several studieg looking at teacher outcomes

and behaviors in IGE schools. Claytor (1974) found that teachers in IGE
school's had, both more open.beliefs and practices than teachers in non-IGE
schools. ,Hohl (1973) found no differences between IGE and non-IGE schools
on the measure "Indicators of Quality," a rating scale measure of different
School attributeS,

It must belnoteethat the whole set of studies in the indirect.outcomes
classification represent a complex range of IGE practices. Some of the
studies, suchits Bolin, have employed schools that were just beginning the
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IGE program but classified them as IGE schools. A number df studies
attempted to'contror,implementation by requiring that the school be an
IGE school for A. set period of.time to be included in the study,,but no
information was provided as to actual practices. A few others, such as
Nelson (1975), Pellegrin (1969); and Walter (1973) have attempted td
increase the confidence in Implementation by requiring the multiunit
structure and unit leaders that have held the position for some number
of years. There -have been very few studies that have actually attempted
to verify the implementatiOn of the programin.other than these broad,
superficial requirements; an exception is the Herrick study (1974)which
used state department personnel recommendations regarding implementation.
In addition; the sudies range widely in the degree to which matching
characteristics have been employed. 'Some have attempted to match on
measures such as-school district, size of sChool, socio-economic status,
pupil ethnicity, etc., while others employed few, if.any mat,9hing vari-
ables as.control..

. Given:the seriouS limitations of many of these studies, it is diffi-
cult to ditarmore than tentative conclusions. However, there'is evidence
to suggest- at a number of IGE schools have keen able'to implement the
organizational '(MM) structure, and that greater implementation does lead
to greater outcoOeS. In all of the studies that addressed direct outcoMes,
positive findinga were reported, although the outcomes,measured for. the .

instruction category have primarily, been subjective reactions to the pro-
gram that are open to Hawthorne effect and other influences. Indirect
outcomes of the organization have been positive for the mOst part, 'suggest-
ing IGE schoOls do have more open climates and are more flexible. However,
it ia quite possible that the IGE schoola, having demonstrated an interest
in innovation, brought these characteristics to the program, rathet than
_their being the result of the 'program.. Indirect outcomes of instruction
are less certain, although increased standardized achievement was found in
some of therstudies. The most glaring deficiency'in the.IGE evaluations
to date is the lack of information about the implementation and direct
outcomes of the instructional program. Except for the Joyal study (1973),
there is virtually nothing available in this most'critical area.
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A PILOT STUDY OF IGE EVALUATION.

It :;:s somewhat unorthodox to label-this Section a pilot study, given
the number of IGE evaluations that have already been. done. However, as We-
have seen previously, the studies have been scattered and without,a clear
rationale, suggesting a pilot study-ia apprqpriate. Addition-a-11Y; this

represents a pilot effort for future R & D Center evaluation efforts, aS
the.R & D, Center has not had funds for this type of. activitY since the late
1960s.

Although the need for the study was clearly recognized, the impetus
and direction were actually determined by a research study being carried
out by the Organizational and Administrative Arrangements.component (R3)

. of the R & D Cehter, as no funds existed to initiate the evaluation study
separately. In'late summer of 1975, Professor Lipham and the R3 component
p posed to carry out a major correlational study in a national'sample of
IG schools. The Evaluation Section of the R & p Center was asked to par-
cipate in discussions of this study to determine what might be done to

add an evalUation component to it.
Theproposed study possessed a number of strengths. A-great variety

. of measures were scheduled to be given in al11.40 of the' schools,: including
standardized achievement, self-concept, and organizational measures. There
were also four graduate students from Educational Administration who would. .

be travelling to the schools to do actual administration of some of the
measures.' Further, Professor Rossmiller was adding a cost effectiveness
component to the study, thus makingJinancial and time allocation infor-
mation'available Oh each of.the schools.. .

What the study lacked, from an evaluation-perspective, was any type
. of comparison. While it might have been possible-to_define some level'of

implementation difference within the' final sample to use as an independent
variable, it was the feeling of the Evaluation Hection.that the major com-
parison being requested by practitioners was a. comparison of IGE versus
non-IGE. Both the Evaluation Section and the practitioners recognized
that there is no simple manner.in which the IGE/non-IGE comparison can
definitively be Made,.but this is nonetheless the question that is raised
by school boards and .commUnitieS in deciding to adopt or to terminate IGE.

' Therefore', the Evaluation Section .proposed to select a group of non-IGE
schools to compare with thode IGE schools selected for the study.

Since the IGE school sample was to be geographically scattered, and
represented a wide range of demographic characteristics, .it was felt that
the best way to select a sampleof non-IGE shoola would be to draw non-.
IGE sChools"with similar'characteristics from the same school districts

: as the IGE schools. We knew that'this strategy would cause same attrition .

23
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in the sample, due to the fact that some sdOol districtswould have ho :

adequate matching school, some districts would be unwilling to.coMmit two.
schools to this massive:testing effort, and some schoolVrmight be reluc-
tant to participate due to a fear that the stUdy might be:considered A

it
"horse-race" by the.Chools. or by ihdividuals in-that diStrict.. Never-

theless, this see6 ethe best strategy given the difficulties of finding
a randqm sample to match'against the /GE-schoqs and given the limited
amount of time for actually'ldentifying schooli: .

.

In addition to the matching non-IGE schools, the Evaluation Section
added to the'study an onsite obserVation:and interview procedure leading.
_to ratings of implementation and direct outcomes.. 'The intent was to begin
to.define and identify direct outcomes forIGE, and to determine whether
such direct outcoMes were More preVaient in the IGE than'the non=IGE schools.-
The ratlonale employed was that althoOgh implementation ratings would be
appropriate'Only in the IGE schools, the direct outcomes of the IGE prograM
might be as prevalent in the non-IGE schools as the IGE-schools (through.
'other program efforts). Clearly, a school should weigh seriously whether
it would wish to adopt the IGg model with all ofits complexities and demands,
if the schoolcould achieve the same direct:outcomes,withoUtiMplementing
the IGE program. It was an initial look at.thisAaestion that the onsite
;interview and observations were intended to pro4blde.1

One caveat needs to be made in "regard to the whiole study effort. The
. .1

EvAluation Section had very little Control or inpUt. into the decisions that
were made regardihg the IGE school sample. While we were inVited to par-
ticipate in some of the diactissions of the study,the sample selection
procedurei, output measures and prodedures for collecting the information
in the IGE schools were completely,in the handS'of R3. The sample of non-
IGE schools could not be defined until R3 had identified those (IGE) schools
to be. matched, which meant that there was very little time left for gaining
schoolparticipation. Twice during the planning phase, the Evaluation Sec-
tion threatened to reSign from the effort unless.more stringent Minimal

. Controls were set on the nature of the-IGE:sample selection. UltiMately,

it was our feeling that this massive testing effort presented too great
an opportunity for collecting standard evaluation information to refuse
toparticipate; but the study was not conducted in the manner that the
EvaluationSection would have chosen had it bden.our responsibility.

METHODOLOGY

Sample Selection

Definition of the IGE sample began in early fall, 1975. The 40 school
limit had been set as a practical constraint on data.c011ection. It was
decided to define urban versus non-urban subsamples.within the 40, based
proportionally on the total known populatiOn of IGE schoola. This propor-
tion, for a total sample of 46, was 32.nonurban and 8 hrban schools.
Within each of these categories a random sample of schools was drawn. The
procedure used Wasto randomly select 80.schools and call them serially to
request participation until-the required 40 schools had been obtained: A
second random sample of 80 was necessary to achieve the 40 school sample
within the constraint of agreement by the schools. .
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The only constraint placed on the sample-b R3 originally was that

the school needed to contain an intermediate uni (approximately grades

four to six) as the form of the achievement battery was chosen for'this

age level.. In addition, the Evaluation Section withhed to set the follow-

ing controls:
1. Theschool should be fully unitized, since the intermediate unit

selected was intended to represent the whole school.
2. The unit should be multi-aged in adcordance with the IGE imple-

mentation specifications.
3. IPM should have been in use for at least two years'prior to test-

,

ring in reading and at least one,year in mathematics, as standardized achieve-

ment tests were to be used in both major subject areas.
4. The\school should have a functioning multiunit structure with

non-rotating unit. leaders (up to one year), and a functioning instructional

improvement committee.
5. The eáhool should participate in some IGE network activity, such

as an SPC League or Regional IGE Coordinating Council so that the facili-

t ion component of IGE would be represented in each of the schoors.
The Evaluation Section.worked with R3 to develop a telephone interview

that would tap each of these aspects. However., differences in interpreta-

tion pf this information led to the Evaluation Section's later rejection of

approximately one third of the total 40 school IGE saMple because of our

conclusion that the schools did-not meet the above-stated.basic implemen-

tation criteria for IGE.
For the non-IGE schools, the basic minimal criteria set were'that the

school should be in the same district (or, if impossible, an adjacent dis-

trict), have a self-contained, age-graded organization, and have approximately

the. same Size,, proportion ethnicity, SES, and staff age and experience as

the IGE school. Since student.testing in the IGE schools occurred Only at
the intermediate level the matching school also had to'contain the same

intermediate grade levels, as well as those below the sample:tested (to

control for input to the tested ,grades). Classes at the appropriate-age

grade leVel were randomly selected to approximate the size' of the IGE

school unit.
The procedure followed in selecting the pon-IGE schools was to call

the superintendent of the.school district, explain the.puipose and general

scope of the study, and ask the superintendent to designate a school within

the district that met the criteria established.-=.' While this meant that the

quality of matching was dependent upon the decision of a person within the

particular school district (usually with consensus froM the principal.of.
the control school), it was felt that this was the best procedure to follow

given the time constraints and the fact,that the local.school personnel
would be more aware of local conditions ancridiosyncracies than someone

selecting ihe schools from outside. 'In some cases, the superintendent.
arranged agreement with an appropriate school; while in others suggestions

were made to contact other personnel directly. Further, in some cases
written information was requested by superintendents or principals for
presentation to school boards or other decisionmaking groups on the iocal

level, somewhat delaying selection. In large citYschool districts, this
delay was So great that there was insufficient time to gain permission for

non-IGE schools, resulting'in the absence ok matches for any large city

IGE schools.
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It is important to note that the criteria'established.for matching
did not include any constraint4nvOlving programOnnovation,. or quality'
other than the multiunit schopf-organization. Aslilong as the.non-IGE
school was traditionallY organized, it-could have:.apy of the other Char-
acteristics of IGg. It was 'recognized that this cOUld very well lead to
the definition of a "tough" control group for the study. 'However; our
intention-was to assess IGE in toto, and not attempt to compare it
against schools that would have none, of the characteristics of an IGE
school. Our observations.in the non-IGE schools-confirmed that this was
indeed a "tough" control, being schools of high quality and great dedi-
cation.

Dat for this study were originally scheduled to be collected in
October ind November of 1975. Had.this schedule been followed,.the non-
IGE schools could not have beervincluded in the study, as the Evaluation
Section wasunable to obtain.funding from the R & D'Center management at
that time.-CEowever, the need for. Office of;Management & Budget clearance
of instruments delayed the study until early 1976,,perMitting. the IGE
versus non7IGE comparison-to be included. This meant, however, that the
definition of the non-IGE sample:had to occur in the period from November
15th to December 15th, in order that testing could begin early in January.'
This was not enough time.to secure an adequate matching school insome
dittricts, or to receive approval of research and evaluation Committees, .0
school boards, or other decisionmaking.structures or personnel Within the
district, and had'the effeCt of detreasing the size Of the saMPle further.
Ultimately, with the districts eliminated by the Evaluation Section because
:the IGE school did not meet Minimum criteria, and with the time constraints
and other problems involved in identifying non-IGE schools,, the final
matched IGE/non-IGE pairs were reduced to 15. Appendix B gives, in greater
detail, reasons'why'particular schools Were dropped,from the final sample.

Instrumentation

The R3 component had-defined.instrumentS for the principals, unit
leaders, teachers, and Students., (For more complete information on R3 ,

instrumentation selectiOn or develoPment, see Bocian, 1976; Feldman, in
press; Mendenhall, in press and Sigurdson, n press.). These instruments
were rewritten for the non7IGE tchools, where possible. Generally, this
meant the elimination.of:terMs tuch.as'unit and unit leader (and other.
IGE-specificyterminology), and.mOst of the changes.were.minor enough.that
equivalency.of instruMentsdould'be assumed. However, the I & R Unit's.
EffectiVeness questionnaire was eliminated for non-IGE; ,as there was no
'equivalent"ttrUcture in the non-IGE schools. Following is'a brief deecrip-
tion of the instrumentsincludsd ini the study. Appendix C contains:copies
of.R3 instruments-as adapted for.ihe present study. Botb4rincipal and
Teacher forms are included in Andix C.

Principal/Teacher'Background Information. The purpose of this instru-
ment,.developed by theiR3 Component of the R & D Center, was to gather data
on the education, experiende, anclrelated professional activities of tiw
participating staff in each school. Minor changes in terminology were made,
elintinating references tO IGE-Specific activities and struOtures.

..
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BuildingCompaexity Checklist. This instrumentJgas developed 1:$1, the

R3 component as a measure of organizational staffing; Principals of each
school estimated the number of qualified people working in the. (listed);
specialty at least 10 hours a week. Occupational specialties were oate='
gorized into four groups: administrative staff, 'teachind staff, pupil
personnel stiff, and auxiliary staff. A total of 32 occupationalspecial-.
ties Were estimated by prinCipals, with provision for wxitein specialties
provided. Again, minor alterations were made; eliminating IGE-specific
terMs.

Time Allocation of Instructional Personnel. This form, filled out
' by the principal; participating teachers, aides, interns, and secretaries

(where applicable) requested estimates of time per week (in hours or,bY
percentage) on.two major'claases of.activities occurring in the normal
school week. Estimations of time apent on pne category, direct instruc-
tion of pupils, were made for major curriculum subjects as well as pupil
group size; Activities other thanodirect instructional activities (e.g.,
planning, administrative, etc.) weie aleo assigned time estimates per,
week. Minor terminologyohanges froM the original form,déveloped
R3 component were made hy Evaluation staff, in order to eliminate specific =
IpE terminology. .-

Decision Involyement'Analysis Questionnaire. Thisinstrument-attempfs
to measure the actual decision structure of the school. For the companion
study to this effort, R3 researchers,categorized the decision atructures
identified in the original instrument into three scales: ,e.Ixtra-schOOL
deciaions, school-wide decisions, and unit-wide.decisions. Further mod-
ification by Evaluation Section personnel eliminated those items dealing
with IGE-specific decisions. .

Principal Leadership. This form, filled out by participating teachers
in each.school, assessed the-degree of satisfaction of teaching staff with
the leadership behavior and charaCteristics of the principal. ,.;The 24 items
n this instrument were adapted from an existing survey of organizations,
by R3 researchers. Responses to each item tookAthe formof a five point

fiom "to a very little extent" to'"to a Very great extent".
Job Satisfaction Survey. This instrument was derived from an exist-

ingindex of organizational reactions by R3 researchers. Modifications
made,by R3 researchers consisted of the inclusion of two.scales pertaining .

to satisfaction in the school setting. Minor Modifications made by, Evalua-
tion staff eliminated IGE terminology. The 50 itemaon this instrument
were filled in by principals as well as participating teachers in each
school. Responses took the form of a t point scale ranging from "not
satisfied" to "Very satisfied".

School Expenditure Data. This instrument Was developed by,R3inves-_;
tigatots to.gather data on the schools' resources and internal allocation
bf funds. All categories of information requested were represented in
documents reasonably accessible to principald (or central office personnel
in cases where records were centrally controlled). _Additionallyi,defini-
tions of all terms necessary for accurate estimates'Were provided with the
form itself.

IAterview and Observation Forma. The overall purpOae of this set of
instruments, developed by the Evaluation Section, was to gather comprehen-
sive data on all.aspects of school functioning. The individual instruments,
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. _
described in more.detail below, were developed by EValuation.persionnel,

drawing on the general IGE Personnel resources qf the 4 & b Center as

well as local IGE school personnel. The instruments were designed for

-use by two persop teams of observers/interviewers. .

General develoPment of the full set of, forms proceededinthe follow-

ing mapner. 'Evaluation Staff, working in conjunction with developers,,

support personnel.,: and'usersof IGE specified the domains of school func-
tioning thought to haVe a:high probability of being ivacted by operation-

ASa result Of this analysis, a...total of 10 concefts were

identified (see Rating.Scales discUsgion below).A Second central pur-
pose of these instruments was to,assess the overall implementation of the

'MES Orgailization,IPM, and Facilitative Environments (IGE schools only).

In order, to assess these cOncepts, .aset of questionnaires, obser-
vation checklists;* and documentation guidesWere developed for use within

the.following limitations. Due to time a4resource conEtraints, it was
possiblejortrained two person teams tO'bejOhsite at each school approxi!-

mately one full day only, thus liMiting thetype:and depth of information

thatmight be collected. This led to the.aeciSion not tR attempt to define .

or.look for direct. Outcomes of facilitation as.it wai felt that informer..
tion regarding facilitation would have to be collected outside the. school,
-and there,simply was not adequate time, .For iMplementation and direct
outcomes in the areas of 'organization and instrUction, Evaluation staff-
'members drew up lrits of potential qUestions that might be asked and obser-

vations that might be made.. These were'circulafed throughout the staf;land

to selected members Of theR3 study and other sections ofthe R & D Center.

Thege instruments and ratings were tried out,in the pilot the Evaluation
Section ran in early January., 1976, and reVised versions of the instruments.

were prepared:far the stUali: These too were circUlated in the R & D Center

for final comments. Appendix D contains coPieS of interview, observation,

'and rating scale instruments
Observation Checklist. .This. inst:rument was:developed to gather infor-

mation on.such aspects of school functioning as building structure, space
alloCation,'accesSibility of materials, student movement, etc. Two highly
comparable forms Were developed: -one for the IGE and lone for the non-IGE
schOol setting. :This allowed more specific information to be gathered .
from.the.IGE'schools on IGE implementation and functioning, while permit-
ting comparisons to'non-IGE schOola on several dimens'ons.

Principal Questionnaire. This interview.form was developed to assess

'the actual role and functioning of.the schools' principals. Since the

interviews were not formal interviews to be conducted in a set amount of

tiMe the formk were fairly unstructured,,and it Was not expected that all

possible inforMation would be °Collected froM each respondent. Howelier,

certain information was more central to'.the Comparative-evaluation, and
was sought if at all possible from.each respondent. The Principal Ques-
tionnaire priMarily sought information-on his/her role in school decision-
making, instructional programs,- budgeting, and other activities tradition-
ally in the domain of the principal (as well as those activities encouraged
by IGE). ,Again, terminology changes resulted in A comparable instrument

for the-non7IGE schools.
Teacher.Ques4Onnaire. This instrument was designed in a similar

mannerto the principal form. Its purpose was to gain information on the
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actual role and functioning of the teacher in' overall sRhool operations.
Specific information was sought on the teachers' role.in school decision-
making, development and use of instructional programs, exchange of and .

' responsibility for students, and so on. Again, due to time and design
constraints, it wasnot expected that all possible information would be'
gathered from'a Single teacher. In this instance, the IGE.form also

_assesSed the role and_functioning of.the unit leader as well as the team
teacher. Von-IGE forms contained'no such distinction.

Student Questionnaire. The purpose of the student interview forms
wasto assess the students' roles and perceptions of:school operations.
Information was sought on the amount and type of interaction with adult
school prirsonnel; students' active or passive role in instruction, and
present knowledge of content and purpose of instruction.

Onsite SUmmary Report and Rating Scales. These fordis were designed

be filled out by the two interview/observation team meMbers at the end
of the observation day. Each team discussed the results of their inter-
views and obserkrations; recorded where, when, with whom, and how long each .

interview/observation took; and jointly rated (on a Aeven point,scale)
the concepts discussed earlier. In an attempt to mil4mize inter-team
reliability.in:ratings, narrative descriptions of each scale point were
derived and included with onsite materials to gUide ratings by all teams.

Procedures. As a number of the final forty schools in the sample
were in Wisconsin, four of'these schools were identified as pilot schools
for purposes of testing procedures. Results from these schools were in
fact retained A the larger sample, but they were eliminated from the com7 ,

parison6 study because they were visited in fall, 1975, with no opportunity
to deVelIop matching samples. The Evaluation Section participated in one
of theee pilots imlate November, 1975, and identified an additional'matched
non-IGE Wisconsin school as a pilot.school for our instrumentation, which
was.visited in early January, 1975.

The schedule for.visiting the individual IGE schools was developed
by the R3 component and consisted of an early morning organizational meet-
ing, followed by a schedule of standardized achievement test administration,
and brief discustion with the principal regarding school characteristics.
The Evaluation Section attempted to visit the IGE schools on the same day
as the R3 component, and to keep the conditions of administration in the
non-IGE schools as parallel as possible. However, it was not always possi-
ble to follow the schedule determined by R3, which necessitated:a.separate
Visit to some of the IGE/non-IGE pairs by the Evaluation researchers. Such

visits took place wtthin'a matter of days after. the R3 reltearcnees had.
visited these schools. In addition, certain.alterations.in the order of
administration of the standardized tests were made in order to cut down
the testing time.for the schools (time was a major consideration for many
non-IGE schools). Observation and interviewing occurred simultaneously
with the testing, and continued throughout the day. As the procedures
were established, two members of the Evaluation staff visited each school,
and one became responsible (with teacher assistance) for the administratiOn
of the tests while the other was free to do observations and interviews.
Both members of the Evaluation staff did o.ervàtions, and interviews through-
out the balance of the day, and 'compared re-p ionTiIn4ediately after the

Nlr'onsite, deriving a summary statement and conse sus r ing of the school.
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RESULTS

.The analysis of the data was done by instrument, with IG and riOn-

IGE.responses matched on equivalent items and total scores. It was neces-
sary to.eliminate some questions from the IGE/nonIGE comparison where the

non-IGE.Schools had not received an IteM (due to IGE specific terminology).
For the IGE/non-IGE comparison, the.principals, teachers, and-students
within each of the classifications were treated as a group and'nd attempt.
was made to,analyze by schobl. The eXception to this was with the cost
data, where information was kept'only if available from both the IGE and
non-IGE schools Within a district,. It was felt that the cost information
would-simply be too variable,unless the matching control WA$ retained.

The data presented in the following.tables is purely-descriptive.
No attempt was made to run inferential statistics on any of the infor,-

'station because this.was a pilot study, and in no way.ltOuld it,be argued
--` that the non-IGE schools rePresenta'random sample. ,This information-

should be treated as an indiCation of initial findings that-may need to
be replicated pn a larger, more random sample.of schools. '

The results are grouped into the-following categoriest first, the !

descriptive, demographic informationcollected from the-Principalth and
teachers; second, the instruments that deal with implementation and direct
outcomes'of IGE; and third,,the indirect outcome measures...,

Descriptive Information

Background information from principals and teachers is given in Tables
1 and 2, respectively.. Note in these tables, and,in others to follow,
that the number of respondents will often varyttilightly.between questions
as. certain questions Were not answered,by some respOndents. Also note that
the non-IGE school sample totalled 15, bUt tttefteGE sample is Only 13 or 14,
as the IGE schools did not return alLinforMation,to the R3 students.

Regarding the demographic information,. the IGE principals.were some-
what younger, With less teaChing and adminiss aeive experience' (questions

eN'7 and 14). They are Also somewhat more- pro .,,ionaliy active than their
_non-IGE counterparts,' as evidenced in question '3, 4, and 1 through 13. ,

There were no differences in education-or current enrollment in degree
programs between the two sees of principals. 'For the-teachers, those in'
IGE schools were also somewhat younger, with less years of teaChing exper-
ience_ttan those in thejton7IGB schoOls. IGE.unit leaders hadaomewhat
more teaching experience and'were slightly more professionally active'than ,-
IGE teachers. There were no marked differencesin professionaiactivities

: between.the IGE and non-IGE groups, although the proportion enrolled in.a
degree program was somewhat higher in theIGE schools- It can be:conclud
that the demographic characteristics of tile principals and teaCners in the
IGE and non-IGE schools included inthis study were similar.

Organizational staffing of the two samges of schools is given in
Table 3. Since the matched schools 'were 'drawn,from the same school diS-
trict and wegg approximately th sakesite,in most instances,' it ii not
surprising that the level of StffinTis approximately equal. Also, there'

were very few ditferences in s. Thisin,the
descriptive characteristics collect d'in this tudy, the samples of IGE

1/11

and non-IGE schools were very a

1

.

.

.
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TABLE 1

PRINCIPAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION

31

Question non-IGE .IGE

1. Highest leyel of professional
preparation?-, Bachelors 0 .0

Bachelors + 16 0.0'
c

1

Masters .3 5

A Masters + 16 6 4

Mhsters + 32 5 2

Doctorate -1 2

Total - 15 14

2. Presently enrolled in degree
Program? Yes 1 1

No 14 13

Total 15 14

3. Presentations or articles in
past five years? Yes 8 11

No 7 3

Total 15 14

4. If yes to 3, how many? R 8.00 9.00

S. 9.85 11.61

Range 1-31 0-40

N 8 11

5. Sex? Female 3 3

"Male 12 11

Total 15 14

- /

6. Participated in,staff develop- .

ment workshop in past 2 years? Yes , 11 13

No 4 1

Total 15 14

7. Yeats of teaching and admini-
strative experienée? R 20.13 15.57

S 6.99 5.94

Range 12-35 8-29

N . 15 14

8. Years principal in district? R 8.93 7.115

S 5.40 5.30

Range 1-19 3-21

N . 15 14
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TABLE 1 (cOntinued)

Question non-IGE IGE

9. :Years principal in present
school?

10. Number of district
committees?

11, Number of professional or-
ganizations as member?

Range

5.26
2.91

1-10
15

6.00
3.84
3-18

14

R ' 2.20 3.53

S 1.01 1.94

Range ,1-4 1-8

N 15 14

4.00 4.57
1.81 1.28

Range 1-8 2-7

15 14

12. Professional meetings
attended each year?- R 9.40 19.30

S 8.06 12.87

Range 1-30 4-48

N 15 13

13. Number of professional
offices in past 5 years?, 1.26 1.92

1.16 1.43

Range 0-4 0-4

14. Age?

Range

15.

-
15 14

45.37 40.50
6.72 8.88

33-58 32-57
14 14

Number of new teachers hired,
in school in past 2 years? X 4.60 5.35

2.97 2.87

Range 0-10 1-12

N 15 14



TABLE 2
7.

TE4CHER BACKGROUND INFORMATION

33

Question non-IGB ICE Unit.Leader

1, Highest level Of professional
preparation? ' Bachelors* 31 23 .5

Bachelors + 16 '25 18 0
Masters 14 3 , 7

Maiters + 16 3 0 0
..

Masters + 32 0 1 2'

Total
: .-05 45 14

2. Presentli euxolled in degree
program? Yes 13 13 4 N

No 60 32 10
. Total 73 45 14

3. Presentations or articles-in past
+five years? Yes 10 9 3

No ' 63 36 11
., Total 73 45 14

4. If yes to 3, how 'many? 0.94 1.13 3.80
S 0.85 1.24 4.49
Range 0-2 0-4 0-10

5. Sex? Female 55 34 , 7 i

Male 17 11 7
Total 72 44 14

6. Participated in staff deVelop-
ment workshop in past 2 years? Yes 50 37 11

No 22 7 2 .

Total 72 44 13

7. Years of teaching experiende? 11.44 9.24 10.54
8.27 9.02 6.54

Range 1-43 , 0-40 3-27
73 45 14

8. Years teaching in district? 8.61 6.40 7.50
6.67 5.99. 6.02

Range 1-31 0-20 2-25.

41

73 45 , 14
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Question - non-IGE ICE Unit. Leader

9. Years teaching in present )
school? X 5.12, 4.28

,

S

Range
3.46.1

0-16
3.96
0-15

N 73 45
4

10. Number of district committees? X 1.02 1.13
S 1.01 1.10
Range 0-5 0-4
N 72 45

11. Number of professional organi-
zations as member? X 2.71 2.68

S 1.27 1.14
Range 0-7 0-5

N 71. 45

12. Profei3sional meetings attended

each year? X 6.07 6.37
5.62 4.90.

Range 0730 0-18
67 45

13. Number of professional offices
in past five years? X 0.47 0.68

S 0.04 ,
1.17

Range 0-5 0-4
N 72 44

14. Age? X 38.23 34.77
S 11.28 13.27

Range 23-65 24-65
N 73 45

15.. Time per week spent in coordi-
nating activities (in minutes)? X 216.90 163.30

188.32 152.05
Range 0-660 30-720

68 44

111,

4.21
2.39
1-8

14

1.6
1.12
0-4

13

/ 3.29
1.49
1-6

14

0°

8.38
8.34
1-30

13

0.62
1.12
0-3

13

33.38
8.37

23-55
'13

283.85
255.91
30-900
13

4 2



TABLE 3.

ORGANIZATIONAL STAFFING

IGE
1 2Now4GE

Staff* -Range Mean
# SeboOls.

.14 N 1. . Range Mean

# Sehoo14'

w/ N 1 '

Admin. Staff
Principal 1-1 1.00 13 1-1 s 1.00 15

Asst. Princ. 0-0 0.00 0 0-1 0.07 1

Dir. El. Ed. 0-1 0.08 1 0-0 0.00 0
Supervisor . 0-1 0.08 1 ¢-0 0.00 0

Adm. Intern 0-0 040 0 0-1 0.07 ' 1

Other 0-2 0.23 2 0-0 0.00 0

Teaching Staff
Classroom Teacher 7-33 15.00 13 7-28 16.53 15

Phys. Edr. .0-1 0.69 9 0-2 0.67 9

MUsic 0-2 0.69 8 0-2 1.07 13

Art 0-1 0.46 6 0-2 0.60 8

Spec. Ed. 0-6 1.15 7 0-4 0.94 7

Phy/Ment Retarded 0-1 0.08 1 0-1 0.07 1

Teacher Intern 0-6 0.92 4 0-1 0.13 2

Practice Teacher 0-5 1.00 4 0-9 1.73 6 .

Instruct. Aide 0-9 4.61 10 0-20 4.60 11
Other 0-2 0.31 3 0-1 0.20 3

Pupil Personnel
Gui4ance Counselor 0-1 0.23 3 0-1 0.13 2

School Psychologist 0-1 0.31 4 0-1 0.47 7

Social Worker 0-1 0.08 1 0-1 0.13 2

School Nurse 0-1 0.31 4 0-30 0.61' 8

Speech Therapy 0-2 0.62 6 0-2 0.93 13

Spec. Learnt,. Dis. 6-2 0.53 6
11.

0-3 0.67 7

Attendance Off. 0-0 0.00 0 0-1 0.13 2

-Remedial Reading 0-3 0.84 9 0-2 0.60 8

Remeditil Math 0-1 0.15 2 0-0 0.00 0

Other 0-1 0.08 1 0-4 0.46 4
\

Auxiliary Staff \
School Secretary 1-2 1.15 13 1-5 1.33 15

Instr./Cler. Aide 0-6 1.00 6 0-9 0.87 5

Lay. Super. (Pd.) 0-2 0.31 2 0-1 0.20 3

Lay Volunt. (unpd.) 0-15 4.00 5 0-12 3.13 8

Custodian 1-4 2.23 12 1-3 2.13 15

Cook 0-11 2.61 9 0-9 2.46 12

Bus Driver 0-4 1.07 4 0-6 1.60 7

Audio-Visual 0-1 0.08 1 0.20 3

Other 0-1 0.08 1 :=1 0.27 3

4:

*All numbers based on full time estimates for all categories
1
Based on data taken from 13'IGE schools

2
Based on data taken from 15 non-IGE schools
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Implementation and Direct Outcomes

Summaries of'the rating scales completed onsite by the Evaluation
Section staff are presented in Table 4 for each'-of-the pairs of matAd
schools and for the total sample. Looking first At. the implementation
ratings for the IGE schools, the organization (MUS) was found to exist
to a considerable extent in the-IGE sample,. with an overall mean of5.4
on a scale of 7. The Instructional Programing Model was somewhat less
apparent, with a mean rating just above 4 for the overall.IpM and the
individual subjects. Mathematics was found to be the'curriculum area in'
Which the greatest amount of implementation of IPM had occurred. Finally,
facilitative environments were found to exist to a considerable extent in
this sample. It should be noted that the facilitative,environments rating"
was limited to self-report of structures existing, as the onsite inter-
viewer's had no means to actually observe the degree to which facilitation
was occurring,, although meeting minutes and other observable evidence of
facilitation were collected where poisible.

Outcome ratings were available from both the IGE and non-IGE schoolS.
For each of the ten outcomes*identified plus the overall rating,..the IGE
schools were rated higher than the non-IGE schools. Most of the IGE schools
were at 5 or above, while the only rating for the nOn-IGE schools that
reached a 4 was in the area.of student success. The greatest differences
between the IGE and non-IGE Samples were for involvement in decisionmaking,
instructional cooperation, professionalreeponsibility and the use of
instructional objectives. The last of these might very well be considered
an implementation objective rather than an outcOme. The smallest differ-
ence was recorded for student success, which was rated highly n both
samples.

Overall, it can be concluded that,the Evaluation staff discovered
differences between the IGE and non-IGE samples in this study. These can
only be presented as tentative findings because of the potential rating
'biases, limited onsite time, and small number of schools involved. How-
ever, this does argue that differences between the IGE program and other
programs are likely to be foilnd if the dependent measures focUs on direct
outcomes; our ratings indicate that something different is occurring in
the IGE schools. It should also be reiterated that these findings are in
no way an evaluation of the non-IGE sample, as these outcames are not
necessarily desired outputs of the program in use at those, schools. Rather,
they are an evaluation of the IGE program, with the non-IGE schools as a
reference point.

The onsite observations and interviews also revealed some important
hints about the current status Of the IGE program. Most importantly, we
found considerably less individualization of instruction than we would
have hoped. Most of the IGE schools were employing some version of homo7
geneous grouping as their approach to individualization, except where
they had a curriculum produqt that facilitated a more powerful strategy.
For school-developed curricula, this Was usually in mathematics and for
reading it was almost always the Wisconsin Design. We found little indi-
vidualization occurring in other subject areas.

.1 However, our findings regarding individualization of instruction were
not totally negative. We observed several outstanding schools and almost

4 4



TABLE.4.

RATING SCALE SUMMARY (-N.
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Non-IGE 2 2 2 1 2 3 4 4 4

6 IGE 4 4 3 3 5 4 4 3 4 3 4

Non-IGE 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 4 4 4 3

7 IGE

Non-IGE

5

6

1 6

4 4

7 5

3

6 5 5 6 5 7 7 5 6 6 6 4 5 6 3

2 2 3 1 3 2 2 4 3 2

8 IGE 4 6 5 4 4 5 5 6 5 5 5 5 4 4

Non-IGE 4 5 6 4 3 4 4 5 5 4 4

9 IGE 6 5 6 4 15 6 6 6 5 4 5

Non-IGE 3 4 3 1 2 3 4 4 4 1 3

10 IGE

Non -IGE

15

5 7 7 3 7 7 6 6

2 2 2 1 4 4 1 2

5 6

2 2

3

7

2

3 6

5
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iABLE 4 (continued),

SCHOOL OUTCOMES IMPLEMITATION
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11 IGE

Non-IGE 3

12 IGE 6

Non-IGE 3

13 IGE 5

Non-IGE 2

14 IGE

tha-IGE 3

5

2

4

1

3

5 5

3 2

4 5 6 6 7

2 1 1 4 3

5 5

2 3

4 5

1 2

4 5 4 6 4 5 5

2 3 3 4 3 2 3

15 IGE 6 7 6 5 3 4 5

NOn-IGE 4 3 3 6 3 1 3

RANGE

IGE 4-6 4-7 34 3-6 3-7 4-7 4-7 3-7 4-7 3-6 4-6 4-6 2-7 3-7 2-7 1-6 2-7

Non-IGE 2-4 2-5 1-6 1-4 1-5 1-4 1-7 2-6 3-5 1-4 2-4

4 4

4

STD DEV

IGE .74 ,91 1.12 .83 1.12 .99 .91 1,54 .79 .98 .67 .73 1.29 1.12 1.59 1.47 1,29

Non-IGt ,70 1.12 1.60 1.19 1.12 .77 1.59 1.29 .67 1.16 .67

m; MEAN

IGE 5,40 5.86 5.53 4.13 5.13 5.13 5.87 5.33 5.26 4.60 5.20 5,40 4.33 4.40 4.86 3.80 5.33

Non-IGE 2,73' 2,86 3,00 2.00 2.53 2.80 3.60 3.60 4.20 2.26 2.80
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j

all of the IGE schools in this sample were trying to increase individual-.
,ization. But the management.problems of individualization are,overwhelmi,Ig.
The recordkeeping for even a single cUrriculum.area:is a major effort,.
and adding other areas places burdens on teachers they feel they CannOt
handle, unless aides are available for the clerical activities._ Even ,

more setious,/hoWever, here is norationale available for how IGE Schoolp,
.are tpgroup:children for instruction when there are multitudes of differ-..
ent objectives, in different curriculum areas. Clearly there.isa need for
furtheetheoretical direlopment of instructional programMing in IGE; with--
mit it, IGE is likely never to show much instructional' impact.

4:
Another of our findings was that variation of implementation Across

its in the IGE schools was immense. While .the R3 study targeted inter-
mediate units in each IGE school,.we purposely emphasized observing addi-.
tional units. What we found was that the unit studied often bore:only
slight reseMblance to other units. In some instances, the intermediate
uiiit-deMonstrated far more of,the IGE program than the other unitS,while
i0 9thers the intetmediate unit had far less of the program. It is reason-i-,,

1# to conclude that theyithin school variation was as gieat as the
r6ss school variation in our sample. This clearly has implications for..
eidesign of future evaluation studies'of IGE.

Time allocations of the teachers.and 'principals in the two samples,:
plus the unit leaders in the IGE schools, are presented in Table 5. For
the sake of comparison; the time allocationS of the total 40 IGE school- .

sample are also included: In total instructional hours, staff in the:IGE
schools reported more time spent than in the non-IGE schools, as was the
case with the noninstructional hours. In the allotment of the noninstruc-
tional hours, the IGE teachers-spent less time on supervisiOn and clerical
responsibilities, And mOre tkipeon planning, testing,-and recordkeeping.
The IGE principals put.in markedly less time on supervision, planning,-anct

Trecordkeeping. These results are partially explained by the preSende of
;unit leaders, who take a portion of these responsibilities from the prin=

. IGE principals also spent more time on inservice activities and
general administrative concerns.

p Theseresults support both the strengths.and weaknesses of IGE, as
practitioners have been saying. Time allocations of teachers and princi-
Pals in the IGE schools are different from non-IGE schools. There is
less time spent'on caretaking and clerical.tasks, providing more time
for planning and for direct instruction. However, the IGE program dQes .
demand substantial amounts of recordkeeping time, which argues the need
for techniques such as computer-managed instruction, and the staff in
IGE schools puts in more time than those in non-IGE schools. While the
staff in,1GE schools may wish to put in extra hours, theptogram nonethe-
less requires substantial dedication. We know that in a few instances
the sitaff of an IGE school decided the extra,time required was toomuch
of a burden.

.

It'is interesting to note that in the comparison of the tcital sample
of IGE schools with the'15 matched schools used in this study,-the matched
sample schools bad generally higher time allocationkthan the total sample.
.This suggests that the 15 schools selected for the study were probably
drawn from the upper portion of the sample, thus validating the sampling
procedures used.
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TABLE 5

TIME ALLOCATION SUMMARY DATA

a: Total sample
b: Matched

Teacher 'Trincipa1. Unit Leader

IGEa mon-lGE IGEb IGEa non.-IGE IGEb IGEa IGEb

TOtal Instruc.-Hrs. 24.14 23.11 25.20 0.84 0.33 0.88 23.85

1;1 1.76 0.85 1.66 0.10 0.00 0.00 1.54
Small 2.27 1.32 2.02 0.18 0.16 0.42 1.98

Reading Clasa SiZe 1.92 2.38 2.03 0.36 0.00 0:00 2.37

> Clasa 0.02 0.43 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03

Qther 0.01 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1:1 1.10 0.61 1.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.90

Small Gp. 0.64 0.49 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.53

Language Class Size 2.39 2.92 2.42 0.02 0.00 , 0.00 2.74

Arts > Class 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.10
Other 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1:1 2.06 0.74 1.70 0.14 0.00 0.00 2.07
,Small Gp. 1.20 0.77 1.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.74

Math Class Size
. Class

1.65
0.00

2.35
0.56

1.45
0.00

0.04
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0100

1.95
0.03

Other MO 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1:1 0.90 0.11 0.94 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.38

.SCience Small Gp. 0.48 0.59 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.30

Class Size 1.82 2.14 1.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.41

>. Class 0.03 0.08 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10
Other 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00

1:1 0.73 0.25 0.61 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.57
Gp. 0.45 0.53 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24

Social Class Size 1.93 2.73 2.43 0.02 0.00 o.po 2.32
Studies > Class 0.06 0.31 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07

Other 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1:1 0.59 0.18 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.47

Small Gp. 0.35 0.38 0.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.32

Other Class Size 1.73 200 2.53 0.18 0.83 0.4 1.78

7. Class 0.05 0.03 0.13 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.24

Other 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total Noninstruc.Hrs. 18.42 17.98 19.84 44.17 42.67 43.08 20.33

A. Supervision 1.29 2.38 1.41 3.72 8.73 3.98 1.19

B. Planning 6.31 5.66 8.35 2.91 5.31 2.54' 6.61
C. Testing 3.06 2.25 2.67 1.59 1.85 0.92 3.26

D. Recordkeeping 2.65 1.73 2.33 0.84 2.27 0.17 3.07
E. Inservice. 0.79 0.54 ° 0.83 3.74 1.83 3.85 0.67
F. Clerical 3.34 4:87 3.16 1.55 1.88 0.17 4.03

G. Administrative 0.34 0.09 0.24 21.77 19.79 20.17 0.64
H. Other 0.69 0.21 0.94 7.83 8.83 10.85 0.82

26.25

1.20
2.78
1.68
0.10
0.00

0.85
0.83
2..85

0.20
0.00

2.55
2.15
1.65
0.00
0.00

0.25
0.40
1.40
0.00
0.00

0.35
0.30
2.58

0.00
0.00

0.40
0.10
3.40
0.25
0.00

20.25

1.68

7.18
3.1o.

2.15
0.90
3.75
0.80
0.70



Results from the Decision Involvement AnalysiS Questionnaire are pre-
sented in Table 6 for the IGE and non-IGE teachers and the IGE unit leadeis.
Since much of the information to be taken from this-questionnaire was
basically nonquantitative, only the questions dealing with.the level of .

involvement and satisfaction with that level of involvement were analyzed
for.this study. In general, the ratings for the two samples were Very
similar. The,IGE teachers claimed to have more involvement in approval
of instructional materials. (question 1), amount of planning time (question
3), procedures for evaluating instpectional materials (.question 4), and
groupings to be used in instruction .(questiam 8). The largest difference
was for question _15,, the areas in which teachers should specialize. The
non-!IGE teachers ad more involvement in decisions involving number and
nature of parent conferences (question 6), andthe design and content of
curricUlum within classes (question 10).. Satisfaction with involvement
generally followed the pattern of responsea in level of involVement. The
IGE unit leaders had much higher.involvement and.satisfactiOn across the
total set of questions.

.

Overall, the results from the Decision InVolvement Analysis Question-
naire were As expected. IGE teachers have somewhat greater involvement
in selectionof inttruCtional materials, planning time, and specialization,
whilethe non-IGE teachers have more involvement 4n decisions relating
directlyto thepartiCular self-contained ClasSroom, suCh as natureof
parentteaCher conferenCes and designing content of curriculum within the
class. HoWeverr;ratings of the two samples were in general quite similar.
The major difference in decisiorOnvolvementbetween TGE and nonIGE schools
relates to the unit leaders, who dol.have la much larger.role in decision-
making than the teacher in either:.Ii$E or nonT-IGE-schools.

Indirect Outcome Measures

Mean responses on the Principal LeadershipQueStiOnnaire for.IGE-and
non-IGE teachers and IGE unit leaders are given in Table 7."The pattern
of results in this table is quite consistent across questions. The IGE
unit leaderS are the most favorable, followed by the non-IGE teachers,
with the IGE teachers being least favorable. "This probably reflects the
fact that i 1h the IGE school the direct contact with the principal is'made
through IIC by the unit leader, thus giving the unit leader a better
opportunity to assess leadership capabilities and more opportunities .t.0
have favorable responses. In the non-IGE schools there is the possibility
of more direct contact with the principal, and thus the somewhat more
favorable responses of the teachers in the non-IGE schools. However, it
should be noted that.for ill three respondent groups, the ratings of prin-
cipal leadership were very high, with most means at 4.0 (satisfied) or
above.

Job satisfaction. (Table 8) showssome of the%same trends. 'The IGE
unit leaders almost always express greater satisfaction than the other
two groups.' This is most marked in the opportunity to have influence 4n
school policy (question 22), the fairneas of the administration in the
assigning of extra dufies (question 6), the opportunity- to discuss problems
with administrative personnel (question 7), and the unit leader's school"
aS an organization for which to work (question 18).
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TABLE 6

DECISION INVOLVEMENT ANALYSIS QUESTIONNAIRE

%
1. Approval of instructional. materiale

2. Coordination of curriculum:acioss
.classes (units)

3. Amount of planning time

4. Procedures for evaluating
instructional materials

5. Criteria for evaluating
instructional materials

6. Number and nature of parent
conferences,

7. Procedures for evaluating
principal's performance

8. Groupings to be used in
instrAction*

Design and content of curriculum
within dlass-(unit)

11. Procedures for evaluating
teacher performances

A2. Criteria for evaluating
preservice and-inservice

How much How satisfied
involvement with'level of
,in dedision? involvement?

\

Non-IGE
Unit Leader

3.14
2.90
3.57

3.05

2.78
3.50

IGE 2.77 2.68

Non-IGE 2.86 3.05

Unit Leader 3.43 3.07

IGE 2.11 2.16

Non-IGE ,1.82 2.21

Unit Leader 2.14 2.07

GE 2.86 2.74

Non-IGE 2.34 2.44
Unit Ledaer 3.36 3.36

IGE 2.40 2.80

Non-IGE 2.29 2.40

Unit Leader 2.86 2.93

IGE 2.57 2.77

Non-IGE 2.93 3.14

Unit Leader 2.64 3.00

IGE 1.23 2.11

Non-IGE 1.26 2.38

Unit Leader 1.57\ 2.07

IGE 4.39 4.18

Non-IGE 3.97 3.68

Unit Leader 4.07 4.14

IGE 3.43 3.18

Non-IGE 3.78 3.56
Unit Leader 2.21 2.50

IGE 1.79 2.43

Non-IGE 1.72 2.61

Unit Leader 2.21 2.50

IGE 2.19 2.37

Non-IGE 1.96 , 2.24

Unit Leader 2.21 2.37
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TABLE 6 (continued)

How much --Vow satisfied

involvement with level of
Group in decision? involyement?

13. Nature and extent of consultant IGE 1.95

help Non-1GE .2.06

Unit Leader 2.71

2.59
2.54
2.79

14. Topics for inservice programs IGE 2.33 2.46

Non-IGE 2.40: , 2.68

Unit Leader 3.50 3.21

15. The areas in which teachers IGE 3.73 3.71

should specialize Non-IGE 2.97 3.43

Unit Leader 3,36 3.14

16. Instructional objectives for 1GE 3.95 3.77
_

each child Non-IGE ° 3.75 3.64

Unit Leader 3.79 3.93

17. The amount and nature ef IGE' 2.02 2.57

supervision Non-IGE 2.10 2.93

.Unit Leader 2.36 3.14

18. The budget for your school 'IGE 1.74 2.31

Non-IGE 1.49 2.53.

Unit Leader 2.57 .2.36

19. Extent of invovement of parent IGE 1.65

advisory'groups No -IGE -1.72
U it Leade/ 2.21'

2.35
2.73
3.00

* Numbering is not complete because not all questions were equivalent fo/ x IGE
,

and non-IGE.samples.

5 3
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TABLE 7

PRINCIPAL LEADERSHIP

Question

,IGE NOv-IGE . IGEAInit

Teacher . Teacher Leader

44) (R,= 72) 14)

1. How friend14 and easy to approach is
your principal?

When you talk with your principal to
What extent does he/she pay attention
to What you're Saying?

3. TO what extent is your principal
willing to listen to your problems?

4. How much.does' your principal en-
_courage people to give their best
effort?

5. To what extent does your principal main-
tain high standards of performanee?

6. To what extent does your principal show
you how to improve your performance

. To what extent does your principal pro-
vide the help you need so that you can°
sdhedule work ahead of time?

8. To what extent does your,principal of-
fer new ideas for Solvinr-job-related-,
problems?

9. To what extent does your principal en-
courage the persons who work for him/

her to work as a team?

10. To what extent does yotir principal en-_
courage people who work for him/her to
exchange opinionS'and ideas?

11. To what extent do you feel your prin-
cipal has confidence and trustin you?

12. To-what extent do you have confidence
and trust in your principal?

4

4.16. 4.29 , 4.264

4.28 4.57

4.504.29

3.88 4.21

4.16 4.17

2.98 3.26

3.55 3.78

' 3.57

3.93 '3.74

400

4.00

3.36

4.02, 3.94

3.93 '4.28

4.02 4.19

3.86

3.79

4.29

4.14.

4.36

4.36



TABCE 7.(continued)
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Question

IGE Non-IGE IGE Unit
Teacher Teacher Leader

3. To what extrit does'your principal
.handle the.teChnical:side of his/
her job--for example, general exper-
tise, knowledge of job, technical
skills needed in the profession? 4.13 4.30 4.36

14. To what extent does your principal-do'
a good job of representing your work.'
to other teachers? ("Represent"
'rows telling others about what you
have done and can do, as well as ex-
plaining the problems you face and
your readiness to do things.) 3.70 3.54 3.86

To what extent does your principal have:
r .

15. information about how his/her people
,see and feel aboue things?'

16. knowlddge of what it takes to be a
good leader?

17. an attitude which encourages partici-
pation and cammiement from those who
work for him/her?

18.. administrative skills?

19. skills for gettfng along with others?

P
20. a work situation which allows him/her

to be a good leader?

21. .interest and' concern for the people who
Work for him/her?

3.55 3.70 3.93

4.07 3.97 4.36

3.89 3.89 4.07

4.05 4.19 4.36

4.09 4.00 4.36

3.93 3.94 4.36

4.25 4.09 i 4.57

'. When it is,necessary for decisions' to be made that
affect you, to-What extent does your principal do

-each of.the followinghefore final decisions'are made?

22. Provide you with information about the
decisions? 3.73 3.93 4.36

23. Ask for opinions and ideas from you?

24. Met with his/4er teachers as a group,
present problems that must be solved and
work with the group to find solutions?

3.84 3.87 4.64

3.77 3.97
,

4..07

1
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TABLE 8

JOB SATISFACTION SURVEY

Question

IGE Non-IGE . IGE Unit
Teacher Teacher Leader
(N = 45) (N = 72) (N = 14)

How satisfied are you with:

1. the professional competence and leader-
ship of your administrators?

2. the ability of your administrators to
encourage people to work together?

3. the manner in which school policies
and regulations are enforced?

4. the recognition you receive from your
administrators for your teaching
.achievements?

5. the procedures used bo evaluate
teachers in your school?

6. the Fairness of the administration in
the assigning of extra duties?

7. the oppoztunities pravided to discuss
problems with administrative personnel?

8. the trust you have in your admini-
strators?

9. the administrator's trust in you?

10. the innovativenesss of your school
aUministrators?

11. the personal and social relationships
you have with other teachers?

12. the recognition you get from Rther
teachers for your work?

13. the quality of work of other teachers
in your school?

14. the amount of work done by other
teachers in your school?

5 6

3.87 , 3.12 4.36

3.51 2.97 4.36

3.38 3.02 , 3.86

3.27 3.10 3.79

3.24 2.92

3.96 3.46 4.50

--

3.78 3.18 4.21

4.11 3.06 4.29

3.93 3.33 4.14

3.87 3.25 4.00

3.98 4.09 4.07

3.71 3.75 4.00

3.80 3.92 3.93

3.85 3.93
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TABLE 8 (continued)

Question

IGE Non-IGE IGE Unit

Teacher Teacher 'Leader

How satisfied are you with:

15. the ieaching, in light of what you
expected to be doing as a teacher?

16. your future in your school district?

17. your opportunities for growth in your
profession?

18. your school as an organization for
which to work?

19. the profeasionalism your school
district shows toward teachel-s?

20. the degree of your invOlvement in
your schbol?

21. 'the general reputation-of your ichool?

22. the opportunities, that you have to -in-
fluence school policy?

23. your awareness of What is "going on"'

in your school?

24. the goals emphasized by your school?

25. the amount of money you make?

26, the salary schedule and fringe benefits
'in your school district?

27. the physical facilities of your school?

28. the number of-students accommodated
in your school?

29. the availability of appropriate in-
structional materials and equipment?

30, the arrangement of space and equip-
ment in your school?

3.60 3.76 4.07

3.64 3.68 3.71

3.71 3.60 3.36

3.75 3.90 4.29

3.20 2.89 3.50

3.69 3.73 4.57

3.87 3.99 3.93

3.27 3.13 4.00

3.40 3.36 3.86

,3.58 3.69 4.00

3.11 2.62 3.36

3.11 2.74 2.86

3.24 ,3.49 3.57

3.31 3.33 3.43

3.40 3.41 3.79

3.24 3.32 3.64
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TABLE 8 (continued)

Question

IGg Non7IGE IGE Unit

Teacher Teacher Leader

How satisfied(are you with:

31. the amflunt of preparatibn time provided
for teachers in your school?

32. the custodial services provided in your
school?

33. the quality of the work you do?

34. the extent to which you are-moti-
vated by your job?

4-mb,

, 35. the freedom that you have to experiment
with instructional methods?

36, the_Intellectual stimulation that you
receive from your work?'

the opportunities that you have- to
teach in your major areas of interest?

38. the amount cd work you are expected
to do?

39. the amount Of time that you actually
spend in teaching?

40. rhe total time that you spend with
students?

41.. the number of students for whom you
are responsible?.

42. the extent to which you are able to
meet your students' academic needs?

43. the extent to which you ate able to
meet your students' affective needs?

44. the quality of your interactions with
your students?'

45. the extent to which thecommunity
recognizes and appreciates its
educators?

58

2.4 2.79 2.64

3.51 , 3.03 3.57

3-.62 3.Z9 4.21

i
3.60 3.87 3.71

3.80 4.20 4.29

3.53 3.58 3.86

3.51 3.70 4.00

3.24 3.52 3.21

3.31 3.68 3.50

3.29 3.74 3.79

3.07 3.49 3.43

2.89 3.23 3.29

3.17 3.33 3.50

3.62 3.80 4.14

2.69 2.89 2.79'

4 4



TABLE 8 (continued)

IGE Non-IGE IGE Unit

Question Teacher Teacher Leader

How satisfied are you 4th:

46. .the adequacy of financial support
provided your school by the
community?

47. the understanding of your school's
program by parents and the
community?

48.. the community's involvement in your
school'S program?

49. the methods used to communicate
with the community about your school?

50. the methods used to report student
progress-to parents?

2.87 2.86 2.86

2.71 2.67 3.00

4-; \

2.80 2.72 2.71

2.98 3.05 3.21

4 3.09 2.77 3.21

Range 1-5 for all variables

5 9
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The IGE and 66n7IGE teacher saiPles gave very similar response§ with
the non-IGE teachers being slightly more_Satisfied. .The major exception
to this is in the.first 10 items of the survey that deal with attitudes
toward the administration. Herm the IGE teachers were considerably more
satisfied, which probably reflects the inclusion.of the IGE teachers br,
the unit leaders'as part.of the administration. Their contact with the
unit leader is undoubtedly closet and their feelinT,of influenCe is prob7
ably greater, leading to greater satisfaction. In the other areas there.
was no marked difference in satisfaction between IGE and non-IGE teachers.

A summary of school expenditure data is reported in Table 9. In

order to adjust for differences in enrollment, all entries have been expressed .
ath per pupil costs. As mentioned earlier, there were Only 10*hools.in
each of the samples that were used in this analysis, as missing data for one
school led to the dropping of thematching school. Complete coSt informa-

tion could be obtained for .only 10 pairs. . .

Costs in the two samples.wereyery similaru, The teacher salary.fig-
ure was slightly higher in the,IGE§amp1e,but thecost,of other certified
perSOnnel was higher in the non-IGE schoOl.'":Itoshotild al,Sa.be pointed out
that the teacher salary'claSeificatiOn would4nclpde.#nit.leaders, who-are
often paid.somewhat higher salaries for the additional aditanO.strativerespon-

sibilities that they carry.. ,4
o ! .4-

Instruct,ional.supplies,were:§omwhat higher,ip.lhe ±GE. sChcials,,but

purchase of tietbstdks was,someWthat less. A1ii is an expected ,finding,- as
the,use of.th6:Instructional,Programing:Model shoOld lead to allore'div'ekse,

approach tdNOnit;uction. -Ie general, it can:be concltded.thatgEheIGE and
nan-lGE schoolsrepresented in pese sampleS hattp approkimately the same

, . .

... per pupil cobst. ..°
. .

:"..' t, . ...,,.. .,

1 mpil dataçare reported,inTableS 10.and4li: IlTable 10,-th* read-
1,14'and Matt.subscales of the C1E'.'erei.summariz4for.each pair of Sphools,

'10k:for the tatal samples; _There wer,no substantiadifferences4A stan-
dar4ied>chievement betweenIhe IGE'.iand non...49E schools:in the samples:.
In fact,Ithee was markeCrcogisty in resullik. ,One interesting sidef!

,toht-.1$ tha*,the was moresthan a onf age-grade year,difference between

t eAoditfi aptd,f.fth:,::4pd fiithand si&t grade samp1e5 dni6both thejOIGE"

ndmon.=IGE th,41s, Wiich mights.:be inte ret ta mCean thit4Students

vN 'benjefitfrpm timein both of these smple'S of'SchoOls. . :- ',5,

Finairk in.Table,l1 t rsultVoethe StUdentAservtion Scale'
(SOS) are §11111M4rized f6g the ihdividealS ire ard the totalsamples:'1 -

.4 "t:There were'ne'.substantiatAiffegenceS-t6 any'of e sulocalesof the'SOS....

sta;idard gdoreg, and th:iit ispOssible at any varra-4-ion between,'IGE and"'2
10:.:It'must bepoted t6at the scOregeneraped.On the'40S are'borM-referericed

.---,..=--nonGE-§dhools ii!a,S been losteby .rarl'iormation of ,ihe raw scoresithrOUgh-A." .

1,

4

1/-

;
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TABLE 9

SCHOOL EXPENDITURE cosTs ON A PER PUPILEASIS*.EN DOLLARS

Variable

MEANS PEA PUPIL

Nmill-IGE IGE

Total
School

,

Supplies

Textbooks,
Library, and
Andio-Visual

Other
Expenses

Plant
Operation

More
Plant
Operation

Repairs

Capital
Outlay

District
Average
Salary

District
Fringe
:Benefit
Average

Allocation

1. Principal Salary
2. Teacher Salary

3. Other Certified Personnel
4. Secretary/Clerical
5. Other Salaries

6. Instructional Supplies
7. Other Supplies

8. Teitbooks
9. Library books

10. Periodicals/Newspapers
11. Audio-Visual
12. Other

100. Travel
14. Expenses for Inservice
15. Other Expenses

16. Plant Engineers
17. Custodians

,

18. Supplies and Materials
19. Utilities
20. Other Expenses

21.- Repairs to Plant

22. Replace Instructional Equipment
23. Add Instructional Equipment

24. Elementary Teacher
25. Principal--Elementary
26. Instructional Aides 0

27. Secretarial/Clerical

28. Elementary Teacher
29. Principal--Elementary
30. Instructional Aides
31. Secretarial/Clerical

32. Yes = 1, No = 2

36.63
418.74
58.96
17.22
18.11

8.97
.93

6109
2.86
.25

1.63
.66

.47

.44

.10

7.10
31.60

4.22
22.93 ,

1.94

5.37

1,55
2.11

22.27
35.72

6.45
9.70

1.91
2.85

.60
1.04

-Q93

-

37.66
469.06
39.30
18.82
29.68
01

11.58
2.58

4.31
3.43
.24

1.50
.33'

.91

.50
1.19

7.72
33.73

3.22
19.02
2.06

4.43

.96
2.88

23.94
37.16
7.07

11.52,

2.57
2.96

.91
1.29

.003

10 10

.*Each Variable wasAivided by the N foro,the School.
4
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TABLE 10

CTBS SUMMARY TEST RESULTS

-

Reading Vocabulary Beading Comprehension

Grades Grad! 4 Grad! 5 Grad! 6 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

District TestedNk NX XX N.X NX 112

1 IGE 4,5

Non-IGE. 4,5

2 IGE 4,5

Non-IGE 4,5

3 IGE 4,5

Non-IGE 4,5

'S 25 10 28

8 16 5 25

6 17 15 23

'21 .1T 22- 15

10 14 13 22 -

22 23 25 25 -

IM1

8' 30 10 30 -

.8 21 15 30 - - 7

0

Math Concepts & Applic.

Grade 4 Grad! 5 Grad! 6

. 7

6 22 15 24

21 21 22 20 -

- 10 18 13 ,25 - 11

- 25 26 25 27 25

4 IGE '4,5,6 526. 7 31 12 32

Non-IGE 4,5,6 13 22 7 26 14 32

5 IGE 4,5,6 "8 14 7 18 9 33k.

Non -IGE 4,5,6 9 9 15 22 11 23

6 IGE 4,5,6 16 25 7 33 10 37,

Non-IGE' 4,5,6 14 20 19 28 26 31'

7 IGE 4,54 16 12 18 15 15 16

Non-IGE 4,5,6 14 12 17 12 12 13

8 IGE

Non-IGE

9 IGE'

6 2 Non-ICE

5,6 - - 19 27 15 ,34'.

5,6 - - 16 33 17 ,36

5,6 15 25 24 30

5,6 - - 24 28 20 30

10 IGE 5,6'

Non-IGE

6 31. 14, 31

24 24 19, 28

11 IGE 5,6 - - 20 29 16 32

Non-IGE 5,6 - - 17 28 19 30

5 22 7 34 12 33 10

13 26, 17 30 14 37 9

8 19 7 21 9 35 11

9 21 15 24 12 26 18

16 27 7 35 10 41 8

14 21 19 33 26 37 21

16 14, 18 17 15 19 15

14 13 17 14 12 15 14

- - 19 32

16 36

15. 37 -

17 39 #-

. 15 30 24 33

- 24 30 20 34

- 6 34

- 24 25

1432

1930,

- 20 30 16 36

17 29 19 32

IM1

IM1

IM1

29 8 32 -

23 11 24

23 25 30

28 7 38 7 39

23 12 32 14 37

19 4 33 13 29

21 9 29 7 36

33 ,13 37 11 38

29 18 36 18 42

13 20 20 16 . 21

16 15 19 12 26

NX N X N X

24 11 30 -

16 18 25

21 22 30

- 11 40 17 38

- 15 36 18 41

- 22 31 13 41

. 27 31 20 36

14 31 9 38

- 21 30 23 40

- 19 33 20 39

- 18 35 22 38

-

-

Math Computations

Grad! 4 Grad! 5 Grade 6,

NXNXM X

10 27 7 38 7 35

15 22 '6 35 21 35

11 19 4 31 13 28

13 19 12 24 12 33

7 21 11 30 - -

,4 21 1227 .

3 13 18 22

22 16 21 20

11 21 11 26

23 25 25 31

8 24 13 39 11 t41

16 24 17 34 22 38,

15 11 20 20 16 23

17 16 14 25 14 25

lor

IM1

. 11 34 17 39

- 16 38 '17 43

- 22 29 13 38

27 33 17 383

14 33 9 40

16 35 30 35

. 19 33 20 40

17 32 21 37



TABLE 10 (continued)t

Reading Vocabulary

gtades Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

District TestedNR NR'Ni

Reading Comprehension

Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

NR Ni NR

Math Concepts 6 Applic.

Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

NRNii Ni,NR

Math Computations

Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

NRNii

o

12 IGE 5,6, 26 28 28 28 - - 26 30 i8 31 - - 33 28 23 34 - 33 32 21 35

Non-IGE . 5,6 - 9 21 19 26 - - 9 27 19 31 - - 15 31 13 31 , 4 8 34 19 38

4

]. IGE 6 - - - - 21 32 - - - 21 33 - - - - 23 43 - - - - 23 44

Non-IGE 6 - - - - 24
,

34 - - '- 24 36 6 6 6 21 43 - 21 41

14'IGE , 5,6 - 11 16 20 25 - 11 23 11 27 - 23 23, 13 32 - - - 23 26 13 35

Non-IGE 5,6 - - 33 21 24 22 - 33 23 24 23 - - l?" 27' 30 31 - 31 30 23 37

15 IGE 5,6 - 19 26 16 31 19 27 46 33 -
- . MO .M. -

Non-IGE 5,6 - - 19 31 19 30 19 34 19 33 - - - - - - -

,

IGE:
a

Raw Score Mean 69 18b 193 25 30 69 21 193 28 191 32 65 22 206 29 165 36 65 191 206 29. 165 37

Grade Eq. 4 4.4 5.6 6.8 , 4.4 15.8 6.9 £2 5,6 7.0 3.7 ' 5.2 6.5

Percentile Rk. 49 53 56 51 \56 53 47 52 57 35 46 51

,

,

Non-IGE:

Raw Score Mean 101 19 252 24 28, 104 22 262 27 225 32 115 23 ,227 31 198 37 110 20 222 30 217 37

Grade Eq. 4.6 5.4 6.3 4.7 5.6 6.9 4.4 5,9 '7,2 3.9 5.3 6.5

Percentile Rk. 53 50 49 54 53 53 50 57 '60 39 49 51

Neats rounded to nearest whole number for conversion to G. E. and P. R.

b
Conversions to G. E. and P. R. made only on raw scores
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TABLE 11

SOS SUMMARY 'TABLE

District

Self Social Social
Mfiliatioii

Accep- Self Matur- Confi-

tance Security ity dence Schopl Teacher Peer

I. IcE 46.53 47.06 39.45 48.00 58.02 47.02 43.47 47

Non-ME 46.18 46.32 38.91 4550 59.27 46.32 y 43,86 22

Non-1cE 53.05 46..54) 42.32 47,.02 61.00 .51.02 46.80 44

2. lcr 47.49 4g.60 51.45 5249. 47.40 47.56 48.67 55

Non-l1GE 51.68 47.44 53.78 62.41 50.41 53.52 47,26 - 27

50.00 49.'.4 I.4J 47.16 47.35 47.35. 37

Non-FGE 50.68 49.24 49.18 r)3.00 51.53 47.97 50,21. 18

4. .1GE 53.76 51.13 .51.95 55.67 51.86 52.90 .52.90 21
Non-1GE 49.13 4/.96 69.18 52.82 67.00 50.49 49.6:: 45

5. ICE 48.61 48.10 47.84 .49.32 47.97 .47.'26 48.32 31

Non-1GE 49.54 48.24 49.65 56.08 52.9j 48.19 49.92

6.. ICE 52.09 49.73 51.67 55.58 50.09 52.24 50.8? 33

Non-IGE 51.21 54.63 51.18 51.53 451.26 49.58 53.66 38

7. IGE 53:17 54.62 53.19 57.93 52.02 54.88 53.81 42

Non-ICE
_

52.17 48.60 52.13 55.90 52.35 54.25 51.45 40

8. IGE 51.62 46.83 53.14 58.31 50.7 53.24 50:62 29

Non-IGE 53.09 43.48 53.06 55.70 49 53.70 50.45 33

9. IGE 52.21 48.57 47.89 53.79 54. '52.11 50.18 28

Non-IGE 52.45 50.43 50.95 54.98 53.17 52.64 52.33 42

10. IGE 51.ft 48.44 55.61 57.61- 45.56 54.89 50.22 18

Non-IGE 50.94 51.33 51.44 52.44 50.69 54.00 52.00 16

11. IGE 50.20 48.53 48.53 51.87 51.13 50.07 48.80 15

Non-IGE 45.58 47.79 43.63 49.74 54.58 45.88 44.33 .43

12. IGE 47.00 47.79 49.75 54.67 50.17 49.04 46.63 24

Non-IGE 53.08 47.27 53.27 55.71 52.12 53.20 51.29 49

13. ICE ' 54.30 46.75 53,35 57.35 51.90 54.05 50.10 20,

Non-IGE. 53.93 50.49 53.42 57.34 52.88 53.81 52.63 43

14. IGE 52%93 47.68 51.54 56.68 55.39 53.68 51.07 28

Non-IGE 50.85 50.09 52.20 56.47 50.65 53.16 50.65 55
f

15. IGE 50.42 50.75 51.15 53.67 50.38 49.52 50.10 52

Non-IGE 50.37 48.72 49.26 54.11 52.96 52.17 48.91 54.

MEAN: IGE 50.76 48.74 50:54 54.29 50.97 51.05 49.54 480

Non-IGE 51.18 49.22 50.35 54.25 51.82 51.57 50.14 604



V

SUMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, IGE, as a comprehensive system of2elcation and 4 viable
alternative to the age-gradedw self-contained classroom approach, is making
an impact. This impact is shown not onlY by the over 2,000Ielementary and
secondary'Schools already utilizing IGE, but also in the active national
organization; 23 state networks and the acáompanying leagues, pacts and.
hubs;-and the numerous teacher education institutions With _IGE programs.

Further evidence of impact can be'found in the numerous evaluations
of IGE to date. Evidence has been presented by many researchers that the
implementation of the organizat,ional component of IGE has occurred in'most
schoolsrstudied; and that further, increased inVolvement in terms of time
spent results in greater implementation.

Studies examining the direct outcomes of implementing IGE have reported
a number of effects on schools jtudied. IGE,school staffs have shown more_

ic indicates that IGE schools show
teaming, involvement in decisionmaking sharing than non-IGE controls.
Further, evidence has been presented wh
a markedly different Pattern of interrelationships within the staff, and
that students in IGE Schpols receive a different set. of ,experiences in
school than do non-IGE cOntrostudents. The latter finding iS probably
tied to other results p4,rtaining to the impact of implementing the instruc-
tional component of IGFas well. Other studies of the instructional pro-
Agram have shown that- wider variety of instructional materials as well as
instructional grdup s zes are evidenced in IGE schools, possibly contribut-
ing to the overall po itive attitudes of students, staffs,..and' principals
of IGE schools toward he concept.

Past evaluation fforts have also identified'a number of:indirect
outcomes of IGE. Studies of school'organizations have shown that IGE schools
are less centralized, stratified, and inhibitedu and have greater motivation
toward change, wincipal) and staff satisfaction, teachercOoperation and
compatibility, staff inolvement in decisionmaking, task orientation, and
intellectual climate./

Examination of,indirect outcOMes of instruction had,revealed mixed .

findings. Student achievementAn math-and reading was found to be ,superior
in IGE schools in some studies', while no differences were found in others.
Similarly, student;affective measures have given IGE the advantage in some
evalu4tions, but in others,no differences were apparent.

A summary of the results of the present study serve to corrobate and am-
plify many of the previous results (see Appendix E). Present findings-have in-
dicated that the present sample of IGE and non-IGE schools were guite'similar
in terms of deMographic characteristics of staff and staffing,patterns. 'Further,

there were indications that the rGE schools did, in fact, attain more of the
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direct outcomes of IGE, both in terms of onsite ratings as well as in self-
reports of time allocation and decision involvement.. Greatest differences
between IGE and nonIGE, controls were shown in the presence and function

. .

ing of the MUS organization andUfacilitative environments; as well as. .

increased professional involivement'and responsibilityi involvement in deci-
sionmaking, use.Of.instructional Objectives, and degree,of ,insitructional
cooperation. '?resent findings,also indicate that most schoolt studied have
not fully implemented the individualization of instruction component., Aaw7.
ever, this finding is balanced by the obvious efforts to inCrease individ-
ualization, as well ae by the lact IT materials for individUalized:instruc-.
tion have only recently become dome ially available. Couple Ship w.ith
the result that time for planning, testing, and recordkeepingAsalsoi'
increased in.IGE as compared to non-IGE sChoolpi'and it is ekcom6elling.
argument for same system like compUter-minaged instrudtion.

In terms.of indirect outcomes, ihe presenindings.indieate that'
degree of satisfaction with roles and leadership struqUire parallelathe
perceived degree of involvement in the decisionmaking-and leadership:sruo=
ture of the schogl. Trends indicate.that,as IGE7echools iharease !involve-
Ment, measures of satisfaction increase ooncomitantly. Further, expendi-
,tures in both samples were similar. Finally, there was no eiridento*ot
difference in the Student outcome measures of"standardized.achievementand
etudent self-concept.

re 8
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VI '

RECOMMENDATIONS

_Recommendations derived from.the present as well as previous evalua-
tion efforts have two foci: those involving further research and develop-
ment, and those regarding specifications for future IGE evaluation,efforts.
First, there is no compelling e4idence that IGE schools differ from non-IGE
schools in any of the indirect outcomes specified in this study. Given the
marked similarity of these samples on measures such as standardized achieve-
ment, it must be argued that further'study of indirect outcome measures
for IGE is likely to be a waste of resourcest5,....

A more ,fruitful approach would be to emphSSize more complete defini-
tion and investigation of the direct outcomes of the IGE program. Present
findings have.indicated,that_there are some differences between IGE and
non-IGE schools in the .area of direct outcomes, despite the fact that measures
in this, area are considerably more primitive because deyelopment has not
emphasized them. It is- recommended that future research and development
efforts with regard to IGE focus on further definition and ranking of direct
outcome*. Further, future evaluation efforts should utilize these defini-
tions, as well as relate them to the relative availability of all seven
componehts of the IGE,concept. In other words, it.must not be expected that
direct outcaMes specified for recently completed components be as effective
(no matter how clearly defined).as those specified for more'long-standing
components (e.g., the MUS organization). Further considerations in adSess-
Ment of specified direct outcomes relate to the availability of the neces-
sary support strUctures. For example, little is known about the impact
of the facilitative environments component of IGE. However, eyen extensive
definition of expected direct outcomes of this component Will be of little
evaluative use in instances in which facilitatiire environments do hot yet
exist'or are-in early stages of-implementation. ,

There is considerable evidence from the literature, and from the
study here, that instruction in IGE schools has not.change4, to the deg
that organization has. This is predictable, both becauSe idministratko
changes are much easier to make than instructional changes, and because
development of IGE initially stressed the multiunit school Organization.
The present findings 4ndicate that instruction changed only when the cur
riculum materials used demanded an instructional change. In a4dition, it,
was found that individualization of instruction in only one or two.subject
matter areas greatly increased recordkeeping efforts. Without further
development of"alternative forms of re rdkeeping (such as.aomputer-managed,
instruciion) it may be unreasonable t xpect full individualization of '

instruction. It is recommended that A xnr study of the proOess necessary
to implement the Instructional Prograxnlngj4odel, including documentation
of uagoing,efforis to individualize, and problems encountered be initiated.
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It must also be recognized that almost-all of the studies of IGE
haveutilized very crude measures of implementati6n. When dealt with at
all (beydnd studying schools that have adopted the label of IGE) the most
common approach has been to select schools that have been in the program
for a yearor two. Certainly this is better than to choose schools just
beginning to use the IGE model, but it is at best a very primitive indica-
tion of the degree t6 which the program haa actually been adoPted and imple-
mented. Several studies went one'stepfurther and added some additional
.criteria (such as ;equiring that unit leaders occupy their positions for
more than a year) Which have certainly improved the studies, but have 4n
no way guaranteed that implementation has occurred. Even in the present
study; we were,forced to use relatively crude measures of implementation
of instruction, as so little is known About the implementation piocess in
this area. It is recommended that future studies of the IGE program utilize
actual observational data as a basis for determining implementation.. This
will be an expensive endeayor, and will undoUbtedly redult in studies Of
relati*ly narrow scope. /However, it is senseless to continue to collect
infOrMatIon aboutvthe IGE. program in the Absence of reliable data that'theP
pro4iamiiself exists in the targeted schools.

' lihe major portion of the evaluation studies of IGE6to date have.been
macro studies lacking information regarding.either implementation or direct

outcomes. While these studies have suppoSedly been program evalUations,
asking "Does IGE work?" they have in fact been policy evaluations asking
whether the resources expended on IGE have led to any discernable effects.
on specified school outcome measures. Such studies are certainly of value '
in the area of enbational pblicy investigations, but they yield.little,
if anyi information about the influence of IGE unless a functi2ning IGE
program can be demonstrated. It is recommended that implementAi.on objec-
tives and.direct outcomes be identified,and criterion levels established
as,part'of the design specifications of future IGE evaluations.: Further,
iniltead of asking the question "Does IGE work?" it is recommended that
future studies ask "Can LGE work'?" Given'a positive Answer to this question,
following studies should ask "What needs tO be done to make the progiam

'work?" so that sch6Ols can decide whether it is worth the time and effort
to adopt the program. The problem with Asking "Does any individual prograi
work?" is that it,ignores the real life ariability;that exists in the field.
Results almost a4.ways Indicate that a program has worked in some 'places but
not in others, yet-how much of this is due to the program, ter se, is never,
determined. It would make much better sense to design aprogram evaluation
under real life conditiOna with operating, non-developmental schools, within
budget constraints thatnlakeit reasonable for.schools to:cooperate, and
in Settings where the' program. Wili be given a very fair.chance of succeeding..
If,the IcE program cannot succeed under these conditions, then it is reason-'
able to assume that it .will beof little Value t6 other schools.. If, on

the oth d, the program does succeed under these conditiona, then fUrther
studies eededto determine exaCtly what.it takes to makei:the prog*

.work. usly, some parametric studies would need to be ritn't6 acc'9
date differept sphool conditions; such'As urban or,suburban.settingal
large_school versus small-school, or to inVestigate special probleMsi., ch:
as the prpblem'of handling kindergarten or specialatudents. Such'a.stptegy,
would answer the progralik evaluation questions for the developers and f4ing'
agencies, and at the same time provide the anformation to schools that they:
need in order to make prOgram decisions.
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a
Bernal, L. C. The introduction of the Individually dUided Educatiq0
,. Multiunit Elementary School Model in selected elementary schoofa

and the effects on organizational output. Unpublished Ph.D. dis-
sertation, Boston University, 1973.

The major-question investigated in.this study was whether
staff and students would view_the organizational output of an IGE/
MUS school as more open than o'contror school. The sample
consisted of 359 students.and 63 teachers in four schools. Two
schools were IGE (implemented in 1971-72) and the two control
schools were chosen to be clOse in physical makeup to IGE.. Testing
odcurred in school year 1871-72:-during-implementation. Both
teachers and students responded to various questionnaires. Findings
indicated that the perceptions-of teachers and students were that
the IGE school was more open in its organizational output than the
control.

Bolin, J. B., Jr:. A.siudy of organizational climates of selected IGE
schools and'nOnrIGE schOols. in Kentucky. Unpublished Ed.D.*.dis-

_ -
.sertitibn, pniveraity of Teanessee; 1975.

The purpOse of this study was to compare the organizdtion#1
climate of six IGE.and six non-IGE schools in Kentucky.Principals
and teachers.in the:12 schools,sampled were administered ihe'Or-
ganizational ClimateDescriptiO4EQuestionnaire. All 8 suhests
of the OCW, were of intecest in this study. The six IGE sehOols
studied impleMented IGE.under theauspices of Title= inKentucky.
All six were admitted into th sample.of the study at.the time they
had-signed .the cOmmitmeni7tochange over to IGE. The-six Control
schools consisted Of sii schools in sibilar districts that did not
sign i commitment to ghange:ovef to IGE. Findings indicated that
overall,there were few differences-between,the IGE and non-IGE
schools except in terms of the sObtests "esprit" and "production
emphasis." IGE schools shi5i4ed significantly greater esprit and
leas production emphasis than the non-IGE schools. The overall
t-test comparison (auMming over tlie 8'subtests) showed no signi-
licant difference between IGE-ancinon-IGE schools.

BoWers, G. R. The organizational climate in selected Ohio multiunit
and traditional elementary schools. Unpublished Ph.D. disserta-
tion, University of Akron, Ohio, 1973.

This study presents the results of a comparison of drganiza-
tional climate between IGE and'nbn-IGE schools in Ohio. Forty-
eight Ohio schools, (24 IGE and 24 non-IGE) responded to a mapiled
questionnaire assessing organizational climate. IGE schools were-4ff

required to have organized within IGE prior to the 1972-73 school
year. The non-IGE schools splected were matched to the IGE schools
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0

in terms of school, size, percentage of.majority, the percentage
of disadvantaged, the per pupil expenditure and the district..
Data collection oCcurred in March of 1973, so most IGE schools -

would have been at the end of their second year of implemexitaJm--.J.

tion. The instrumentation used was the Organizational Climate
Index developed by Stern and Steinhoff which measures several
dimensions of organizational climate. Findings indicated that
in IGE schools there was significantly less control press and in-
hibition. Conversely IGE'schools showed more achievement motiva-
tion and.more orientation toward change and toward science. Simi-
larly, the intellectual clfmate was shown to be stronger in the
1GE schools. Finally, impulsiveness and disorder were more evident
in the IGE schools than the non-IGE schools. These data must be
interpreted with caution, however, ad the percentage of return of
the questionnaires was low.

6"1

Bradford, E. F. A comparison of two methods of teaching in the elemen-
tary school as related to achievement in reading, mathematics aio
self-Concept of children. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Michigan
State University, 1972.

The purpose of this study was to compare an IGE with a non-
IGE school on reading and math achievement and student self-concept.
The IGE and non-IGE schools were matched on the basis of sex, socio-
economic status and overall reading and math achievement scores.
The degree of implementation in the IGE school was not indicated.
However, the extensive discussion of iiiservice activities related
to implementation of IGE indicates that the IGE school was early
in its implementation phase whelfothe study took place. Children
in grades 1, 2, and-3 were given the Metropolitan Achievement Test
and the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale. A total of
299 IGE students and 93 control school students were tested. Addi-
tionOly, the attitudes of students, parents, and teachers toward
individually guided education were sought. Findings indicated
that_there was signifiaantly higher math achievement and/student
self-concept in the IGE school as compared to the control school.
No diffz we apparent ading achievement although the
IGE sc , ly.greater scores. Attitudes of teachers
and N'!! d IGE overall were positive. Attitudep of students
were'posi ive t d same asi5ects of IGE dild negative toward others.

Burtley, N. A comparison8r-teacher characteriitics and student achieve-
ment in Individually Guided Education (IGE) and traditional inner-
city elementary schools. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Michigan
State University; 1974.

The purpose of this study was to compare an IGE and a non-IGE
school on teacher characteristics and student achievement in inner-
city schools. The teachers and students in both schools were
tested three times over two years. A total of 32 teachers were given

7
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the Group Dimensions Descriptions Questionnaire in October 1971,
June 1972, and October 1973. A total of 292 second and third
grade students were given the Metropolitan Achievement Test
Battery fn Th:Nay'1971, 1972, and 1973. e study spanned the

)

first two years of IGE implementation An the IGE schools. There-

/'
fore the'Ogree of IGE implementation in the experimental school
was not high. The two schools were matched in terms of the same
district, matching achievement scoree, socioeconomic status, per-.
centage of welfare, median indome level, pupil ethnicity, percen-
tage of students eligible for free lunch, school size, and school
enrollment. Findings indicated that IGE encourages more teacher
cooperation and compatibility than a control school. Further,
individualization results in achievement gains in both read g
and math at both second and third grade levels.

Center for Educational Policy and Managementanagement Mmplications
of Team Teaching. Project Report No. 2, ibgene, Oregon, Univer-
sity of Oregon, October, 1973.

T1106 study reports a comparison of four multiunit Wisconsin
schoole and four control schools on teacher attitudes and inter-
actions. Information on degree'of implementation and matching
tharacteristics of the sampled schools was not available. Find-
ings indicated that IGE teachers were significantly different
from the control school teachers in the following characteris-
tics: IGE teachers showed a greater task orientation interaction
than control teachers, more involvement in school-wide decisions
than control teachers, Wand expressed greater job satisfaction
than control school teachers. 'This report was abstracted from
i secondary source as a full copy is not yet available:

Claytor, A. The relationship betweek teachers' beliefs and practices
in IGE schooli and evidencell of classroom behavior as compared in
IGE and non-IGE schools. Rutgers University, 1974.

This study sought to investigate the relationship between
teacher beliefs and teacher classroom practices. Sixty-three
teachers from four elementary schools and 30 prospective teachers
participated in the study. Thirty-three of the teachers were
from IGE schools, 30 were from non-IGE schools. Degree of.im-
plementation of the IGE schools and any matching requirements
were not,given. Classroom'teachers were observed and rated
according to the Classroom Observation Rating Scale. ,Additionally,
teachers filled out a ccirresponding questionnaire. Prospective
teachers filled out only the questionnaire. Groups were compared
on the basis of.their open beliefs and their practices. Beliefs
and practices were correlated and t-test comparisons were made
among the three grouPs. Information was not available on the
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questionftaire or on the scoring procedure. Findings indicated
that teachers are more open in their beliefs than they are in
their practices. Overall, IGE teachers were more open in both
beliefs and practices than traditional teachers. There was a
significant negative correlation found between the years of ex-
perience and open practices for traditional teachers.

Edwards, F. H. A study of affective change in elementary-schools im-
plementing Individually Guided Education. Unpublished Ph.D. dis-
sertation, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1972.

This paper reports the findings of a study focusing on
teacher and student attitudes in IGE schools. Six schools were
studied, three IGE and three non-IGE. Sc ools were matched in
terms of the samiecommunity, the number E pupils, and the size
of the faculty. A total of 394 sixth gr de students as well as
the entire faculties of all schools were studied. A limitation
of this study is that it was impossible to determine the leVel
of implementation of the IGE schools. -Teachers were administered
the Kerlinger Attitude Toward Education Scale VII. Students were
administered the /I/D/E/A/ Attitude Scales. Findings indicated
that student attitudes toward school and toward their peers were
more positive in IGE schools. Furthermore, IGE teachers were
overall more-progressive and less traditional than control school
teachers.

o

Essig, D. M. The effects of a multiunit differentiated staffing or-- .
ganization upon teachers' attitudes and instructional programs.
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Univeriity,of Oregon, 1971.

This paper presents the results of a study of the impact
of IGE/MUS on the instructional program and attitudes of teaching
staffs in two IGE schools in Oregon. Instructional programs in
two IGE and two non-IGE schools were assessed prior to implemen-
tation of IGE in the two IGE schools in the sample. Instruc-
tional programs were then reassessed one year later, in 1971.
Attitudes were assessed by means of an author-developed attitude
survey which was based on Osgood's Semantic Differential. The
results are descriptive as no tests of significance were run.
Findings indicated that the IGE schools showed certain changes
(e.g., teaming) in the org zati n for instruction which were
not shown in 'the cAntrol sch s. Further, greater involvement
by IGE teachers in decision-making related to planning and develop-
ment of the instructional program was also shown. No differences
were found in teachers' attitudes in IGE and non-IGE schools.

7 9
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FlournoY, L. Untitled achievement data. 111th Street School, Lps

0..Angeles, 1975.

Although a complete copy of this report is not available

at this time, preliminary achievement data for pupils in 111th

Street School are available. Reading and math achievement were

assessed for each of grdaesl'through 6. Data were collected in

the 1972-73 school year. Grades 1 through 3 were-given the

Cooperative Primary Test. Grades 4 through 6 were given the CTBS.

Some groups-were matched, others were not. Expected gains ranged

from .7 to 1.0 at all grades. Findings indicated\thatgrade
level equivalent gains expected,after IGE implepentation were
achieved or exceeded in all except the sixth grade (and even the

sixth grade level approached the goals)..

Gervase, D. J. and Lindia, A. Final report: The evaluation of the IGE

program in the Windsor Public Schools (reading): School year

1973-74. Windsor Public Schools Report; Windsor, Connecticut,

1974.

The purpose of this.report was to replicate the evaluation

of the effectiveness of the reading program in the Windsor Public

Schools. Comparisons were made on the basis of standardized
achievement tests as well as comparisons between expected and

achieved reading scores. .The,Culture Fair Intelligence Test and

the Gates MacGinitie Reading Test were given.in March 1974. Ex-

pectancy was determined by the formula: (years in school x IQ)

1 = expected grade performance. Results showed that pupils at

each of years 8-11 showed higher reading achievement than was

expected. These results must be interpreted with some caution,
however, as it appears that an independent t-test was used on

dependent.scores.

Gresso, D. W. Individually Guided Education and organizational climate.
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Missouri at Columbia,

1974.

A
The purpose of this study was to compare IGE schools showing

a high degree of implementatirm with IGE schools showing a low
degree of implementation on organizational climate. The popula-

tion studied was all IGE schools working with /I/D/E/A/ in 1973-,
1974. Criteria for sample selection were that IGE schools had
implemented IGE for.at least two years. Additionally, a high im-
plementation school was.defined as one that hapa met over 66% of

./I/D/E/Al's 35 outcomes. A low implementation.school had met
less than 34% of the 35 outcomes. A total of five high and
live low implementation schools were chosen. The organizational
climate description questionnaire developed by Halpin and Croft

8 0
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4
in 1963 was the instrument used. Findings indicated that high

iMplementation schools Were more open than,Aow implementation

schools.as perceived by the teachers. Additionally, high imple-

Mentation schools showed greater open autopOrny than low implemen7

tation schools as rated by the teachers. Finally, principals in

high implementation schools were less aloof and shoed more
thrust and Consideration than principals of low Implementation

schools.

Hacket, J. and McKilligin, G. A _study of the Multiunit/IGE elementary

schools. Janesville, Wisconsin, August, 1972.

. ,

Thisstudy compared two multiunit and two transitional sähools
within the Janesville, Wisconsin schoolidlistrict. Participating
schools were matched in terms .of SES, Ahn IQ scores for the school,

and building design. Degree of implementation of IGE was not re-

ported. Achievement scores for second and sixth graders on the
MetropolitaneAchievement Tests were,higher in the multiunit schools

with the exception of the,spelling:sub-test. Additional findings

indicate that multiunit schoplth have a lower per pupil cost for

personnel than the traditional schools. Finally, positive teed&
pupil, and parental attitudes were reported for the multiunit

school. A possible liMitation of the attitude data reported was
that there is no indication that this data was collected from the

traditional schools.

Harmon, J. A. and Tyike, L. V. .A comparison between an Individually

Guided Education school and a more traditional elementary'school

on attitudinal and personality variables. Paper-presented at:

WERA, 1975.

This paper reports the tesults of,a comparison of an IGE
school with a non-IGE'school on student achievement, stuolent atti-

tude toward sdhool, student attitude toward themselves, and student

('--n7ttatude toward others. .1he IGE school had been,operating for
-2-1/2 ye s. Schools were matched by socioeconomicstatus and IQ..

Twenty- ree students in each of grades one througli:six in each .

school rticipated in the study. Procedure was ap follows:

Both facu ties were given the CSE 106 Educational.Objective Cards

to be rated. A subsample of highly rated:460jectives wa'a chosen'

for the study. Progreis,toward theSe objectives '. wasL..measured by

two instruments--the-Cal,iforhia Test of PersOnality, and AMASTY--,
About Myself and School This Year: ReaultSahowed no clear dif

ferences between the IGg and'nonIGE scho4. A'Posetble limita

tionof this study, however,js that the measurement instruments
may .not have been appropriate for-the objectives choien. A s

sequent study 'compared achievement inYthe two schoOls'and again

found no differences.'

81
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Herrick, H. S. The relationship of organizational structure to teacher
motivation-in multiunit and non-multiunit elementary'schoods. Tech-

vr
nical Report No.. 322, 1974.

,The major purpose of this study was tb examine the. relationship
of organizational variables to teacher motivatIon. A secondary
purpose was to determine the differences, if anye'which exist be-
tween organizational structures of multiunit arid non-multiunit
schools. A random sample of 40 Multiunit schools in Wisconsin
and a further randomoample of 40 schools in Wisconsin thit had not
imPlemented IGE were chosen. Multiunitsphools were'required to
have been multiunit for at least one year, and to have been judged
adequately multiunit by:the Department of Public Lnstruction.
Within schools chosen, a random samPle of 15 teachers wee selected
to provide the data. The major findings of the study_were that
there°Were'no significant differences between multiunit.and non-
multiunit schools in size, complexity, and formalization. 'Multi-
unit schoOls were shown to be less centralized, les, stratified,
and 'had MOre highly motivated teachers than non-multiUnit schools
School size and centralization wee significant predictors of
teacher motivatioR both.multiunit and=%non-m4tiunit sthools.

Ironside, R.A. Process evaluation of the 1971-72-73.nationwide instal-
lation of the Multiunit-IGE Model for elementary schools. Paper

,presented.at WERA, 1975.'

This report presents some of the fiAdings of a process evalua-
.

tion 4 the installation of 250 IGE/MUS schools. During the firstf
year ofliMplementation an attempt was made to d9cument tiOlining and in-

.
stallation as well as.to describe the extent oOthe
tion in the schools. Installation in the schools iite measured br
the performance objectives developed by theiR & D Center.. rdur
basic. elements consituting several of'the objectives were the
criteria indicating satisfactory impletheniation by the middle of
the first year. These four elements were: an active IIC, use of
the IPM in one subject, a fully unitized school, and a multiaged
organization. Data were gathered through guestiOnnaires, intek-
views, site visite, and study.of existing and emerging documents of
all sortilk 'Findings indicated that in the early stages Of imple-
mentationit is difficult to'determine the date or,degree of
"commitment." Hoigever, 'the criteria of saiisfabtory implementa-
tion was attained by a large proportion of the schools at the end
of the firsthalf year. Further, considerable variation was found
both within and between schools in the degree of implementation
of both the multiunit and ,IGE patterns. Additional findings in-
dicated that teacher roles may be difficult to assume at once,_
.and individualization Was found to .be one Of the least attained:
objectives. Finally, with respect to implementation, findings in-
dicated that use of pE/MUS is not:tied to the building structure.
However, support was needed to effect implementation..
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Ironside,..R. A. .A suppleient. to ,the 1971-72 nationwideinstallatloh

of the IGE/gUS model-for_elementary schooia--a process.eyaluation:,:

The fall 1972 foilowyp.'.PrinCeton, New Jersey,.EdUgatiOnal Testing
-

Service,. 1973. .7'.

.-
. :,. t .

The purPose of,:.this study was to. determine:the impleMentation ..

. .status of IGE dchools oneyear after the originaliiationVide in-
_ . .

, 1stallation'study. A major question of interest was Whether..IGE

.... schoolsare different in'the secohd Yea011of implementation: "This -,-:-

study was consideriibly smaller inscopethan the original: Only

,,, some.of the IGE:'schools Were studied,'nO.attempt was magle''tocompare .-.

children On either achie.lement or learning, and the .same.c4iteria

were used as in theAliain study but truncated instrumentwWere.
,,.

emplolied. Findings indicated that by the second year moat schoolg

:4eet the four.criteria,of.,an active 11C, multiage groupingt,indi="...

visivalized instruction:and.full unitization. Further, alpichoolg.

Adentify themselves with IGE in the second year. dithoug "jade viii,h-

e-t n. in implementation practices were.shown. 'A wide. ,eTfor.

t.p.Ohical assistance in implementation.wasexprissed most ,.A.

Schools, Finallyi-it wag concluded that-it is still difficult to

determirie° gaina,imbOth reading- and math at bothisecond-and third ,--.

-,A.
grade levels...

.

,

,

Joyal, L. H.., Jr..'.A.Comtatisou of.the types of learning.patterns of

'student in a self-cdntained and a multiunit elementary sChopil.

Unpubli jled Ph.D. dissertatiga, University of Wisconsin7MediSOnt:'

1973..

This paper:presentS the results of a three-year.study (19687

1.970) of the size and Variety:of instructional,groups, pupil self7

,.&reätion, and variety of learning:materials used in IGE.and non-

tGE sChools. SubIediSWbre-24 ChAldren in-gra-deg-1 t1ffough-'6

in a single schoOl. 'In 1968 the school was self-contained, in,

1969 they implemented IGE, and in.1970they had.been two yearsinto

IGE. Three Students ai each grade lerl were.obseried4.indIviduallY

-for fifteen minuted each year. Students were rategrOh,the Obser7.

vation of Students! Learnihg Style-Form developed:at th, R & D

4 'renter in 1967, The types of-activities the Students 'engaged in

were_recorded each Minute. Changes in:the utilizailonOf instruc-,,

tional materials and.aUdio VisUal equipment, in-thenumber of sub-

jects working in a spedified Classroom area, An the size Of learning:,

groups, inTthe frequency of teacher-pupil iateraCtions,:euld'in the

frequency6of teacherLdirected,learning aCtiVitiee.wera predicted. ,

Results*Owedthat there wa's au iadrease in:the number of studentd'

using- a Wider'Vaiiety of instructional,,materials and audio visual T

equipment Under,IGE. ,Further, a greater variety in size of.learning

groups wag shown, as wpll as a greater-Variety in the number of

students working.ih.a.specified ClaSsrglom area. :Finally, the fre-

'. qUency of teacher-pupil interactions.increased as did the Irequendy

- of teicherrdirected learning actiVitiea under. IGE.
!

4
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.eschOba,clima
'EdUicadOn

H. osanJoek , Teacher perceptions of
d theflcLmplementatio of Individually Guided
Univggpity of' ska, 1973..

. This study investigated teac er perceptions of the climate
in 545:IGE dbhools in their first, second, and third years of
implemeptation. The sample was stratified by-location (rural,
suburban,-urban, and inner city), and lengt
Teachers in the 545 schools respond
2,1imate Index. Findings indicated
was4nore oped in the-second year o
in the first. However, the climat

Y different from the climate in the firs
Effect.
sthere,vi

lementation.
izational

climate in.IGE schools
nfatibn than it was
third year was not

year, 91ggesting a Hawthorne.
imitation Of this latter fiudihg, however, is that
.,pix schools in the third_ year sample.

S.

Kennedy, F. 24'.), 4 ,/ Three yeak evaluation: The multiunit elementary
.4chpol And individualization. cedarburg, Wisconsin Public Sphools,
:At1gust,';1972.

The'paper reports a description of the changes occurring in
Cedarburg schools since the fall of 1969 when two schools

',1.bebaMe 'ICE/ and a third developed an individualized study program
'as acresuit of a Title III grant. ,Achievement, as measured by
't4e AOya +oats of Basic Skills, showed a 7%-increase in the 1972
480ges,forgrade 3 when compared to the scores in 1966, a 1% de- ,

'-dtease4for grade 4, and a 5% increase for grade 5. Results of a
'pupil attitude survey, wisecondary studehr-visitatton study, and

-Comments from visiting educational professional personnel are
0 also reported. Possible limitations of the study include the fact
- tnat pupil attitude and teacher tiMe allocation data were collected
at only one school and used as indicative of what was happening
;at all-thgee schdols, 'Further, there was no attempt to assess,the
.level of IGE implementation in any of the schools.*

3

Klausmeier, H. J., Quilling, M. R., and Sorenson, J. S. The development
and evaluation of the Multiunit Elementary School 1966-1970. Tech-
nicer Report No. 158, 1971.

This paper summarizes SOme early evaluation data regardin4
1GE schools, Several procedures-were followed in the formative_

-evaluation of IGE. Observations"of the I & R and IIC operations
were made. Structuredinterviews and,qUestionnaires were.Usectin (

both the,IGE schools and the collEgoi.Ohools.:-Criterion-referenced

*This report includes a prohibition against making the nagrative or
data public without express.written pe,ssion.

I.
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tests illOreading were adminittered AO children in the IGE schools

before the reading program.was introduced, and readministered,the

following year. Findings indicatethat_T & k units mit their
perfoirancefcriteria,reasonably e000tively, althoUgh there was

' variability among units. Further,Wemajority of /ICs were seen
`to be functioning reasonably well. -Interdependence relationships
.inNthese_three multiunit schools itqd three controlophools were ,

assessed (Pellegrin, 1970 abstracted in'this paper). Further there

was some indication of higher Student achievement in reading.

1.
'
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Mantzke, J. W. An analysis of the effectiveness and satisfaction of
teachers, principals, and'supaiintendents who function within un-

differentiated and differentiated (IGE/MUS) staffing structures
in the State of Wisconsinq Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Univer-

.4;

t' sity of Wisconsin-Madison, 1973.

The primary purpose if this study was to 'compare the'effec-
tiveness and satisfaction of prinCipals le:teachers functioning
within Undifferentiated and differentiaterbigahizational struc-

tures. The study pamplewaS chosen from the Multiunit School *
Directory. Those schools having.implemented IGE for at least two.

4
years were considered for inclUsion in'the study.. 'Ali schools who

,fit this criterion and who wereWilling participated in the-study.
A total of 31 schools was chOsenFive teachers; the principal,
and the superintendene:Of each school were asked to respond to the
principal effectiveness questionnaire.' In order to select the
control schools, the IGg schools were grouped according to the
jai'pCoillsin Education Assoctiation classification of school districts.
Thie- classification is based on the number of professional workers
.in the distridt.' Controlischools weie chosen from Wisconsin To

be comparable7by Aiimber of professional arkers to theoIGE schools

chosen. Findings indicated increaSed satisfaction ofptincipals
in IGE sClIpoie with'regard to supervision of instruction, curricu-

. 1* d Opment, student guidance, staff relationships, and securing

and ihMiscal resources.

Nelson, R. G.,6 Junker, L. K., and Fischbach, T. J. Learning climate

in IGE/MUS-E schools. Technical Report No. 213 revised, 1975.

1 The major question investigated in this study was whether

, IGE/MUS organizational structurelpresulted in a charactexistically
rdifferent learning climate than a traditional self-contained

0 structure. To answer this question, pupil attitudes toward
00. themselves aslearners, (b) other pupils, (c) teachers,
(:1.).' instruction, and (e) school were assessed. Thirteen IGE
schools and twelve non-IGE schools served as the sample of this

study. IGE schools werorequired to be fully functioning multi-
unit schools and to have used IGE for at least two years. Matching

characteristics were not Oren. Findings indicated no differences .
between IGE and non-IGE schools on the general measure armed
learning climate. However, students in IGE schools showed a higher
self-concept than students in non-IGE schools.
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.01szewski,A W. The effect Of a multiunit/Open space School structure
.'on tea2hbr behavior. UnpUblished'Ph.D. dissertation, University

of Not% Dame, 1973.

a
TWo main hypotheses were investigated. First, teachers in

IGE schools were.expected to show a greater range of teacher beha-
viors than teachers In.control schbols. Second, teachers in IGE
schools were expected to show more shared teaching behaviors than
teachergOin control Schools. The study saMrile consisted of one
IGE schdbl operation for one year) and two contrgl schools,
(matching charactAptics unknown). Twto of the fourfnnits in the
TGE school were"selected for study (one primary, one intermediate).
Eight teachers'Were also sampled from two.control-schod14 Each:
teacher was observed four times for a total'of one hour each using.
a Flanders Interaction procedure.. ;Findings indicated that teachers .

in IGE schools did not showra greater range of'teaching behaviors
than teachers in'control school's. However, IGE teachers did show,
an increased sharing in teaching behavior patterns than teaehers

;in control schools. .

I 0

Paden, J. S. A national evaluation of the /I/D/E/A/ change rogram
for IGE. Belden Associates, Dallas, Texas, 1975.

This study was designed to assess the attitudesof dmiJ4 111
trators, teachers, students, and parents to the impl ok-of,
IGE. The study represents a -year data collection ott"'in.,_,_

IGE schools implemented by /WE/A/. Data were ollebted from
,

May to July 1973 and from y to July 1974. Schoo participatOg,
--k\-,

in the study had implemented IGE one, ,two, or thre API PX1or/to
r

'11
the collection of the data. Four questionnaires afhorldie, .ci'V r -

r_ *
,f. .1,ka

all expectations of administrators, teac , plOrsaren
.

Joh en\, ,7..

were givtn. Comparisons were made in the attitude ivid s

in schools having high levels of IGE implementation mpared to,
loW fevels of IGE implementation. Additional pompars. s were made
between those individuals in urban areas and those'in n' baA
areas, between those in mostly white IGE schooas'and th9 n non-
whiteJGE schools, and between those in schools impleMeati g IGE
pricir to'1972 and those who started IGE after 1972. AColdrifrsons. ;.

.

.

of. the IGt schools with a control group were not mai ; 3,,,Nive&
.

of the four groups toward IGE were gener ly positive 1:" .0*...

tive attitudes increasing as the length, time spent i
the r of /I/D/WA/ outcomes increased. Finally, t

.that ementation of IGE caOresult in perceived teacher,
adminik ator overloads dependingon the implementation dOeAuie ,

_ .

emPloYe!;1.

o

411)

8 6,
01
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Parsons, F. R. (Principal). "What happens when they get to the-juiio

high?" EValuating an IGE School in the affective domain. Jeff'
...to

Elmmentarf:-Sehool Report,''Menasha, Wisdonsin.
..... -,

'report presentS-the_results of self-eValuation of two
li'chOo1s in Menasha ,. 'Wisconsin , --that _impleMented IGEi. in 196971910.-.

Several Approaches weretaken. First the s oho° 1 is- attemptecVito:
show that-fbey.were better-than.ther'10x16petar lementing..IGE.

,They sent qUeitiOnnaires to parente, 11*hts.,, ffe#Chcr.!-.
-Altbough no data are-given, theY *elportat,the 17-4-these 1

questionnaires were supportive-_A second approacIj4 to invesii=
gate what hapOdhed_to their ICE studentewhen'they reached 'Ole'
junior 'high, which receives both IGE and fibOrIGE schddl Stypiente. ,
A questionnaire was developed assessing decision-making,--self-re-
sponsibility, self-conceptl and interpersonal relatio1-4::--All
junior high.teachers rated each student on all of thdrIGE.dimen=
sions listed above. Junior high teachers did not know which students9._
?oho
were IGE and which 'were non-IGE. Each student was rated by approxi-
mately three to five teachers. Findings indicatediatat on all
dimensions IGE students were ratedibigher. FinallyTan attempt
was made to identify the students Xfi the Menasha Schools who might

',have potential performance or adjustment problems in the schools.
Such factore as poverty level, intelligence, family problems,
learning disability, emotional profflems. arid social adjustments were
rated., It _Was found that the IGE schools contained 25% of the
students in the district yet the IGEfechools contained from 40 to
59 percent of the students with potential problems.

Pellegrin, R. J. Some Organizational characteristics of multiunit schools.
Working paper No. 22416A969.

--

The purpose of thWetudy wai to provide rgaripzational

pftfile of multiunit schools in terms of int enancy relation-
ships. The study compared foUr IGE with four. n -IGE schools.
Three of the four IGE schools were fully unitized in the year of
testing. The fourth'was eventually dropped as-insufficiently.
multiunit. A questionnaire and interview procedure was used to
.study the interdependency relationships (work-related interabtions) .

*.among'the staff. Findings indicated that the interdependency A
relationships in IGE schools were mainly coVined within units,
while in the non-IGE schools theyorre mostrli confined to the grade

.',Iel.teTh:" Fewer individualdecisionikwere made in the IGE schools,
e.ioreigroup decisions were-made. In non-IGE schools decisions
AladeArimarily by Individual.teachers with the prineipale.
Ilsie of influence/hierarchies indicated.that in IGE schools,

.principgimand unit leaders are very influentill. In non-IGE
,e4Opolshe principal is'the most influential individual.

8'7



Piedmont Project Reports, Piedmont, Nbrth Ca=
,.!..-

Copies'of these papers are.unavalabie Although they have

been ordered.

Quilling, M: R. and Sorenson, J. Student achievement and attitudes
.in instruction and research units in Winslow Elementaty School,
.Racine, Wisconsin. ATwo-YearReport, 1967-1968 and 1968-1969.
Working Paper No. 96, 1972.

.
This paper presentsthervoults of a two-year study of the.

achievement of pupils 44 Winslow Elementary School. The study

was undertaken in the fill of 1967 as the multiunit organization

was implemented. Reading andTmath achievement.of Winslow puPils
was compared with that of alpatched control school imatching
characteristics unknown). Malted rasults Were,obtained. In elie

first year, firstiOrade children iirthe IGE school outperformed

tontrol pupils. However,,unitized.third gradIrs progresW less

'-in reading than controls. )juring the second #bar of thelikudy,
reading achievement imprOved. Also there was some evidence that*
.non-transient pupils in the multiunit.school progretsed more than
did a comparablaicontrol group in the control schoOl. Overallfi

margiffrin favor of one school were-counterbalanced by
th6Se.of the otherschool on different measures. The results Of

the study indicate that adademic piogress is not different in.a

,roultiunit and control schobl after tWo years of prOgram implemen-

tation.

Richardson, E. R. A study of the changes'in role perceptions and role
behavioNi of principals in Individuallebuided-Education/Multiunit
elemehtary-schnpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Auburn Univer-

"t.Y, 1972.

This paper reportsktbe results ca study assessing the
.401nges in the role perceptions and ro e'behaviors of elemeniary

school principals involved in implementing IGE. Of particular
interest were thenature.ofAhe interactions between the principal
and the profespional staffs ikthe pubillo school settings. Twenty- ,

'three elementary.ochpols in Alabemae,seilAiras the sample.-/Twelve
schools were in t!he;lirSt year of implezienting IGE, and ele'ven

of 41e schoolgiftre not involved in'an IGE program and were classi-

fied as-cObtror(mitching chpracteristics,.if anyirwere,not given).

The instrnents used were sejected (from an earlier study of the
principa14ip performed br-Gross andAerriOtt. Findings indicated

that there were no differences'betWeen IGE and non4IFE schools
-

withone alcception. There wwmore'congruency between the percep-
tions of the0006cipalp aric1:4the perceptions of the professional
staffs as to'role behaviokS in IGE schools.

ef.
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Schnelderhan, R. M. A comparison of an Individually Guided Education
-(IGE) program, an Individually Guided Instruction (IGI) program

a,#d a traditional elementary educational program at the inter-

got, ,bediate level. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of

Minnesotae 1973.

The purpose of this study was to compare IGE, IGI, and
traditiop,a1 schools on achievement student attitudes toward
schools, and student eelfcconcept: Two schools in Roseville,

Minnesota, were tested. One entire school was in the IGE experi-

Mental program. The other school placed one-third of the students
in the IGI experimental prograi And the remaining two-thirds were
assigned to self-contained classrooms. Both the IGE and IGI pro-

grams were new during the period ol testing. Schools were matched
only to the extent that they wereltrom the same district. Teachers
*both schools volunteered for the program of their choice. ,.

Students in grades 4 through 6 were given the Iowa Test of Basic
Skills, the IOX School Sentiment Index, the IOX Self-Appraisal

\ Inventory and Odis Lennon IQ test in the fall and spring of the
1971-72 school yeSr. Findings indicated 110 differences in achieve-

mentj'attitude, self-concept among the-three prograMs.

11
1#

Walterf J. E. The relationship of organizatianal-structure to,organi7
\zational adaptiyeness in elementary schools. Technical Report

Wo. 276, 1973.

MP
The purpose of-thisstudys-watito examine the organizational

structures of,elementaryAbboaa 'and to,analyze the r tionshipz

of these variables to the adaptiveies -of elementary. hóo1s .

,

I dy. , wes ionhafre distributed to
thy-eight schools (20 AUSi 16 nom* S) participated in e

st Data were gathered using a
he princiPals and 10 ranadmly se1ecte0 achers in each school.

schools in'the sampleWere required t meet the following,

cf4eria: Multiunie'organpation had been Øplemented at leAit
twbl-Aitt, lorincipal'had teen irt'the bui1dig at least three
years, a'aajority of the unit leaders had nunit leaders for
,twd,years, ana there were more than_ten teachers in the-building.
Non-diultiunit schools were matched 'in terms of dis ict, SES, and

schc4l size.. Findings indicated that while multi t andenon-,

mult unit,schools were not substantially different with regar.
to t e organizational structures, multiUnit schools were sigrAfi-

cantl more adaptive.

Watkins, J E. Jr., Holfey, F. M., et al. 1913-74 evaluatidn,report:

Inc& Ally Guided Education (IGE) progift Department of Educe-

'ti' Development Report, Austin, Texas, 1914.

-41F This re rt presents the findings of an dValuation of IGE

in 'the Austin Independent School Distrait in 1973-74: All IGE
sChool had implemented IGE in the previous year. Eleven IGE

0
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sthools and 11 control schools were compared on the degree of "

implemehtatiqn ofimarious outcomes-or charaqteristics associated

with IGE. Clasaroom Observations indicated'that; on the whole,.,,

the 11 1GE schools ekhibited-gieater degrees of iMplementation

Aiof these characteristics than difthe control schools. .Additional

teacher questionnaire data in par :verified this finding: Con-

siderable variation Was found among the IGE schbols (but this is

not surprising,in liglli OE the fact that overall implementation'

was not controlled).. :_Parentsf-iind Staff'generaily expressed favor-

abie,attitudes tOward'IGE: Staff members, however, expressed

some dissatisfaction with.the level of support.and training they

received.) No diVerences weie found.on various affective and

cognitive outcomeabetween IGE andnon.rTGE schools. Focused

Case studiesof randoily selovted students indicated striking dif-

ferences in how1GE and comparison achool students spent.their
days.'

Watkins, J. E., Jr.. Holleyy F. NI" et al. 1974-1975 Final Report: In-

dividually Guided Education (IGE) program. Department of Educe-

tionaloDevelopment 'Report, Austin, Texas,- 1975.

This report presents.the rgsults of a continuation evalua-
tion ofi,thelimplementation *IGE in the Austin'Independent

School DistSct. The initiil.;year of the evaluation took Place

in the second year of program-implementation k 1973-34. Evalua-

tion efforfs continue.eto Edcus on the achidilftnt of program'
inputs, protesses, and.outcores iji. the 11 IGE and 11 matched
comparison schools chosen for the:firSt year st4dy. Due to the

fact that cdntrol over the degree-pf-implementation of IGE was
not obtained; tha major vpriable under consideration in this

evaluation may simply be theilliWIDIGE.," Teacher and parent

questionnaires, the CAT, sell-concept'Measurea; eadintnd
achievement, and,student behavior ratings were used in ,e,study

in addition to classrooM observations. No differences.weree

found between the /GE andAbe contkW:scIppols:-
.J
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APPENDIX B

REASONS rOR ELIMINATIN6 SCHOOL-S
. FROM THE FINAL MATCHED PAIRS

p .

,
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The procedure for-selecting the control schools followed as closely
as possible.that used by the R3 students. The Superintendent of the
districts.containing an experimental IGE sdhool were.contacted in order
to enlist their help in identifying a matched non-IGE school comparison.
Superintendents--or the IGE school principal if no superintendent was
available for the districtwere asked to identify a non-IGE school as
similar as pottibleto their school in size, district; socio-economic
status, racial mixture, and overall.age and. experience of teaching staff.
Several superintendents, as well as principals of the non-IGE schools
contacted, asked for written information pertaining to the scope and intent
of thestudy. 1Kien requested, this information was sent, and where it /

was-reIt necessary by the superintendents.or the principals of the non-
IGE schools, this information was taken to tbe schoOl,boards or other

,individuals from whoM permission was required. Where this information
was not requested it was, not sent. .

'The following are the reasons why specific schobls were dropped-from
the final Thatched sample.

School #139. This was the only elementary school in the district.
.Theisuperintendent suggested'seVeral other districts?to approach; sever*
of-therewere contacted..-Some had:JO)) action problemg and so declined to
participate. Others s found no principal that was interested in the
.study. Finally, time raints made'it impossible to send background.,
information and wait f .7ichobl board approval.

School #694. There is no superintendent-in'th4rdi*.kanthe,'-'
IGE principal suggested contacting a parochial schooljn the district'.
The principal of the parochial school-felt they were not agood match 'air
the faculty of the school was against participation. Several other sUg-
gestions were followed up on. However,-the best matching school had.to
present,the study to the school: board fOr_approval.4-The'concusion of
the .b4ard'as well as the prinapal wa4014hat there was .too much4testing
going on for the children in-that schoolitat-thie.present ape and they .
declined participation. 4eit,4

School #866. The supqintendent suggested two schools, one of which
'was a better match than the other.- The best match.declined because'all_
elementary schools in the.district were to be evaluated that.year and he,
-felt that.there would be too much testing for students. Other schoola
suggested were simply-not good matches. Finally, there was not.enough
time to search for furtheOchools. -,-:-

School 4618. This sdbool wastejected because the school is half

..
IGE'and the reSt is self-contained. Further, there wavnp.apparent 1nter7,
action of tiiis school With any other school in the areli.4goth of these
conditions violated the minimal requirements set by the. kqhluation Sec on.

Schoor#400. This school was rejected because reading regrouRing-. -,
was done b. classroomnot,by skill groups or :indildidtials; as was mini

mally req ed.

..

ifr

:- ....,f,.

School #688. This school failed to'meet minimal conditions because
the IPM in reading was not used,schoolwide and the IPM in Math had only

. been in use.sinsp September df,1974 (less,than one year at the time of
testing).

\
. School 4754. this'schOol was rejected because they stated that -

teacher judgments were the o y assessment teOhniques used to implement-
. IPM.In math. Furthermore he school had no permanent unit-leader last
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year--they alternated. .Finally, a call to a local.consultant knowledgable
in IGE indicated that the school was not really IGE throughout and that
it was not a good example. She suggested we choose any other school in. .

the area (which was not an option).
School #772. This school was rejected'because they saw themselves

as a modified .;GE school. The IIC met only twic per montb and they had
what they'termed an minformal" IPM in reading. These conditions consti-
tuted failure to meet minimal criteria.

School #142. This-school. .

iZed only in some classes. '

School,#932. This school
ohe unit, and reading had been

Echobl #740. 'This school
to even attempt to match it.

,-
School #725., This achool was rejected because it was tested forthe

pilot. Additionally, it was not fully unitized (some classrooms were
self7cOntained).

.

School #47. This school was rejected because the R3 students were'
tested in only one grade level--the fourth grade--and because they had a
rotating unit leader. ,'

School`4447. This school was rejected because the school was not
fully unitized, the IIC-met only twice per month and the R3 students
were testing only one (fourth) grade. to

School #5.30. This school was rejected because some classrooms'were
self-contained, the IIC met only twice.pe'r month, and they,had an un 71
thodOx unit structure. . .

School #76. This school was rejected &cause the whole school was
one unit, andlikecause it was too difficult to match a school containing

,

onl,yygradea four to six (there wasarcontrol over the IGE-ness of grades*,
K ia thre), q

School #634,. This school vias rejected because there was on1Tone
sChool in the district that was a fairly,,good match'and this school declingg*'

.

.A

to participate. Further suggestions for other schools came too late to
be.followed up on. .. .

efused partiCipation arid the 'refusals came too late to identify and:,\
.

_School #407. This school was rejecte&-because'tbe best matches

contact other achoola.
.

School #85. Thit'school was rejected because unitleaders rotated
annually.'_ .

School #450. This:achool waa rejected.because it wa0 highy ethnic
and-there was nb other go:it-#*1 :Similar in race, socioeconomic -status, and
district areart:

r.fiiy4i.i*.- . .

.

,

.

. sChools wer ing too MuCh testing already. The teachers were unhappy

-.-.,-..,

i Schoo1.412., Th igah4okauperintendent turned us doWn because e

about the:am, rit of.testing, and they would have bad to have seen.allit
of the instruments beforehand: Consensus in the7diatrict,was that no

..schOol would have agreed to another.round o'f testing, even if-allowed-

full review.of the'study and inattuments. ::7
.

.

'Schools. #445 and #257.. Both of theae were large city schools.- These
were rejected because there wasn't sufficient :tlirt!e" takwork prough the
administrative.layers'necessary to gain approvalkrom a large dity.school
pilistrict.

was rejected beTcause math was individual-

.

was rejected beCause the whole school was
individualized for less than two years.
was a sdlot school, and there was no time

Al#

ck*,
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Other schools rejected were eliminated because the IGE schools were

identified so close"to testing.time that it was impossible to approach

the districts, cOntact the schools,.and receive permision.

.9 4
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APPENDIX C

COPIES OF R3 INSTRUMENTS AS ADAPTED FOR THE PRESENT STUDY:
PRINCIPAL AND TEACHER FORMS

4
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PRINCIPAL FORMS

INSTRUOTIOWSHEET

47e sincerely appreciate your willingness to cooperate in this'study.
lour assistance in the project is vital in.assuring our success..t

4
In our'telephone conversations we identified Specific classrooms that
would participate in the study. There if a, packer of materialtfor each
of the teachers and the principal. 'Each of the papkets is'so designated
on the outside Of the envelope. The following steps are suggested as a
guide to facilitate the completion of the packetS.

1. Distribute the envelopes c9ntaining the questionnaires to the staff
memibers selected.

Explain 14at otieh packet will contfin;a set of general instrUctions

. along specific instructiOns on eech instiuMent.

,

3. Remi aff members that the.qudstionnaires should be completed
inde Each Person should respond to all the questions in

.. orcr ve an accurate picture of your school.

ThielOWOOPes....provided for each person are to be used when the ques-

tiOn'-ips have been completed. Each person shkuld seal the envelope
w the questionnaires have been completed:9 /

5. 4 esearcher will retrieve each envelope when he/she meets with the
aat.

Please encourage your staff to complete each of their instruments prior
to the time the researcher comes to the school.

"The-princiAal packet contains the following:
LI. . X .

\

1. Background Information and Organizational Survey (Form:P) r this
ment.cOntainsA9 background itens.and an drganizational strudture co
plexity checklist. .:Ijle tithe required to complete this is approximat ly .

10 minutes,tbut due:tindividual differences it may'take.some perso s1'
longer and other PersOns leas time. Please read the instruction page
for7the instrument' carefully And when tfte instrument is completedpla\ce
it.in your enveloPe, seal itvandretain it for the rettearcher....

'16
,

2. Sc4o1 Expspditure Data - this forT deals with cos data of the class-
roOna-Andiafted. f

Time Allocation-of Instructional Personnel - this deals with the utiliza-
tion of time,of the staff. ,You will find seve 1. thextra copies of is
form.. -Please distributeIthlikse.extra,copies to y non-certified personnei
that work with the,specified:ClassrooMs. When they havecoinpleteditheir
poPies please collect them and place them in your packet of completed
instruments.

4:6
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.Page

4.. Decisioh:Involvement Analysis - see Teacher Packet -7.identical to it).

The results of the study will be_reported in the form of a technical rePoit,

and you will.reoeive'a copy of the.report when.it becomes.available from ,

the R'&.D Cehter. Let us assure you that when we-report the study'.s fin4ings,

there will be.no identification of students, staffs, or schodlp.

.

Please eXtend our gratitude to your staff for the tiMe and cooperatiOn they,

are giving in assisting.the Center withthis study; and for you interest

and.help, we are 'sincerely apPreciative. We are looking fOrKard to-visiting

with you,and your staff shortly.

If you 'have any questions related toothe study, pldase
us collect at (608) 263-44342'. .Thank you again.

/1
Sincerely,

Dr. Conrad Katzenmeyer
Director of Evaluation SerVices

Dr. Linda Ingison and Ms..Deborah:M. Stewart
Evaluation Coordinators

4'

t..

9 7 .
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Form Approved

OMB No:

'BACKGROUND INFO,RMATION AND
ORGANliATIONAL STRUCTURE SURVEY

(Form P)'

It

you are partici,pating in, a study cbnducted by the Wisconsin Research and Dellopment Center,

. for Cognitive learning. The purpose,of
this,instrultlent is to obtain background date.and to:

determine the.neture.Of the
organizational structure in youF school.

.

This instrumerto be,completed'py the princiPal consists of 19 background items and a

complexity check,list; Completion of the
entire.instiument,should re4uire about 10 minutes

of your time. It is impotent that
allitemi receive' a response is any item left blank will ,

give a distorted'picture4of your school. All respbnses will remain confidential and none

'will be identified by person, sch&l, 'or schooi district.
..

Please answer theluestion gout each itemly placing,your resions in the spice provided.

Upon dompleting the instrument, please place it 4) the envelope provided and hold it for

the researcher wpo will
visit'your school and ,pick up your sealed,

envelope of cTpleted

instrume0s.

Your partici ation in this study is sincerely,appieciated.
0

Published l*the Wisconsinieseerrh ang DeVelopment Center for Cognitive tearningoupported

in part as a researci) and developtent 6enter by funds from'the Institutek'of

ft
Educationi Department of Health, Education and Welfare. De opinions,expressed'herein do

mot necessarily reflect the poqition of,the National Institute of Oucation and no Ticial

endorsemept by the Nationa; Iittitute,of Elucation'should pe inferred. 99



BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND ORGANIZATIONAL

(Form r)

'Directidns: Indicate the proper
question. 6

RUCTURE SURVEY

A.
Part 1

response,in the space provided
, 0

i 0A

1. ,Highest level'of Professional preparation completed.

1. Bachelors Degree
2. Bachelors Degree
3. Masters Degree
4: Masters Degree +
5. Masters Degree +
6. Doctoral Degree

+ 16 credits

16 credits,
32 credits

2.. 'Are you presently enrolled in'a degree-program?

1.. Yes
2. ,bio.

for

87

each

4

3.. Have you given any presentations or written any articles for
, professional organizations-in the past 5 years?

1. yes'
2. No

4. If yes to abOye question.3, indicate the approximate number'.

5. Sex.

1. Female
2.- Male' 1

\

6. Have you par4cipated in a staff development workshop in the
past 2 yeais?

1. Yes
2. No

7. Indicate:the total nutber
istrative experience..:

of' years Of your teaching and &tin-
t

8. Indicate the total number of years thatoyou have-been a,princip 1
in thib diStriCtl,

9.

d

Indicate the total number- of yearb as principal in YoUr present
schoO1;

.1
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-Part II
/

/his index is completed only by the building principal. Please .be accurate

in your responsei. - ,:
4 .,,.,.

... .

elow is a list of occupational specialities:which might be' fOund in an

leméntary school. Piace.the number of'peovle,after the occupational
pecialities whiCh are found in your school and whierhaVe qualifi40

11)eople working in the gpeciality at leastAS) hours bpi. week. ,

.
1

District,\-state agency, and county personnel may also be counted provided

they-meet the above criteria.

'

AdMinistrative Staff .

Assi4tant Principal

Director of Elementary
Education.

Supervisor eCurriculuiit
and/or.Instruction

Administrative Intern

Othgr.

.- Teaching Staff

Classroom Teacher

Physical'Education

Music

Ar

Special Education

- Physical Or Mental
Retardation".

Teacher Intern

PractiCe leacher

Instructional Aide .

Other .

liet!

No. Pupil PerSonnel Staff

Guidance Counsellor

SChool PsychologistP..

SoCial Workftr.,

School Nurse

Speech Therapist

Special.Learning
Disabilities

Attendance Officer

Remedial Reading

Remedial Math

Other. . (,.

Aux/liary Stor

School.Secretary

Xnstructional or
Clerical Aide

'Lay,Supervisor (Paid)

LarlIolunteer
(Unpaid)

Custodian'

Cook

Bus.Driver

Audio-Visual

Other-
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. .SCHOOL "EXPENDITURE DATA

.

Directions:
.

,

.
.\

. This form,may be completed by: .

. 4 . .

Tbp school principal if accounting data
in the.principal's office .

, . orby
'

0 ,

,
,

. . .
.

.The school district's superintendent or business manager if accounting. `

data for each school are available only in the district's.central office;

1-

for the school are available'

The expenditure cate4ories forwhich data are requested are those

found in Financial Accounting for Loal and'State SchooljSystems

(Handbook XI in tile State Edutational Records and RePorta Series

pub/ished by'the H.S.,Offi e of Educationf.
f

3. Attached to this form are
expenditure categories.--

escription4 and definitions of the various

4. We realize that not 1 school distriCts maintain complete f nancial
reqords on.a schoo14b -school basis. Ror thia reason we are equesting

.data only for expenditure Categories that are most likely to be main-

tained at the school level. 4t,is hoped that the school or schdol

district will be able to provide resonably accurate information on

". the expenditures inAhese categories for the sdhoo'l.

5. The expenditure data requested are for the 1974775 school year.

6.; If questions should arisef%Oncerning the completion of this form,

please do not, hesitate to call (collect) to Tekry Geske dt608/263/4270

'or Richard Rossmiller at. 608/263/4200.:

. f Instruction.

A. Salaries

Pripcipal(s)
,1

Teachers'

.0ther certificated professional.staff,

Secretarial and clerical&

other salaries

Total School



4

B. Supplies and Materiale

Instructional supplies arAmaterials

Othe supplies and materiale °

'

Total School

C. Textboks, Library and Audimaisual

Textbooks

Idbrary books

Periodicals and newspapers

Audiovisual materials

'Other

D. Other Ex enses

penees of inService_education

er'expenses

II. Operation of Plant

A. Salaftes

.
engineers.

Custodians

B. Supplies and Materials

C. Utilities

D. Other Expenses

svIr

III. Repairs to Plant and Equipment

IV. Capital 'Otitlay
a

Replacement of instructional equipment

.Addition to instructional equipment'

103
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V. General Information:.

91' ,

, t4

1. Pleve indicate the average salary paid tile following categories of
.district employees during.iheL1914-75 school year.

1
Elementary school ((rades K-6) teachere,

Elementary school principals
7"

Instructional aicies

Secretarial and/or clerical personnel

2. Fringe benefitsrepresent a significant expenditure item inmost chooI.
districts. ,Please estimate as accurately as possible the average ost

to the district Of the fringe benefits (restaurant, social securi
health insurance, life insurance, etd.) provided for the typical employee
in each of thollowingdategori4 during the 1974-75 school-year.

, d

Elementary sChool (Grades K-6).teadhers

Elementary school principals\

Instructional aides
. ,

Secretarial and/or clerical personnel

' 3. School diStricts sometimes establish guidelines for allocating funds Pl"
for'instructional supplies and materials, textbooks, library books,--etc. \

If your district has'such a policy, please indica e the amount allocated
per pupil, pen teacher, or per school for supplie , materials, etc. or
indic4e the basis on,which such allocations are ride.

a

104 \\
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Definition of Expendit re Categories
/..

4 j
'

Following are specific definitionsi..thich sho Id help'clarify the Costs

to be included,within each expenditurp categoryi ' 6 .

I. Instruction

stI

;.;

Instruction.Zonsists of those activities dealiikdi ectly with or.

_aiding in the teaching of students or improving the qualityiof

instruction, EXamples are t4e activities of teach s; principals,

consultants, or supervisors of instruction, and guidance and

psychological personnel.

A. Salaries'

Principals - The full-time, part-time, and prorated portions,of

salaries of 1princ.ipals, assistant principals, and Other personnel

performing jthe adminis ative duties of a principal. Salaries of.

'principald Who teach ssed are prorated to this account in pro-

portion,to the.time ev ted to'the coordination and supervision

of the activities Of the_scholls.
\ '

each rs - The full-time, part-:time and prorated portions of salhri s

or all.teaching serviceb-rendered to pupils-an the public schools,

including the salaries of substitute teachers.

_

Other Certificatedstrudtional Staff - The fullAime, part-time
and Prora'ted portion of salaries for services rendered by school,

librarians"; television instructional personneli audiovisual persOnnel,

' guidance personnel,'psychologists and psychometrists%

Secretarial and Clerical - The full-time, parttiMe and prorated,

portions of salaries for secretarial and clerical assistants to

instructional personnel. ,

,

Other Salaries - The full-time, part-time and prorated portions of

salaries for.an non-certificated assistantsr5toaides to initructional

staff other thin secretarial and clerical perdonnel, such as lay

readers, study hall teachers, theme graders, etp.

B. Supplies and MaterialS

Instructional - cpenditures for all supplies and materiAls which

are actually or constructively consumed in'the instructional program,.

includlng the freight and cartage costs, are recgrded here.

Examples of such supplies inClude chalk, paper, testtubes, ink,

pencils, paint brushes, painti; chemicals, shop supplied for voca-
tional courses, oils, cleaners, music supplies, supplies for

operation of equipment used in instructional programs (typewriter-, I"

ribbons, etc.), workbooks, phydichl education supplies, printing

of classroom materials, periodibals for classroom use (not library),

'OP
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OtherSupplies and.Materials - Expenditures for all supplies used
by teathers other pan those actually used in the instructional program
ai.e recorded here. Examples of such expenditures include stationery,
postage, desk supplies, etc.

C. Textbooks, Library and Audiovisual
4

a
Textbooks - Expenditures for replacement of textbooks furnished-.
free to All public school pupils, bindings and.other textbook repairs,
and, freight and caKtale of textbooks. ',Purchase of textbooks rented
#o the student& are also included here.

Library Books Expenditures for regular. or incidental purchases
of school-library books available foi general use by studentS.
Other.expenditures included in this account, are costs of binding,
other book repairs, and.shipping charges for school library books.

Periodicals and'Newspapers Expenditures for perrOdicals and'
neWspapeis for.general use by the school library. (A periodical

is any publication appearing at regular intervals of lets than a
year and'continuitg for an indefinite period.),

.Audiovisual Materials - Expenditures fOr a diovislial materials (hot
equipment) usedin the, instructional prograM,s, Such asfilms,
filmstrips,-recordings, exhibits,'charts, Ma , and television and
radio mateiialsi .including the rental of such atekials.

AA

7

Other'Expen§es.- Expenditures for.library servicesEin lieu of main-
taining,a school.library and for school library sufidies such as
paper, pencils, index Cards, and other office supplies, .

( D, Other Expenses

,Travel Expenditures for the travel of all instructionalypersonnel
and their assistants, inCluding travel in connection withOthe
everYday instructional activities and travel to conventions, meetin4S,
institUtes, and workshops. This includes meals, lodging, tegistration
feet, etc.

ExPenses of Inservice Education - Expenses of workshops, professional
libraiies, convention.,,expenses, reimbursement of expenses for
attending summer's0AbaNand extension courses, etC.

.0theY Expenses - M,)illaileoUs expenditures incurred for the instruc-
.

tional program for iuWAhings as graduation expenses, asseMbly .

speakers, fiela triPs, etc. 4 a.

106
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. Operation of Plant.

Op ation of plant consists e housekeeping activities concerned

wi keeping the physical pant open and ready for use. It includes

cleeeing, disinfecting, laundering, dry cleaning/ heating,.lighting,
commuAtcations, power, moving furniture, handling stores, caring .
for grounds, and other housekeeping activities that are repeated V
somewhat regularly ore daily, weekly, monthly, or seasonal.basis.
Operation of plant-does not.encompass,the repair.and,replacement of
facilities Ad equipment. A

A. Salaries

Plant Engineers - The full-tim4part-time, and pro ed portions

of salaries of per onnel respoAsible for superyisi the staff

servicing building

,,.

Custodial - The ful -time, part-time, And prorated p9r ons'of salariVs
of custodians, firemen,.custodians' helpers, matrons, general utility,
_men, night watchmen, and other such personnel who sweepvclean, poliah,
mop, care for grounds, operate the heating and ventllating0systems,

,

and perform any other housekeeping duties. SAlaries of custodiant

performing mai

7

enance activities during vacation periods shoilki be

;
prorated betwee this account and Maintenance Plant.

B. Supplies and Materials

Expenditures for brooms& tnops,' sQp, dusters, electrical fuses,
electric lightsbulbs, fluoretceht ubes,'paper towels, hand
towels, floor wax, bath towela, pa er cups& toilet paper, and Other
sucb consumable custodial supplies

C. Utilitie6

Heat for Buildings - Expenditures for all coal, steam, electiibity,
gas, gasoline, fu,el oil, and wood used for, heating, including
.ttansportation costs involved. If electricity and.gas are used
fbr beating and other purposes and if the bills cannot be divided between
heat and other utilitdies, the expenditure should be recorded undet
th.i.5 account.

GaS (Not Heat) - All expenditures for gas for any use other than
heating-buildingstshould be.recorded here.

Water and Sewage - Expenditures paid'to municipal governments for
water and sewage service. ,Include cost of supplies such as chemicals'
for water or sewer treatment when the school district maintains
its own water and sewer system.

Electricity All expenditures for electricity except electricity
used for heating buildings should be recorded here.

4
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Telephone and Telegraph - ExPenditures for telephone and telegraph,
including rim e telephone switchboards are reCorded here.

D. Other Expenses

Reimburseme'ht of expenses for,travel by plant operation personnel
in the performanCe of their Jobs and in attending workshOps, etc.
Meals, lodging, registration tees, etC., are also recorded here.

\

III. Repairs to Plant and E ipment

0

maintenance oon is s; of those activities that are cOnCerned
th"k eping the grouds, buildings, serVice s stemS, furniture and

eq pmentin'good repair. Repairs to cap tal i gpnsist of
expenditdres fOr contracted services, sa4aries, eh' mages of school
employeeseh4ged for that,purpose, mat ials, and s plies used in
the repai#rof existing buildings, ground , service sy ems, iurpiture
and ottier equipment., Expenditures which à4d to existin furriiture

and equipment inventories and/or iihclude re acements of ipment,

majoY integral units of buildings or mechanicL.systems and endi-i

tures for site improvement replacements, axe not recorded under the
Capital Outlay.accounts, if they are not a part of a building con-
struction, major remodeling or 'site improvement project.

' The following,,general guide is suggested for the allocation'of
expenditures for maintenance of-buildings and service systems:
Eki5enditures which are incurred to repair existing partitiqns

, ,

wills, ceilings, roof structures, ducts,vents, windows, light
_ciixturesi boilers, etc.., which do not re lt in changes in these

kinds-Of integralunits of the buil gs ervice systemi, -and

the integral unit;has-not been-total y rep ced, the expenditure
'shall be recorded as.maintenance. ;If an integral unitjes been
replaced in its értirety, and-i not a part of a remodeling project,

the expenditure ordi
account:.

IV. Capital Outlay

y will be recorded in the Capital Outlay

-
Capital Outlay expenditures are those. which, result in the acquisition'
of . ew -flied assets or additions or, improveMents to existing fixed

,,

assets

Instructional Equi ent - Expenditures to furni-sh and equip a newly
construated or remodeled building for instruction areirecorded "here,
Instructional equipneriis that used by pupils, teachers, principals
and Supervisors of instru tion in the ihstructional program and is
not a built-in Item. m examples'of instructiOnal equipment ake:

desks, wofkbenches,.,sho machinery and tools, musical instrumentS,
typewriters, business machines, phonographs, radiosramotion pictUre
projectors, sewingsmachines, science laboratory apparatus, encyclo-
pedia sets, unabridged dictionaries, physical education Ipparatlis,-
and other-eqUipment used in.the instructional prOgram. / -

,
.

1 6
..

\

al /
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Instructions:

,TIME ALLOCATION OF INSTRUCTIO
PERSONNEL

ov*

1. This form is designed bo provide information ebout the utilization

of time by .selected teachers. The forrs should be completed by

each selected teacher and by the principel...

2. Please estimate as accutately as,you can.either:

a). the number of hours. per Week you typiCally Spend in the va.rOps

-nctivities.listed on this form .4
*-

:Or

the perdentageof,yOu time yoU tyPicallY spendjn thevaridue:

-aCtivities Iisted:on thib form.
-%

3. If you report your allocation of.time in hours,.the total.of the

hours'in Category /I-'-Direft Instiuctit* of PupilS, and Category III

,--Activities Other Than Directinstruction Of Pupils, should equal

the total 'anount of time, boWin-school and. out-Of-school,

devote to your

If you report your time gn percentage, the parcentage.of time in

Category II - -Direct Instruction of Pupils, and Category III -7Activi -

ties Other Than Direct Instruction of PUpils, should total to idim.

4. If you are not involved in a particular activity enier a zero (0).

5. If you are not directly involved in instruction of students, e.g.,
principal or secretary, you may disregard Section.II1 of the form.

6. If you are directly involved in instruction of students, we are

especially interested in the amount or pexcentage'of\time devoted

to the various modes of instruction (for example, one-to-one, small

group, large group, etc.) in the various areas of the,curriculum.

Your best estimate of the amount or percentage of your time spent

in the.* various activities is,sufficient; we do pat expect "stop

watch" accuracy in your estimaies.

you position.

Principal

Teacher'

Aide

109 .
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,. II. Direct Instruction of Pupils

.

Direct instruction:Of.students includes those activities in which you

are directly involved in, teaching students. Examples wOuld include

lecturing tq a laxge'group of students, showing a film,'working with a

small group'of%students on a particulax.skill, or Wbrking with'en

individual student in a task or giving directions to a student who will

engage in independent study,

A. Please estiMaie th?nimber ollOurs peeweek Or percentage or time

per week that,you spend in this,activityl j

B. Of the time you spend in direct instruct on of students, please

indicate how that time is allocatedfamong e following curriculii

'areas and modes of instruction:

.Mode of Instruction

Curriculum
Arta , 1:1

Small Group
# (3-5 Students)

Class-size
Group

More Than ,
One Class Other

Reading ,
.

.

Language .Axts . .
. ,

Mathematics
4

SCience / f-.!.

.
:-. .

.

Social Studies .

' 4
.

..

.

,

Other 0

:.

IiI. Activities Other Than Direct Instruction of Pupils

, A. Supervision of Pupils, e.g.,-recess,
lunchrbom, playground, etc.

B. Plannin , g., instructional
act Wes for pupils.

C. Testing/Assessing/Evaluating, e.g.,
activities associated with deter-
mining progress of pupils.

D. Recordkeeping,'e.g., maintaining
up-to-date records on each pupil's
progresd.

o

No. of Hours/Week or Percentage
of Time-in This Actifsity
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No. of'Hours/Week or Percentage
, of Time in:This-Activity .

E. Inservice Training, e.g., school-
wide or'system-wide, activities,/
designed to promote professioial
development of the staff,. ;.

F. Clerical/secretarial, e.g./ typing
tests and instructional 4teriaIs,
correcting papers and t s, mimeo-
graphing or duplicatin materials,
andSimilai activities.- ,

G: Adminitrative, e.g., activities
such as supervisiop of instruction
which support,tpe/instructional

, program but are.not directly involved
with it.

*NM

H. Other, any activities not identified
in the above'categories (please
specify). /



TEACHER FORMS

INSTRUCTION SHEET

99.

-
We sincerely appreciate your willingness to cooperate in this study..

. -

,Your assistance in the project is vital in assUring our success. The

- following directions are for your assistance in-filling out the enclosed'

questionnaries.

li In this packet you will find your instruments. The dntire packet will

take approximately 2 hours of yollt tiie. pet usstipss that you do
not have totp lete all the instrUments at one amilland tiere is no

specific o rd in which they have to be cOmpleted. Each instrument

may be complAed separately and the' time involved is printed in the
instruction sheet on each instrument..

,

2. Please read the specific instructions printed on the front page of

each instrument.

- .
It is important that each instrument be coMpleted prior-to the arrival

of the researcher and'that each question be regponded to in order* to

give an accurate picture of your school.

4. As each instrument is completed place it in the envelope provided and

when all have been complet 1 the envelope,and retain it until the
researcher arrives in your 1.

;.

5. The researcher.will retrieve each envelope when he/she meets the unit.

6. This packet contains the following:

a. Background Information - this contains background
questions and requires approximately 5 minutes to corplete.-

'

b. Principal Leadership-Assessment - this consists of 24 questions
measuring the leadership style of your principal and requires
approximately 10 minutes to completei

c. Jab Satisfaction Survey - this contains 50 guestions"concerning
your satisfaction with various aspects of your job and requires
approximately 30 minutes to cemplete.

d. Time Allocation of Instructional Personnel - this deals with
the utilization _0 time of the staff and requires approximately
20 ndnutes to complete.

e. Decision Involvement Anal sis

112
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,

We appreciate thetkiee,and cooperation you are giving in. assisting the._

Centerwith this 4041,,...tet ue'assure you that yoUr repfonseg.to these

'instruelents will never beddentified,

Sincerely,

%

Conr Katzenmeyer
.DiActor f Evaluation Services

1

Dr. Linda Ingison ind Ms borah M. Stewart

EValuation Coordinators;

(608) 263,L4342.

_r

113
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"r\orm Approved

.0AB No:,

2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND ORGAIZATIONAL STRUCTURE SURVEY

You are participating in a study condu4ed by the Wisconspl Research and Development Center ors

Cognitive Learning. The purpose of this instrument isAO,obtaintackground'data and tO d7te ne

'.the natdre of the organizational Sti4Cture.in your ,School.

This 'instrumentAs to be completed,by teachers, d consists of 18 background and complexity
J ".....,....;

items and 20 stratification 'and formalization items. Completion of the entire'instrument

should'require about 20 minutes of your time. It is itOortant that all items' receive a

resPonse as any item left blank.will §iVe a distOrted picture'of your school. All'responset

will remain confidential and none will be\i4entified by perton, schOol, or schOO1 district. ,

Please answer the question about.each item by placing your responte in the space provided.

Upon completing the instrument,please place itin the'enielope provided and hold it for the

researcher who will visit your school andpick gp your sealed envelope/of completed instruments;

k

Your participation,in this study is sincerely apprieiated.

4

Published by the Wiscontin Research.and Development Center,for Cognitive.Learning, su potted

in part is a research' and development:Center by funds from the National Institute'of
.

Education, Department.of Health, Education-and Welfare:. The opi4ons expressed herei,

do not necessarily reflect the position of the,National InstitUte.of.Education andaO official,

endoitement by the National InStitute of Education should be inferred:

0

115
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Directions:

;

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND ORGANIZATIONAL SURVEY
a

- ParA

Indicate the praper response in e space provided for each

iquestion..

1. Highest level of professional preparation'compreted.

1. Bachelors Degree
2. Bachelors Degree
3. Masters Degree
4. Masters Degree +
5. Masters Degree +
d. Doctoral Degree

+ 16 credits

16 credits
32 credits

2. -Are.yOu preSently enrOlfed in:a,,degree.Trogram?.
'P P

1. Ye$
2. No

3. Have,- u given'any4,
prof ssional organiiat

1. Yf
2. No

If yes ,to 'question

Sex.

1. yemale
2.' Male.

:

"P.

.

,Written articles for
ast myears?

6. Have you participated
2 y eatis? et 454

4"
1. Yes
2. No

7. Indicate the

13.7; Indicate the
in this dist

9. :Indicate the
'school.

10. -Indicate,the

member (i.e.
4

11. Indicate the
belong.

i'above, indicate the approximate number

in a etaff development. workshop in the past

total number of years of your teaching experience.

total nuMber of years that you'have been a teacher .

total ndmber of years,as a teacher in your present

number of district committees' of which you are a
curriculum, in-service, eta.). '

number of professional.organizatioris to whiCh-crot

118
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12. Indicate the number of professional organization meetings you

attend ach, school year.

13. Indicate the number of offices that you liold or have held in

the past 5 years in professional organizations.
*t

144 Indicate your age.

( '
15. How Much time per week do you spend in coordinating unit, team,

or learning activities?

16. dow much released time do you receive per week for planning of

instruction.

117
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PRINCIPAL LEADERSHIP ASSESSMENT

You are participating in a study conduct

Cognitive Learning. The purpose of thi

leadership in your school'.

Form Approved

OMB No:

0

the Wisconsin Research and Development Center for

ent is to deteinine the nature of the principal's

This instruient to be ccepleted by the teachersooriSists,of 24 leadership items. The items are

used jn this study by permission of Dr. David,G. Bowerd ahd are adapted from the,Survey of

Organilations Questionnaire developed by.the Institute for Social ResearchOhe UniVersity of

Michigan Organizational Development Research.Program. COMpletion of the entire instrument should

require about 10'minutes of yotir dee. It id.fmportant that all items receive a response as

any itemleft bl,nk will give a distorted picture of your school. All!responses will remain

confidential and none will be identified IT person, school, or school district!

Y 4

Please answer the questions about each item ty placing your response it the space provided.

Upon completing the instruient please place it in the envelope provided and hold it for the

researcher who will visit your school and pick up your,sealid envelope of,completed

instruments.

Your participation in this study is sincerely appreciated.

Published by the Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning, supported,

in part as a research and development center by funds'from the National Instituted Education,'

Department of Health, Education and,Welfare. The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily

reflect the position of the National Insfitute of Education and no official endorsement by the

National Institute of Education should be inferred.

219
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Directions:

va

4

TdIPAL LEADERSHIP ASSESSMENT
v ,

105

InOicate'your feelings concerning the leadershiP of. the.principal of your
school. For each item please anhwer by circling the nuMber in the column
midst accueately,describing yotr feelings. /

1 = To a verir 4ttle exte-nt.
To'a little,extent.

To some ext10
= To a greattent

5 = To a very gYeat extent
.

1. 'How friendly-and easy'td aliproaah is your principal?
or-

2. Nhen'you talk with'your princ*al.to what extent
does he/hhe pay attention to what you're saying?

To what exi.ent is your principal willing to listen
to your problems?

4

How much,does your principal encourage people to give_
their best effort?

5. To what extent does your princiAl maintain high
standards of performance?

6. Ap what extent does your
Triprove your performance

7. To what extent does your
you need so that ycit can
time?

4110(

principal show you how to

principal provide the helpl
schedule work ahead of

8. To what extent does your principal offee new ideas
for solving job related probiems?

9. TO what extent does your principal encourage the
persons who work for him/her_to work as a:team?

10. TO what extent does your principal encourage, people
who work for him/her to exchange opinions and ideas?

11. To what eXtent do you feel your principal has confi-
dence and trust in you?

12. To what extent do you have confidence and trust in
your principal?

120,

3 . 4

2 "3. 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

3

3 4

1 2 3 -4.

1 2 5

4 5
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1 = TO A,verilitite extent
To.a.little exteni

3 = To some extent
A = To a:great extent

= To a Vvy great extent

To What,extent does your principal handle the
technical side of his/her job--fox example,
generad,expertisel,,knowledge of job, technical
skills:heeded in.the profession?

14. `To what extent does your principal do a good
job of representing your work-to other teachers?
("Represent"means telling4OtherS about what
you-hay-a done and can do, a well'as explaining
the problems you face and your readiness to do
things.) . 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4

In order to be an effective leader, a principal needs certain kinds of
information, skills,,values, and situations. To whit extent dOes your
principal have each ot the following:

. ,

15. ':/nformation about how his/her people see and feel
'about things? 1 , 2 3 4

16. Knowledge of what it takes to be a good leader? 1 -2, 3 4

17. An attitude which'encourages participation and
commftmeni from those who work for him/her? 4

18. Adinistrative skills? 2 3 4

19. Skills for getting along with othere? 2 4

20. , A work situation which allows him/her to
a good leader? 1 2 3 4

21. Interest and concern for the pedple who work for
'him/her? 2 3 4

5-

5

5

5

5

When it is_necessary for decisions to be Made that affect you, to what
extent does your principal do each of the following beforefinal decisiora
are made? '

22. Provide you with information about the decisions?

/ 23. Ask for opinions and ideas from you?
-0

4 24. Meet with his/her teachers as a group, present
problems that must be solved and work with th4
group to find solutions?

121

1 2

3 4 5

4
'

5

4 5
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JOB SATISFACTION SURVEY

You are participating in a study conducted by the Wisconsin eseirch and Development Center for

Oognitive Learning. The purpose of this instrument is to determine the nature of job Satisfaction

in your school.

Form Approved

OMB No:

This instrument, to be completed by the'staff teachers, mists of 50 job satisfaction items.

Completion of the entire instrument-should require about kminutes of your time. It is important

that all items receive a iesponie.as Any item left blankrwill give a distorted picture of your

school. All responses will remain confidential and none Will be identified by'person, school,

or school districb:

Please answer the questions about each item by placing your response space provided.

Upon completing the inttrument please place ii in the envelope provided And hold it for the

researcher who will visit youi school'and pick up four'sealed envelope of ampleted instruments.

.Your participation'in this study is sincerely alDpreciatei.

Publishebby the Wisconsin Research and Development Center kir Cognitive Llining, supported

in part as a research and development center by funds'from the National Institute of Education,

Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The,opinions expressed herein do not necessarily

reflect the position of the National Institute of Eduoation ana no official endors ent by the

National Institute of Education should be inferred.
I

123
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JOB SATISFACTION.SURVEY

- -

Directions: Pleage indicate youy feelings' of satisfaction with your

situktion. For each.item,please answer by Circling the

number in the column most accurately describing your_feelings.

1 = Not satisfied
2 = Somewhat satisfied
3,= Satisfied
4 = Quite satisfied
= Very satisfied

- 4,4

How satisfied are youvith:

1. the professional competence and'leadership of

your administrators?

2. the ability ofyour administrators bokpncourage
people to work together?.'

.

3. the manner in which school:policies and regulations
are enforced?

4. Athe recognition you receive from your aaministratots

for your teaching achievements?

5. the procedures used to evaluate teachers in ypur
school?

6. the fairness of the administration in the'assigning
of extra duties?

7. the opportunities'provided to discuss problems
with administrative personnel?

8. the trust you,have in your administrators *

9. the administrator'sitrustAn you?

10. the innovativeness of your school administtators?

2 % 3.

1, 2 .3. 4

1 2 3 4 5

2, 3 4 5

3 4 5

1 2

1 2 3

1234
.1 2 3 4 .5

./

1 - 2 3 4 5

a.

11. the personal and social relationships you have with
other teaChers? 1 2 .3 4 5

12. the recoghition you getikfrdm other teachers for your

work/

13. the quality of work of other teachers in yoUr schodl?

14.,the_amount of work done by other teachgrs in your
school?

124

1 2

3 4 5

4 5



1 = Not satisfied
2 = Somewhat satisfied
3 = Satisfied -

4 = Quite satisfied
5 = Very satisfied

How satisfied are you with:

15. teachin4, in light of what you-expected to be
doing as a teacher?

1 . your tuture in your-school district?
.

'17. your opportunities for growth in yourprofessiOn?

18. your sdhool as an organization & work-for?

194fthe professiohalism your school district shoWs
toward teachers?

20. the)degree of your involvement in your school?

21. the general reputationiOf your schOol?

22. the opportunities that you have to lefluence

school policy?

23. your awareness_of what_is "going On" in your

school?

24. 'the goals emphasized by your.school?

25. the amount of money you make?

' 26. the salarY schedule and, fringe benefits inyour
school district?

.

27. the physical facilities of your sChool?

28. the number of students accommodated inlyour
school?

29. the availability of appropriate.instructional
materials and equipment? .

30. the arrang.ement Of appropriate instructional
materials and equkpment?

31. the amount of preparation time provided for
teachers in your school?

32. the custodial bervices provided_in yoUr school?

125
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4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4

1 4

2; 3 4

3 4

3. 4

2 3 4 5

3 4 5

1 2 3 40 5

1 3 4 5'

2

1 2 3 4 5

1. ,

1 2 3 4 '5

1

4

1 2

1 2 3 4 5

4. 5
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1 = Not satisfied
= SaMewhat satisfied

3 = Satisfied
4 ''Quite satisfied
S'= Very satisfied

J 8

.

Hew satisfied ape you with:

33. the quality of the work you do? 3

' 34. the extent tO1 which'you are motivated by your ob? 1 '2 3

-4/: .

35. the freediem that yOu have to experiment with

instructional methods?'

36. the intellectual stimulation that you receive

fiom your work?

37. the oppotunities-that you have to teach in'your.

Major.areas of intgrest?

1

1 2 3

38. -the amount.of work you are expected to do? 1 i 3

39. the amount. of time that you actually Spend in

teachting?

-

40. the total time that you spend with students?

41. the number of students for whom you are responsible?

42.. the extent to which yoU are Able to meet your
studenta'- academic needs? ,

43. the extent to which you are able'to meet your
students' affective needs?

a

12.3

4 5/

4 51

4 5

4 5

4 5

2345

5

1 2 3

1 2 AO 4 5

1 2 3 4. 5

3 5

1 4 5

1 2 3 4 54

i, 2

2,

3 5

1. 3

3

44. the qUality of Your interactions with your students? ,

45. the extent to which the community recognizes and

appreciates its edudators?

46. ,the adequacy of financial support provided your

school by the community?

47. the understanding of your school's program by

parents and the community?

48. the community's involvement in your sdhool's program?

49. the methods useA to conlinunicate with the comminity

about your school? 41

50. the methods used to report student.progress to

parents?
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Instructions ,

4: . .
.

This form is designed to proVide infoxmation.about.the utilization of

time by selected.teachers., The fps-mi.:should be completedby each '.

kelected.teaUher and by the princiPil,: .,.,

TIME ALLOCATIONV INSTRUCTIONAL
PERSONAL

2. Pledse estimate as accurately as you can either:'

.a) the number of hours per week you typically spend in the various

activities listed on this form

or

.

b) the percentage of ypur-time you typically spend in the xarious

activities listed on this fort.

3. ff you report youx allocation of tirqffYtours, '"the eotal oftthe hours

in Category II--Direct Instxuction o Pupas, and Categoty III--Activities

Other Thin Direct Instruction.of Pupilai should equal the total amount

.of time, both in-school and out-of-suhool, that you devote tic; your job.

.
.

.
If you report your time in percentage, the percentage.of time in dategory

I--Direct Instruction of Pupils; and Category_III--Activities Other Than

Direct Instruction of.Pupils, should total to"l00%.

'If you are not involved in'a particular aftivity enter,a zero (0).

5. If -yoU are not directly involved in instruction of students, e.g.,'

principal or secretary, you may.disegard Section II of the form.

6. If you are directly involved iniristruction of students, we are espeially
interested in the amount or percenpage of time devoted to the various
modes of instruction "(for example, one-to-one,-small group, large gtouP,

etc.) in thevarious areas of the curricuXUbr- /ou-e%bett estiMate of the

amount or percentage of your timerspen", in these various activities is
sufficient; we'do nO)a expect "stop watch'r accuracy in your:estimates.

I. Please check your pdsition.

PrinciPal

Teacher
/ ",

Aide

4=a

12.7

Intern

Unit Secretary

4
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.Direct,Instruction'of Pupils
-.

birect initruction_of 'students inclu es those_activities in which you

are directly involved in teaching stu ents. Examples,would inelude

lecturing tO a large group of student showing a film, working With a,

small gtoup of students on a particular skill;orworking.with an
individual student in a task or giying directions tooa student who will

engage in independent study.
,

. .

A. Please estitate the number of'hours per week or percentage of time-
.

per week that you spend in this activity:

B. Of the time You spend in difect instruction Of students, please '7

indidate how that timeis Allocated idiot* the.following curricular. .

areas and modes of instruction:

Mode of InStruotiOn -

Curriculum
Area = 1:1

Small'Group
(3-5 Students)

ClaSsmsize
Group

.More Than.

'One Class. Other .

Reading .

Language Arts '

'

4

Mathernatics
0

,

' .

.

,

Science

.
.

0

.

Social,Studies
.

......

,

Other. N I
I -

.

.

.

III. ,Activities Other Than Direct Instructi n of Pupils .

Supervision of redesss

junchroom playground,11Ec.

B. Planning, e.g., instructional
activities for pupils.

C. Testing/Abseising/EValuating, e.g.,
activities associated with deter-
mining progress of pupils.

D. Record Keeping, e.g., maintaining
up-to-date records on each pupil's
progress.

128

NO.'Of Rours/Week or PerCentage
of Time in This 'ActivitY

=,



Inservice Training,
wide of.iystemkiide
designed to.promote
deVelopment of.the

school-V.
activities
professional

staff.

No. of Hours/Week tir.Percentsge.
of 'rite

Clerical/secretarial, e.g., typing
tests and instructional materials,
correcting papers and tests', mimeo-
graphing or-duplicating materials, '.

and similar,actkvities.

G. Administrative, e.g., activities,
suCh as supervision of instruction
which support the instructional
jprogram but are not directly involved

,v''writh it.

H. Other, any activitiei not iddntified

in the above catego+s (please
specify).

I

74°9,

rt.

:. -
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pECISIAINVOIAMENT ANA1YSIS

You are participating in a study being doiducted by the Wisconsin Research and Development Center

for Cognitive learning. The purposs of this instrument is to determine the nature of thvolvement,

in the decision-making process in your school.

Ihis instrument consists of 19 decisOn itemiabout which questions are asked. Completion of

the entire instrument should require less thanliftesn minutes ()flour time. All responses

will'rfm4confidential and none will be identified by Perrns schoOl, or school district.

PleasA banswer the four quelstions asked about each deasion item by placing,your responses in

'the spaces provided. 'A sample item, which has been marked, isprovided for your Onveniencs.

Upon completingrthe instrument, ;lease place it in the envelope provided and hold it for the

researcher who will visit your school and pick up your envelope of completed instruMents.

4

1,16Yar participation in tbis study is sincerely appreciated,

Published,by The WiscOnsin'Research and Develbpaent Centerfor Cognitive Learning, supported

in part a a research and deiklopment center by funds fad the National Institute of Education,

.Department of Health,. Education and Welfare. . The opinions mressed.herein do nOt,,necessarili

reflect the position of the National Institute of.Education and, no official endoraiint by the

National'Institute of EducationOboUld be inferred,



Sample- -Item

The 011ocition of .mater,.
ials, equipment, and
supplies to units with-
in your school

2.

3.
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,

;.1;!-

m Decisionpa #1

The approval of instruc-
tional materials to be

puichased

1.

/ 2.

3,



tr4

DeCision

The coordination of.cnrw.
ricnlum'across classes
within your school

2.

3.

4.
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; Decision licit-13

The amount,of planning
time providad teachers

1.

2.

3.

4.



,

DecLsiofl Iten1 -44/

The procedureS*O.be:Uti
liged in evaluatint.ln-
struction4l-taSterisils
within your -school

134
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DecisiOnjtem #5

',The.,criteria to be net-
.lized in 'evaluating
,instructiona/ programa.
within your school

137

.2.

3.
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4

Decision Item 06

The number and nature of
parentteachet confer-
ences.

1.

2.

14.

.3.

,,

136
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Decision.Item #2

The procedures to be uti-..

lized in evaluating thA
principal's. performance

2.

t.

3.

4.



"Decision item.#8

The groupings' to be:uti-
.1ized for instrudtion
(onerto-one,- small
groupS, etc:).

2.

3.

ye

.00
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becis.ion Item #9

The procedures to be nti7'
'lized ip,,student-assess-ment

11

2.

3.

4 -



"Decision 1/10'

The design and content of
Curriculum within your

ClassroOm-

1.s

2.

4.

1

1 42.:



Decision item #11

The procedures to beti-
lized in elialuating
teaCher performance

2.

144



Decision Item 112'

The criteria to be uti-,
lized.in evaluating
preservice and inserviCe'

`-.programs'

2.

3.

4.

141/-



Decision 1113

The nature and extent of
consultant help from out-
side your achool

1.

2. [

3.

1



Decision Item #14

The topics for the Inser.
"vice *program

1.

2.

4.



s

Decision Iter0115

'Me area(s) in wIlich
Leachereahould special'
ize (if aiy)

1.

2;

14
4.



Decision Item.#16

The instruCtional objec=
tives.each Child is to
attain

2.

4.



fl

Decision Itez 1/I7

The amount and -.nature of
supervision of teaching
methods

"IL

3.

149
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Decision Item #19

'

The extent of involye-

sent of parent adviiory

groUps.in the programs
of your school

ler

4'

15/

gg,

I
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Questions

Please answer the following four questions

in terms of your school by placing the

appropriate number of the response in the

boxes provided for each decision item.

The respcmseS are listed in the right hand

column of this sheet. Place only one

...:, answer in each box.

. 1.. Which person or grOup presentiy

makes khe,final decision on this

item? 4P-

2, Which person or group should make

the final decision on this item?

.11.N.V.

DECIION INVOLVEMENT ANALYSIS ,

Use the Following Numbers,to Respond

to Questions 1 and 2.

1 - Board Of Education

2 - Superintendent or Other,Central

Office Persoasel

3 - Negotiation Teams (if any)

4 - A Policy Committee

5 - POncipal.or-Assistant Principal

6 - Entire Faculty as a Group

7 - A Curriculum Committee

8 - Teachers as a Group

9 - Individual Teacher

10%. Parents'or Parent Advisory COmmitte

11 - Student

12 - No One Presently Responsible

I

3. How much involvemant do you

presently have in making this

decision? ,

Use the Foilowinj Numbers t9 Respond to

Queition 3.

1 - Very littlie involvement

2 - Little Awolve_O0
3 - Some iabrIViient

4 - Much involvement

5 - Very much involvement

A

4. To what extent are you satisfied

with your involvement in making

this decision?

1507

Use the Following Numbers to Responl to

',Imstion 4.

1 - Nbt satisfied

2 - Somewhat satisfied

3 -.Satisfied

4 - Quite satisfied

5 - Very,satisfied

k

:v

153
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APPENDIX D

INTERVIEW, OBSERVATION, AND RATING FORMS
USED IN,IGE/NON-IGE'SCHOOL STUDY

154
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Evaluation Study of ICIE
1/15/76

School Name

Address

. Interviewer e

Date

Principal Questionnal4-;

. "Lead in" Questions

A. Re: MUS:

1. Do

rI9E Schools,

you have special education pupils?
, .

2. If yes, 'how are they ptiana.ted?,)
in, their own sepzirate ttnit . "

included in nregulai" tnXts
,some of each . . .

_45 ,

other, specifY:
,-:- t i ;'

qv, . 46 ..,,,,i9

'How are s cial. area, tkachers, org4nized?
each' one,,i,s alonejno. affiliationi.wi
thej form a unit of, their .own ...-

they-ace. iicludeF1 In' "Agular" units
,...4other; specify: , -.V -.:-:''' . ,..., , ,. .

I.

., .
4. , How iS kindergarten treated? ,

.

as telk con hied claVroom(s)
in allkindik etieen unite,
as_ a %part of a Rrimary _unit

specif,
'N

Home/Schgo1 COMmun t .Y.- ,. -.' i
I ..7* . ...-

chool have th1.e spivort of,.(the pare s?,., t-isti. i:?' - -/ . V. ' .:
. fh' gen

No

-- ;

SomeW No information:4
. 44,

,4 .
41 3 " :

2 In general deses ...the school- have the suppbit :of the caamunitY-
r, .

A °Lat large4?
c.....I. ,..p T

.., .. _, i . .

es tio ....i Sohtewhat ,.. .'zlio information'.
'''.; , -AA . - .

.

the ; schoO1 ,halie the support .0f. Vie centril office?
----"-

. , . 4-6
No ,.. Somewhat \ N,iiiinfitrmaiiOnes

...".;4-4 :

,
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Does the school have the support of other schools in the

district?

Yes No Somewhat No information

Note: In questions 5 and 6 we re trying to rind out whether

. the school really wants to inclade the community in the

decisions before they occur rather than just telling
the community what has already been decided. Don't push

too hard, though, if this gets touchy.

5. With regard to your school's.interaction with parents and ple

.community in general has there been any systematic attempt
to discover.what kind of fut educational programs 'the

community wants? (e.g., questionnaires, open meetings)

Yes No Somewhat No ingermation

Comment (if-yes, describe what they do):

6. Are there any provisions for including community members in

the decisions regarding school programs or policy (i.e.,

before the program/policy is drafted)?

Implementation Questions

A. Re: MUS:

.1.. How often.do IIC meetings occur?

2. Are agendas written up beforehand?

Yes No Sometimes No information

. Are minutes written up afterwards?

Yes No Sometimes No information

a. Re: Facilitative Environments

1. Do representatiVes from the IGE schools in your area get

together to tilk on a regular basis?

Yes Sometimes No information

2a. Do you0 belong to a Systemwide Program Committee (SPC)? Yes
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2b. If yes, how frequently does the SPC meet?

2c. What staff members attend SPC Meetings?

2d. What is typically diacussed at the meetings?

1

2e. Are all IGE'schools in the district represented? 7

o

Usually Sometimes SeldOm No info

d";60 2f. What decisions have they put into effect?

2g. Do the decisions made at the SPC meetings affect all
represented schools?

'Usually, Sometimes

3a. Do staff members
or PACTs°(etc.)?

Seldom No info

tend meetings of IGE Networksi Leagues

Yes No Sometimes No info

3b. If.yes, which staff members?

3c. If yes, how often?

III. IGE Concepts 0

A. Have yipu ever been principal of a non-IGE school? Yes No
If so, what do you as Principal do differently as a result of the
changeover to IGE?

-

B. Follow up principal's response with further probing regarding:

1
1. Who makes decisions about

1). what's taught in the units

2) -who chooses the curriculum materials and supplies

157



3) how do pupils get assigned to units? assigned to teachers

within units?

-6

,4) who decides how a school's budget will be spent

5) who detqrmines where and when aides will be used?

6) who determines the scheduling4of instruction (for specials
4

as well as other subject areas?

7) who is involved in hiring a new teacher/aide/unit leader/

IMC director?'

who handles discipline problems?

9) wfio determines what the inservice topics will be?

10) who evaluates the'performance of:
unit leaders?
teachers?
aides?

41,L
IMC director?

As -principal how involved are you in deterMining:

1) school wide instructional objectives?

,

* Questions following a dashed line are for less important informatian;

IFanswer

i you have time.

^

158
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2) the instructional objectives for each unit? .

the instructional objectives for an individual student?

4) what assessMent instrumentsltall be used?

5) when standardized achrement assessments will be made?

6) when and how often criterion-referenced assessments
are. made?

41

7) what materials are used to teach objectives?

8) the record.keeping systems used?

4'

9) the grouping of students for instruction?

loy the assignment-ofstudents to v ious modes of instruction
(independent, peer-teaching, smal group, etc.)

Is there more staff preservice lad inservice since the
changeover to IGE? If so, how much more?

'0

. .

Sin9igthe multiunit organization took

L

place has your amount of
IinteraCtion changed with regard to h often you talk to:

1) teachers

2) aides
o

159
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4
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3) students

/44) parents

5) other community members

40

Could you at this moment replace a teacher for an hour in any
your units and be aware of:

1) which' ob'ectives are being Worked on

2) what materials are being used

3) how students are 2rouped

4) what choices a Student might have regarding what is to be
worked on that day

5) 'the record keeping system used for keeping track of what--
students have done and how well?

_ _

E. Since the multiunit organization took place, how*do you view
yourself with regard_to your professional role as a principal?

t 0

4

I.
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Evalmition Study of IGE
1/15/76

School Naas

4 Address

Interviewer

Date
0

Principal Questionnaire

Non-IGE Schools

. 1. Ih your schOol, who makes deasions about._

1) what's taught in the classrocas

2) choosing the curriculum materials and supElies

3) how pupils get assigned to classrooms

4) how a school's budget will be spent

N

5) where and when aides will be used

6) the scheduling of instruction (for specials as well aS other
subject areas)

7) hiring a new tegcher/aide/librarian

8) discipline problems

9) what the inservice topics will be

. .

*. Questions following a dashed line are for less important in)formation;
answer if you have time.' ..



10) the assignment of students to various modes of instruction

(independent, peer-teaching, small group, etc.)

2. .As principal how involved are you in determining:

1) school wide curriculum?

the instructional objectives taught in each classrOom?

3) the instructional objeCtiveS tor.an individual studerit?

145

Ir

what assessment instruments will be used?

5) when standardized-4chievement assessments will be made?

when and how often criterion-referenced assessments are made?

7) what materials are liseto teach a curriculum?

8) the recordikeeping systems used?

_91 the grouping of students for instruction?

10) the assignment of students to various modes of instruction (indepen-

dent, peer-teaching, small group, etc.)?

'B. Could you at this moment.teplace a teacher fot.an hour in any of your
classrooms and be aware of':

1) what is being studied?

2) what materials are being used?

Could you replace a teacher and Se awarepf,:

3) bow students are grouped?

/Iv

4) what choices a student might have r4arding what is to be worked on

that day?

5) *the record-keeping system used for keeping track of what students have

don ? and how. 4/ell?
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JGE_Evaluation_Study IntervieWer

V15/76
'School

Address

Date

Speaking to: Unit Leader Teacher
(circleone)

Grade Level Equivalents of Unit:

Unit Leader/Teacher.QuestiOns

LIGE SChopli

I. Implementation Questions

A. MUS-E Component.:

la. Are unit members designated sub ect matter experts?

Yes ,No No information

lb. If yes, do they provide their team meilbers with suggestions in that area?

Often Sometimes Seldom
INo information -

.'2a How often do formal unit meetings take place?

2b. When does this occur?
(Look for odd hours, like,"over lunch," "during recess," etc.)

2c. Is this "release time?" (i.e., no students are present)

Yes Sometimes N4 information

2d: Does the unit as a whole do instructional planning at this time? (i.e.,

not teachers planning individually) .

Yes No Sometimes .No information

2e. Are agendas written up beforehand?

Yes No Sometimes No information

2f. Are minutes written up afterward?

Yes No Sometimes No information

.3a, Is there an exchange of'students.among teachers in the unit? Yes

3b. If yes, for what sub'ecVbareas does this occur:*
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3c. How many (What proportion of) Students are involved in this exchange?

3d. How 'frequently does thii take place during One day?

4a: How often do IIC.meeting'S occur?

4b; Are assessment results the basis for regrouping in

Yes No . Sometimes ..NO info
_

math: Yes No Sometimes No info

.4c. Are students postasSessed?

reading: Yes No .SometiMes No info

math:, Yes

4d. If yes, how often:

reading:

math:

4e. With what instruments?

reading:

math:

NP Sometimes No info

Z

II. Concepts Questions

'A. If you have workedin a non-IGE school, what changes have occurred in your,

work since you became a unit leader/teacher in an IGE school? (List topics

mentioned below.)

B. Follow up respOnse with probing about whether unit leadeil

involved in: Aor "How much are .you involved in")

er is now more'

1. decision making (e.g., what's taught, curriculum materials, assignment

of pupils to unit; budget, use of aides, scheduling, hiring)

1

ceratrdinating (other a6hers, aides, vo4inteers, larger number of

students, i.e., unit wide activities)

164
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3. 'communicating with a greater nuAber of parents?

other oommunity members?

4. finding resources fdr.student instruction?

staff inservice?

4 .- Are agendas written up beforehand? /es No Sometimes No info

4c. Are minutes Written up afterwards? Yed -No Sometimei ,No info

B. IPM CompOnent7

' 1. What published programs is this unit using for

reading:

math:

2a; Is thie unit using a written set ofjobjectives for

reading: 4' Yes No No information

math:. Yes No No information 169;

2b. If yeS, did the unit write their own objectives or are they a part
of a published,program? 0

reading: their own published some of each' No info

math:
_ .

their own published saline of each No info

26. Do teachers prepare their instruction ("lesson") plans on the basis Of
. .

Specific Objectives?'

readidg: Yes No Sometimes NO info
,

_

Yes No Sometimes No info

3a. Axe students'preassessed for objeCtiveSjh

reading: Yes" No Sometimes

, math: Yes No Sometimes . e
_ C4

3b. If yes/ with whatipstruzl;ents:

reading: !
math:

:4\

161
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3c. If yes, how often:

reading:

math:

4a. How often students regrouped?

reading:

math:

149

4b. Does regrouping mean that the groups have a new membership, or that grotips
stay intact and move on to a new skill or topic? 0
6

reading: new membership same membership/new skill or topic

some of each no info

math: new-membership Same membership/new skill or topic
some of each no info

Are you now more involved in...

5. staff preservice and inservice ,( does unit leader now play a leadership

role in these activities?) (Is there more of this since IGE started?)

6. sharing ideas with other staff members

7. exchanging students with other teachers (compared with before IGE)

8. sharing the planning of what's taught with-other teachers tcompared with
,

befogg_IGE)

9. identifying and using objectives as the basis for instruction

10. ghoosing assessment instruments

11. thinking of students as individuals? .(E.g., how unique is the content of

each child's instructional program? How often do they focus in on one

child?)

12. using assessment results for daily planning?

13. offering student,choices in the assignments to be done?

14. using a variety of.materials?

15. using a variety of instructional settings (small groups, pairs-, independent
study, etc.)

* Questions following a dashed line are for less important idformation;
answer if you have time.

1 6 ,
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I

C. Regarding students:

1. Please estimate what percent of your studentsre success-

fully completing their assignments in readi*and math
_

each-day? '
__ _ _

reading math

2. Do you think the pace at which most students are

progressing is compatible with their ability7
4

Yes fOr some No

Comments

(

3. Do students move from one ins uctional setting to'

another with little or no adt4t supervision?

;,5

Yes No .SomeWhat

Is their movement direct and purposeful (or do they

spend a lot of unnecessary time getting from one '

place to another)?

Yes (direct & purposeful) No Somewhat

b), Is itrdone without distUrbing,other students or staff?

Yes, usually Some*sruption No, very disruptive

Do students keep track of their awn materials for each

instructional setting?

a) -Do they carry supplies or books from one place to

another?

Yes . No

b) Do they usually remeMber to bring what is needed or is

theie a lot of- "ruining baCk

fYes, usually Sometimes No (much forgetting)

6. Do students care for the school's materials without adult

supervision?

a) Do they.get and replace equipment or supplies for an

activitY on their own?

Yes,. often Sometimes Rarely

b) Do they know how to operate multi-media equipment

and use it carefully?

Yes, most do Some do None do

7. On the average, how many teachers does a student interact

with each day (excluding special area teachers)?

8. Do students,interadt with other.students of various ages

each day?

in instructional settings? Yes No

in recreational settings? Yes NO

1 67



9. Are students working on speciAc instructional Objectives?

Yes No
If yes, for what content areafq

10.. Do students ever choose which objectives they will work on?

.Yes, often Occasionally No

1' 11. Do they ever-choose the sequence of objectives they- 1

-. work on?

yes, often Occasionally

12. Do they ever select the materials they will use to attain
an objective?

Yes, often Occasionally No

13. Do students independently handle instructimIal materials
(film loops, tape recorders, projectors, learning station
materials, etc.)?

Yes, often Occasionally

14. Do students ever test themselves?

Yes, often Occasionally. No

15. no they keep records of theiF objectives and assessments?

Yes, often Occasionally \ No

16. Can they state the objectives they are working on in one
or more subject areas?

Yes,. most can Same can 1 None can/

1 8

151
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GE Ovaluation.Study

P776'

°

nterviewer
. ,

SOoe.C.

-Addr
e't

,
Xi, 4' .ct

41de,1, el(s) taUght by teacher

;

Teacher

HOW Much are You involved'inv.' .

1. .decitidn.making (e.g., wi, egai0 to: what's taught, curriculv materials,
' assignment ot pupils to c1asrovias, budget, use of aides, scheduling,
hiring, etC) . . .

,

2. coordinating (other teachers, aides, volunteers, studenti, Mg, than those
..

- in your 'homeroom")

3. communicating wiih parents?

.other community members?-

finding resources for student instruction?

4Ar

for staff inservice?

5. staff preservice and inservice (how mulch is there; does teacher play a
leadership role in these activities?)

6. sharing ideas with other staff members

7. eXchanging stUdents with other teachers

8. ':'.:sharing the planning of what's taught w*th other teachers
*

How much are you involved in;
eb

9. identifying and using objectives as the basis for instruction

10. choosinTassessment instruments

11. thinking of students as individuals? (E.g., how unique is the content of
each child's instructional program? How often do they focus in on one
child?)

. 12. using assessment results for daily planning?

13. offering student choices in ihe assignments to be done?

Questions following ,a dashed line are for less important information.
Answer if you have time.

1,0
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14. using a variety of materials?

15. using a variety of instructional settings (small groups, pairs, indepenaent

study, etc.)

S. Regarding students:
Comments

1. Please estimate what percent of your students are success-
fully bompleting their assignments in reading and math.

each day?
reading math

2. Do you think the pace at,utIch most students are progressing
is compatible with their ability?

Yes for some No

3. Do students move from on9 instructional setting to
another with little or rib adult supervision?

Yes No Somewhat

Is their movement direct and purposeful (or do they
spend a lot of unnecessary tine getting from one
place to another)?

Yes (direct & purposeful) No Somewhat

b) Is it,done without disturbing other students or stai.r.?

Yes, usually Some disruption No, very disruptive

4. a)

5. Do students keep track of their own materials for each
Instructional setting?

a) Do they carry-Supplies or,books from oneplace to
another?

Yes No

13) Do they usually remember to bring what is needed or is
there Aloi of "running back to get something?"

Yes, usua,lly .Sometimes 'NO (Much forgetting)

6. Do students care for the school's materials without adult
supervision?

a) Do they get and replace equipment or supplies for an
activity on their own?

Yes, often . Sometimes Rarely

b) Do they know how to operite multi-media equipment
and use it carefully?

Yes, most do Soma do None do

170
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7. On the average, how many teachers does a ent interact
with each day (excluding special area tears)?

Do students interactiwith other students of various ages
each day?

in instructional settings? Yes

in recreational settings? Yes

9. Are students working on specific instructional objectives?.

yes No

If yes,. for what content areas?

10. Do Students ever choose which objectiveS they will work. on?

Yes, often Occasionally No

11. Do.they ever choose the sequence of objectives they will
work on?,,.

Yes, often Occasionally No

13. Do stUalents independently handle inatructional materials
.(film loops, tape recorders, projectors, learning statioii=
materials, etce.)?

Yes, often Occasionally No

14. Do students ever test themselves2

Yes, loften Occasionally No

15. Do they keep records Of their objectives and assessments?

Yes, often Occasidnally , No

16. Can they state the objectives they are working on in one
or more subject areas?

Yes, most can Some can

171

None can.

0
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[For,IGE and NOn-IGE I

01,1-

Evaluation Study of ICE
1/15/76

,

School Nathe

Circle one:. IGE NOn-ICE

Address

Age of student

Date :

Inter-viewer

Student Questionnaire

1. How many different teachers'do'you usually work,
with at school? (Check to 'see,ihat this exCludes
"special" teachers.) #

2. Do you always do the same work as everyone else?

Yesu 'usually Sometimes 4 No, usually not

3. Da you ever get to choose what work you want
, to do?

Yes No , No info _

4. DO:you ever work op any assignment with just one
other student?

Yes No No info
F * c

5. Do-you ever go to'the IMC (library) by yourself
to work on an assignment? .

Yes No No info

6. -Do you usually get your assignments done right?
(or, alternately, are your-assignments usually

ila, too too easy, or just right?; or, does.the
teach usually have to help you with-your

a

7.. Do you ever se

yourself (i.e

Yes No

a filmstrip o2 tape recorder by
without anadult helping)?

No

8. Do you ever correct a test you'ie taken yourself?

. Yes No No info

171

v-)

,Comments

,/
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4

9. Do you ever keep a record of what work you do?

10

Yes No No info

Can you.tell me what you're working on now?
(or Ofit completed?) (Why are you doing this?)

(Seek' for an objective.)

' Comments'



IIGE Schools]

Evaluation Study of IE

Observation Checklist for

MUS-E Implementation

157

School'Name

Address

Date Visited

Observer

1. How.is,space allocated for units? (Describe in terms of pods, open,

areas,. single classrooms strung together, etc.)

2. Are the units .easily identifiable .by uctureand labels (or do yolif

have to search for the information to Janswer #1 above)?

"-1 2

impossible to deter- easily identifiable

mine without asking

A

3. Is there one central place where staff tends to congregate (or are

there several locations, e.g., 1 for ei.ch unit? Whele is the coffee?

Where is smoking allowed? This is a check for-informal staff

interaction.)

4. Regarding I & R unit: Comment

a) Do unit.staffs have a. place to meet and
work together?

Yes

If Yes,

No No info16,....

1) Is 'this place the same as where individual
teaChers' desks are located?

Yes No

2) 'Does othis space also ouse" members of other

units or specials?
Yes No No info

No info

3) Is this place located in or near the unit's

instructional area?
Yes No No info
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%

4) Is this place different.than a general
"faculty lounge?"

Yes No No info

5) How often during the day do unit members
use this space? domment:

4.

6) Is.this area usually used by mike than one .

person at a time?
Yes. Sornetimes No

fek

\, *

7) If more than one person.is in the space is
there visually school-related conversation
going on?

Yes No No info

5. Regarding the IMC: "
. library:

(Check the name they use)

aY Is it convenient-.to all units? 1
2

.. -.

t%
totally'inconVe-

'nient for all uni,ts.,

b) HoW many staff members are nOw on hand?

c) Are there nonprint materials and hard-
ware readily available to students (or
do they have to ask for it from an
adult)?

d) Is

. Comment

No info

3 4

somewhat
convenient

1

everything
must be
asked for

yes, very conve-
nient fOr all

3 4 5
.

'readily
aiailable

it used by students other than in "class Size" groups?

If yes:

(1) Do students get and replace
equipmentwith ease?

,

Yes No No info

3

no,
none dO

without superirisi,on? 1
A

(2) Do they stay on task?'

(3) Do-any ok them worIE:

no ,

none do

same yes,
some lo

2 3
I

2

some yes,
some no

no,

none do,

in Small groups?
independently?
in pairs?

same yes,

some no

Yes No
Yes No
Yes No

1

yes,
all do

5

yes,
all do

yes,
all do

No info
N6 info
No info

-No info
,

No info

No info



1 (4) 3Do they come to work.ca an assignment (or just to "take out

books")?
Please comment:

6. If possibld observe student movement from one instructionil setting
f to another.

ai Do they,do it without
supervision?

no, not
at all

42

.yes, com,-

pletely

b) Do.they move aimlessly
411K

?
4
A

5
A

or purposefully?
. totally

aimless

c)- Do they do,it without.
'disturbing other
itadents or.staff?

No info

totally No info
purpospful

no. -

disruption

f"N4'4
d) Do they remember to take 1 2

the supplies they need
or do they'have to "run no, none

back:, fnr something? do

total
chaos

4 §

yes,
all do

No info

7.' Regarding Staff/Student interactions, where,applicable, comment on
the pattern of staff/student interactions% ,

%

e.g., How does the teacher view students? principal?.

students view teichers? principal?
auxiliary staff view principal? teacheps?% students?

Comment:

4

'1.$
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Eyaluation'Siudy of IGE School Name

1/15/76
.

Address

Date Visited

Observer

Observation Checklist foz Non-,IGE pchools
s

MUS-E Implementation?

1. How is thd schoolorganized?Are
self-contained tlassroOmen.

there any

(.4

teams; are"there only
,

"Is there one central place where staff tends tO Congregate (or.are
there several locatiOns, e.g., 1 for.each teai?. Where io the

coffee?. Where is smoking allowed? This'is a check for infOrMal
staff intéractión.)

3. Regarding teams (if,there are any):,

a) -Do team staffs have a place to meet and work
,

together?
Yes No No info

If Yes5q.,.

.1) Is this plgCe the same as where individual
teachers' desks are located?

Yes No No info

2). Does this space also "house" members of
other teams or specials?

Yes
;

'No po info

1) Is this place located in or near the team's
instructional area?

Yes No No info -

4) Is this place*different than a. general
"faculty lounge?"

Yes NO No info

5) How often during the day do team members
use thiA,space?

Comment:

177.

Comment

:ft



,

;

6) Is this area usually used by more than one
person at a'time? ;:-.,7?'

Yes 'Sometimes . No 'NO info

7) If more,than oneyerson is in the Space i there

usuallyyschool-related cot,Iversation.gding on?

Yes No

Regarding the IMC:'
library:

Is it convehieneto all?

To Info

'01by

(Check the name' they use)

totally inconve-
nient for all

b/ Haw many staff members are now on hand?

c)_ Are there nonprint materials:and hard-
'ware readily available to students
(or do they have to ask for it from
an adult) ,,

o.

. Comment

,*

4 . 4 . 5 -
SOmewhat yes, yery Conve-

Convenient hient for,a'11, .

;44--

everything
must be'
asked for

a) is it used, by students other than'in "Flass lize"

If yegt

.(1) Do students get-and replace
'equipment with ease?

/

without supervision?

(2) o they stay dn'task?

grows?.

Yes 2L.', No
.: .

.NO:infb,u

'.%...7, .-1,>':-

no,

none do

.? : 4 '

same yes,

90111Pno

.4

:40e19 'yes:
f:Some no,

4

'keidily
availabl#

,

,,,.

ail do No info ,

yes, 4
4

*all do No info

no,

. none do

r

son*, yeS,.

Soiek, no

,('3) Do any of them work: in small, groups? Yes

independently?

in pairs?
. ,41

yes,
all do ANo in'fc?

No -No info

Yes , No " No i0fo

Yes tro

4

No info

."



theyibome. to wotk ,cian4 assignment (or

ust to.vtake ou")?
Please coament:

5. 0 possible observe student'aovement flplione'instruc-
:tional setting to another. e

Do they do it witnout
supervision?

y Move aimlessly
osefully?

2 . r 3 1 5.
1 I

ot 'Yes, com7

at all' pletely

totakly
'aimless_

Do they do it withoUt , 1 '2

disturbing other students
or staff.? no disruption

pav,they remember to take
bA supplies they need':Or
do .they have to "run back"
for something? no, -nckne yes,

do all -do

COmMent

No info

totally. No info
purposeful

total No info
chaos '

No Info

Regarding'Staff/$tudent interactions, where applicable, comment on
the pattern of staff/student interactions.. ,

e.g., Hqw does the teacher view students? principals?
..

S ). students view teachera? principals? ,

auxiliary staff view principal? teachers? students?

Cctmment:

4



.:Evaluation Study of IGE
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.,400
AO

.4

School Nane

Address

Interviewer(s)k

Date,
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IGE ImplemAtation Checklist: School Summary

41
A. MUS-E Component: Comments

'la.. Are'unit members designated sub ect matter,experts?
Yes No Questioriable* No information

4

lb. If yes, do they proVide their team members with
suggestions in that area? e

Often Sometities" Seldom Questionable No info

' 2a. How often do formal unit meetings take place?
-ir-7-

2b. When does this occur?
(Look for odd hours, like "Over, lunch," "during '

recees," etc.)

2c Is this:'release time?". no students are
present) 'les No SOmetimes Questionable No info

2d.- Do the units as a whole do instructional planning
at this time? (i.e., not-teachers planning indi-

.

vidually)

r 2e. Are, agendas written up beforehed?
Yes No' Sometimes Questionable No infiS

2f; `5iAte minutes written up afterward?
Yes No Sometimes Questionable No info

r .

.

400.

,

, Ie -there an exChange of Students among
teachers in the unit?
Yes No Questionable

3b. If yes,'for what subject areas does this occur:

How many (what proportion of) students are involved
in'this exchange?

(give range across units)

"Questionable" means some units do; others don't
**"Sometimes" 'means sometimes yes; somPl-imes no.

4

iØc

;
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How frequently does this take'place

during one day?

* (give range across units)

4

4b.

How often do IIC meetings occur?

Are agendas written up
Yes No SoMetimes

4
4c. Are minutes written up

..ies ..;.:- NO Sometimes

B. IPM Component

beforehand?
No info

ef

afterwards?
No info

1. What published programs: are the uniti tiging

for reading:

2b.

math:

ft

Are the units using a written set of
objectives for reading: Yes No -Question

math: Yes No Questionable No info

s write their own objectx
``-published progr

published .eomeo eaOh;nojnf9,
published 'scae of I no.infOr

Comments

If yes,--did the un'
are they a part o
reading: their
math: their own

2c. Do_teachers prepare theirinSti2ption .("
0.-on the basis of specificobjecelVes?

reading:,,,Yes. No Sometimes Questio

math: Yes. 'No Sometimes. QuestiOn

p

,20):No info

No info

Are students preassessed'for objectives in 'V

reading: Yes No Sometimes Questionable4,AMD info

math: Yes No Sometimes Questionable4 ANO 'info

3b. If yes, with what int.ruments:
reading:

,math:

31P
t,"

If Yeb, how often: .

reading:
.math:

(give range across units)

7

Jov

614 '1 a



_ .

/ILL :Rpw:often are stdOents regrouped?
,

rSeding:;

!Mitilt::-,.,

s regrouping Mean that. haye a new.
_ membersh411,, cc that grouPS-SteY4444.4nd move
on' to a new-skill or t90

. 7.- "
reading: new mitabersniP, è /new-skill .

some Of eaCkr...1' -no. infO...

new membeFship.' ..::.$ainti'VOilloPrIlliaggfibisitiltiI1

some of each .- no,.irtfo
_

. . . ..

4c. _Are assessient results the basis for 'regrodping
reading: Yes No Sometimes Questionable No info
math: Yes Isic) Sometimes Questiona*b No info

4d. Are students postassessed?
reading: Yes No ,Sometimes
math:- Yes -No retimes

Questionitble

QueSAbnable

4e. If yes, how often:
leading:
math:

4f.
-

With what instruments:
reading:
math:

C. Facilitative Environments Component

1. Do represeAkives from the IGE schoila in your
area get together to talk on a reg
Yes No SCMitimes, No.info "-

,

a. . Do you belong to a SystemwidelProgram' Committee
-1(EPC)? Yes No

No info
No info

0

.-
2b. ,If yes, hOWa frequently 'does the SOC meet?

,

. 4

Whit staff members,attend SPC meeitngs?
zt

1P.

tat is

.41'4'Ae all
1.1sdally

J

typicaklyilscussed at the meetings?

IGE.schools in the district represented?
Solaetimes Seldom No ilpfo

44)

8,410



-2f, What decisions have they put in't0 ct?

2g. Do the decisions madiat the SPC meetings
affect all represented ,schools?
Usually Sometimes Seldom NO-info

3a. Do staff members attend meetings of,IGE-
Networks, League* or pACTs (e4e.)?
Yes , No Sometimes Questionable No info

-

3b- If yes, which staff_members?

3c. If yes, ho4 often?

Comments



School
..6

Addeess.

On-Site Summary Report
IGE Evaluation Study,
January-February076

tS.

Principal

Date of Visit Date of Report.:

'.12rsc5n(s) visiting'

Person(s) reporting

Reason for visit

.4
How long in school (hours)

11

Methods and Approaches Used

Interviews (Check or give number
wbere gossible

Principal
'Unit leaders (list'all. graci.e'

levels represented
Teachers (grade levels repre-

A... sented:
., 'Students 4grade levpla repre-..e

kw"4A sented:
)1Specialists (Spbcify:.

'12

Otherg (Specify:
(

4'

Observations (Check settings
and give time estimates)

generalaffice a

ptinciAt's'Afice
IMC or libiary
units/classrooms during
instruction
tunits,classrooms
-non-instructiohal times
"Hallways" while students
are moving from one in:-
"Ystructional setting to

another
Numar.of "spegial" set-
tings (e.g.,Art roop,

e
gym, cafeter ete-)

Specify:

.1

Special Conditionsto be noted - either.positive or negative (e.g., Physical
layoutAitaffing conaiderations)

01



Descriptive Summary of Findings (i.e., Facts)

1. Organization'(MUS, decision making, aides, etc.)

2. Instructional Program (materials being Used, assessment practices,
giouping, !Etc.) .

3. Cooperatibn with'other IGE schools

4. Ott* (Home-school, evaluation,

Overall Impressions

1. Implementation

i.e Commentary)

4

. Outcomes

e4en-sites-or studies ("Must seed' some
.aWbcists," only as a horrible example, etc.11



Direct Outcomes

Definitions

1. Instructional Cooperation

169

The degree 'to which the schooIstaff cooperateS in instructional activities--

planning, sharing ideas, teaching, and evaluating. The,diniension runs

from the-totally self-contained class with no contact with other teachers

and students to totally.coordinated and executed instruction across a

group of teachertoaocordinjg to strengths and interests.

/

1 3

No sharing
of students.
'or ideas

for one or more areas
(i.e.leacher takes

-for convenience of_
teachers

5

Teachers occasion;
ally plan together
and swap individuar
students according
to studisiir t needs

$

7

Total coordination
and execution of
instruction in
academic subject
areas

2. Involvement in Decision Making.
E.,

The degree to which the gaff (as a tott fao6p4, in ihe liC, or in

.'.

-units) pooperates in the decision-making process - clarification of

andlevaluation. ',The emphasis here

. . 0
is on activitiVs indirectly relaied to instruction (e.g. budget', sched-

1concerns, ap roaches Irsolution,

uling, hiring, etc.). The dimensio runs;frommo ihvolvemeht in decisions

to pattnership in all available decisions. NOTE: .A school should not

be penalized for 3,ack of involvement in.decisions that.ire not under the

control of the .school .(e.g.system-,wide .currichlumLadoPtions, mandated

instructional periods.)

1

Nooinvolvement Consultation but
no decision making

5 4. 7

Depi n making on ,TOtal decision
some asues--e.g. rmaking.cooperation
student assignments,

edules
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.3. Professional Responsibility

The degree to which the staff aisumes professional responsibility for'

instruction. The focus,is on the expansion of the traditional responsi-

bility for covering material and assigning grades to the planning and'

exeirtion of the studentsl'educational program. The dimension runs from

the minimum of going through the materials prescribed year after year

to taking the initiative to use whatever means possible to provide the

necessary education (seeing themselves-as'the ediacator, with materials

for tools)'.

1

Minimum prof -
sional responsi-
bility (teacher
as tool; materials
are the program
with minimal
evaluation from
the teachers)

Seek additional
information an&
evaluates-mate-
rials:and
strategieS

4. Professional Role?. -Differentiation

5

'Teacher's seek'

The degree to which staff members haVe

addikg40.
'nation sand adapt

some programs on
basis of profes-,
sional judgment

4

.4

7

Teachers,(or unit).
-tilke.7.prOfeesional
-responsibility for
ehtke instructiohal
program, includid
development where- '
necessafy

adopted differentiatedprofessional

roles. ',The dimension runs from the traditional pattern ofealp teacher

playing the sante role to'totally differentiated staffing with each,staff
,

member having a unique role'.

No

1

differentia- One staff member
tion among staff
member

has asSumed on
administrative
role with regatd
to other staff
(lembers in addi-
ion to

Staff,members assume
some contedt special-
ization in 'addition
to.instructionai
'role

instruction
J.

Each member of a
unit or,staff,..:':

4foUping (depart-
pent,'grade-level
qroup,,etc.)-tas:
.inique -role 4,

41--;

-



5. Use of instructional objectives

The degree to which instruction in reading and mathematics is actuallx

guided by objectives--instruction focused on the assessed needs orstudents,

and teaching controlled.by the degree to which those objectives are met.

P

The)dimension runs from cover to cower use of materials (regardless of

whether, objectives are stated) to instruction totally constructed around-/,

'objectives designed to meet the needs of students.

1

Instruction
strictly froli
boOk, regrd7
less of need

,8
.3'

,

A few specific Planning of
objectives identi- instruction in
fied and tau h

\
t 4- terms of objectives

6. .Continuous Progress

The degree to which the needs of the individual studenX gad the every-
.

dllt practices of the schall, includihg sharing of information, instructional

All reading and ,
mathematics con7
.structed around
objectives

practices; grouping, etc.

of students''heeds,to a totaLeducational program buiit on the individual
4 .

child's-needs, allowing them tc. progress at their individual maximum rate.

The dimension runs from total'non-differentiation

3

Equal 'progress Progress permit-
of students _tedlhly in terms
assumed-except of 'broadly, defined

for the .ti40 'tecttudefit groups

ry §ift4aspr 4(e.g. homogeneous
in great grouping)

trouble

4.

7. Availability and'.Use of Resourqes

,Degnee tollitich a wide variety of

used in the daily

5

Needs of stu-
dentb ocCasionally
addressed by assigni
ing individually
appropriate tasks lb
different students
and by Variation.in'
4rouping patterns
(e..g. small group
and individual)

relevant

A

7

,Needs Of all students
regmlarly addressect
by asSigning.appro-
priate tasks to'
different students
and emplOying a ,

wide range of, -

grouping'patterns

resources
'

are available and V

instructional program--print and audio-visual materials,

4

188
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tutors, ccomunit resources. The dimension runs from few resources beyond

the standard textbook to a program that uses the maximum relevant resources

40 avai la le. NOTE: a school shoula not be pdalized for limited financial

.resources; thefocus is on what
k,

-

SoMe additional A vatiety of
materials (such human and mate
,as audio-visual rial resources
aids), used but dpmonly used but
with minimel usually,as add-on
relevance to filler for the
program,N. program

is Or could be available in thejocal

Con-

8. Student AcceSs to kesources

5

Varied, rele-
vant.resources
used,as integral
part Of same of

-.the instructional
-program

7

4e9

All inseruction
involves ttie,use
of varied relevant
resources

The degree to Which tht resources available in the instructional program

' are accessible by-,the students. The dimension runs from no accessibility

*Ond,their own books and minimal liblary book access to fuli accessi-

bility of resourcvs to students. NOTE: be practical.: Schools,must take,

reasonable precautions lgainst breakage and theOL Also, l2..year- olds

can do things that fi-year olds'can't, such as run sophisticated equipment.

No Access
?beyond instruc....

tion books and4

priv11d4eS"' :-

heavilYsuper
vised

Studekt succeSs

3 5 7

Students.given
some access to
additional re-
sources but with

. 'heavy supervision

The degree to Which students'experience Success

Some.access to
resources occurs
wihoUi custOdial
superft$0.on,...

Access
iesource$ occurs,:
without custodial
supervis-on

tional activitles. Tasks are aimed

189

in their evei-yda4i0truC4-
..

7

and Sequenced, illApoh,i.m4pneitha
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all students'expect-to succeed. The dimension runs-froM sucatss onê-
strictly curved basiajonly a few very successful, sage always unsuccessful)

to.an expectation-of ;uccess for all Ancients.

to grades received.

-4. 3

04y,a iew Very .Greateriguccess-
r

successful; some than noir=success

always unsucipss- but a substantial
group failing

10. Student Self-D ction

, -

'The degree to which studentilkake responsibility for their

within the framework provided by the unit faculty--select their own

NOTE: this is not limited

5 7

Most succe6sfu1; All students
only a few expect to be

experience failure successftl

on program

activities, move through the building under their own direction, and

generally knowmwhat they are doing. The dimension runs from thestudents

kept under an adult's eyteotiell times Uo.students with a maximum af self-
,

direction -with regard to instruction and behavior...

1 3

Studeqs ewer- Students select
ise no self- tome of bwn activi-
direction ies or guide use

f tome time under
close supervision

s

Students knpw,
.some of ti,f,eir..prn.

needs and.dhoosei:
"Sortie actill,iiit#1
to be aarried4;Dut
with minimal
supervision

7

CtudentS take re-
sponsibility--know .

what they are doing -

and why and ce
it out without
austddial supervision

190
;41 .4
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School:

Dane:

Rater(s):

1. Oonceptrl

Rating Scales..
Outcomes 4nd,Implementation

Instructional Cooperation 1
,..-

Ivement in Decision Making L

ofessional RespupsibilAy-

essiOnal /tole Differentiation, 1

e of Instructional Objectives

tinuous Progress 1

-

Availability and Use of Resources 1

Student! Access tc Resources 1 .

9. Student Succe§s

10. 'Student Self-Direction

Overall School Rating

ii IMplementation '(Pate only for
,IGE Schools)

1. MUS.Organization

a. Reading

b. _Math

C. Other .

1

7

2 3,

3 4 5 . 6

2.

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6

2

2 3 4 5 6 7

4 6 7

2 4 6 7

2 4 5 6 7

Totally'
nop-IGE
in'outcomes

Totally IGE
-in outcomes

1

4 5 6: .

3. Fabilitative EnVironthents 1 .

,19I

No
ImPieMentation..

_r

04,

5 .6 7

, Tbtal
. Implementation

.)
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APPENDIX E

CORRELATION AND FACTOR ANALYSIS. OF OUTCOMES. RATINGS
\.
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TABLE p2'

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF 'OUTCOME ,RATINGS -FOR 16E SCHOOLS ,

P

Variable

.Instrictional
Cooperation

Involvement,in
Decisions

Professional
Responsibility

'Prof.4Ro1e .

.24
Diff'eren.

\

Instructional
Objectives

Continuous
Progress

Ayail. e of
Res ces

.02

.O4

.81

Stu ent Access 94
to evurces

Stu ent ?3
Suc ess

Std ent Self-
% Dire tion

Overall
Rating

Total

Variance

1;85

.63

..01.' .:87 ...:07

IL,
.60 .59 .08 , ,A

a
%

.63 .62 . - .12..

.91

o1 .28

.14

.02
,

Factors.

,

.04

. 8.

. .34

_19 -

4

:el

.18

- .35

.21

.,75 .

- .03

- .06,

2.85

26

2.77

25

-2:05

19 .

1.44
:13

0 <1
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TABLE.C3,

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF OUTCOME RATINGS FOR NON-IGE SCHOOLS.

Variable, No

Instructional
Cooperation

Ablvolverhent
in. Decisions

Prokessional

Prof: ole'
Differen..

-tnstructional
'objectives,

J.
rContinuous
Progress

Avail./Use of
Resources

.,Student. Access

to.Resources

.13

- .01

(-:70

.31

Stuaent
.34 .'

Success

StUdent Self-
Direction

Overall
Rating

Total

Variance

, :18

.62

3.21

Factors

3 4

,.15

'.82

.121
/

.27

(--- .3,3

.09'
o

-...-

e .41 .17 .15

- 15 - .03

.22 .83 .13

- .16 :75 .54. -*-1

.36 :33 - .35

.90 - .15 .02

.48 .49 - .22

.12 - 7

.21 .11

2.59 1,79 1.38

-
_25

29 24 16

193,
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